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Chapter I

As the all  but  overcrowded subway car  pulled away from Shirokanedai 

Station, Kadenokoji Takako held onto a hang-strap with one hand, her book 

bag with the other, and patiently waited for someone to try to feel her up. 

It was not that she was really hoping someone would, but she was a 

police officer, and her job, at least for the next few weeks, was to serve as 

bait in the Metropolitan Police Community Safety Bureau's prefecture-wide 

anti-groper campaign.  Over twenty million people rode the public railways 

daily in the Tokyo prefecture alone, and in recent years, more and more 

women were reporting being groped and otherwise sexually harassed while 

riding the public transit system.  The rail companies had women-only cars 

available during peak hours, which was a good idea, but in practice, all this 

did was cause the gropers to treat women they encountered on other cars as 

'fair game'.  The leader of the pretentious-sounding Anti-Groper Task Force 

had even gone so far as to call it 'an epidemic'.
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A couple times a year, the Community Safety Bureau would launch a 

crackdown, and call for volunteers from the police force to ride the subways 

in  civilian  attire.   This  was  Kadenokoji's  third  time  assisting  the  Anti-

Groper Task Force.   It  was not a particularly enjoyable assignment,  but 

volunteering for these sorts of assignments would look good on her record, 

and  Kadenokoji  did  not  plan  on spending  the  rest  of  her  career  at  the 

bottom rung  of  the  Metropolitan  Police's  hierarchy.   She  had  a  college 

degree; at the very least she figured she could make lieutenant.

With this in mind, she volunteered for just about every special duty to 

come along.  If nothing else it kept her from being bored: as part of the 

Traffic Safety Section at Ikebukuro Police Station, Kadenokoji spent most of 

her time writing parking tickets or directing traffic, hardly inspiring work. 

Special assignments helped break up the dull routine.

Kadenokoji wore the vest, blouse, and skirt of a student from Kanda 

High School, nine stops further along the subway line.  Schoolgirls traveling 

alone were among the most frequently targeted by the gropers, and since 

everyone agreed that Kadenokoji barely looked eighteen, a school uniform 

was the perfect disguise.  

Of  course,  she  was  not  actually  alone.   Hidden  in  the  crowd  of 

passengers behind her, not more than two meters away, was her partner, 

Oishi Akihiko, a veteran officer of Ikebukuro Police Station.  Dressed in a 

drab businessman's suit, briefcase in hand, Oishi would help identify and 

arrest the gropers that went after Kadenokoji.

Kadenokoji  was  not  the  least  bit  fearful  for  her  safety  with  Oishi 

around.   Although  he  looked  like  yet  another  forgettable  droopy-eyed 
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salaryman, he had been a member of the Special Assault Team for almost a 

decade  before  transferring  to  Ikebukuro's  Traffic  Section,  and  treated 

Kadenokoji like a younger sister.  They had been partners all three times 

that Kadenokoji had been on the task force.  

Of course, if Oishi for some reason wasn't able to spring to her defense, 

Kadenokoji  was a police officer.  She had trained in judo and karate like 

every  other  officer.   She  carried  no  firearm—female  Metropolitan police 

officers were almost never authorized to carry firearms—but tucked in the 

waistband of her skirt was a small vial of pepper spray, which would be 

more than adequate for dealing with random perverts.

Kadenokoji and Oishi had been running a circuit around the Tokyo 

area, switching between the Yamanote rail line and the Toei Mita subway 

line, and just to keep her disguise as realistic as possible, Kadenokoji had 

been  switching  between  three  different  schools'  uniforms  (which  were 

hidden in Kadenokoji's book bag and Oishi's briefcase, along with her police 

uniform).  Earlier, when she had been wearing the sailor-style uniform of 

the Jissen Joshi High School, a forty-something salaryman had reached up 

her untucked blouse and starting rubbing her side.

When Kadenokoji had seen the man last, as she and Oishi handed him 

over to the uniformed officers from the Shinjuku Station police booth, he 

had been begging for them to forgive him, if not for his sake, then for the 

sake of his wife and daughter.  

“I'm sorry, but we are doing this for the sake of  everyone's wife and 

daughter,” Kadenokoji had said.  
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It surprised Kadenokoji how calm she had been.  She had not handled 

her first run-in with a groper that calmly; it had ended with her screaming 

at the man, and Oishi had to pull her away from him.  That had been just 

over a year ago.  

The  subway car  lurched  suddenly;  everyone  in  the  car,  even  those 

holding  onto  the  hang-straps,  were  knocked  into  everyone  else  as  the 

inertia  carried  them  forwards  and  then  back.   Something  bumped  into 

Kadenokoji's backside, lifting the skirt of her uniform up momentarily.  She 

regained her balance, and hastily smoothing her skirt back out, turned to 

see who it was.

Oishi stood directly behind her, a sheepish look on his face.  It had 

been he that had bumped into her; the briefcase that he carried had lifted 

her skirt.  Silently he mouthed Sorry.

Kadenokoji had to suppress the urge to giggle; she had teased Oishi 

more  than  once  about  something  like  this  happening,  and  now that  it 

actually  had happened,  she had no intention of  ever  letting him live  it 

down.  But for now, they still  had a job to do, and Kadenokoji was too 

professional to break their cover for no reason.  She just bit her lip and 

looked down at the floor to hide her smile.

“Stop right there!”

Kadenokoji  looked  up.   A  couple  of  older  women,  maybe  in  their 

forties or early fifties, edged their way through the crowded car towards 

her.  The first one pointed one finger past Kadenokoji to where Oishi stood. 

“You there!  I saw what you did to this girl, you pervert!”
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Muscling  their  way  through  the  crowd,  they  formed  a  blockade 

between a very confused Oishi and an equally confused Kadenokoji.  The 

second woman turned to Kadenokoji.  “Don't you worry, sweetie, we both 

saw what that man did.  We'll turn him over to the police.”

“So  disgusting,”  the  first  woman  said,  glaring  at  Oishi,  forcefully 

pointing her  index finger  at  him as  if  to  impale  him on her  fingernail. 

“We've had enough of perverts like you, preying on innocent girls, thinking 

you can get away because no one will see you in the crowds.”  Then the 

woman turned to all the other people crowded in around them.  “And you 

people are just as bad as him!  You all saw him, but you all just look away 

like nothing happened!  It's thanks to people like you that predators like him 

can get away with their perversions!”

“Wait, wait, wait, wait,” Oishi said, finally starting to get his wits back 

about him.  “I didn't grope her—my briefcase just bumped her when the car 

lurched.”

“Oh, sure,” the woman said.  “Quit making excuses!  We all know what 

you did, and you're not going to get away with it.”

The car slowed to a stop—they were at Shirokane-Takanawa Station. 

The first  woman grabbed Oishi's  arm, and started to pull  him from the 

train; the second herded Kadenokoji off, too.  “There's a police booth here at 

the station, sweetie.  All you'll have to do is file a quick report, and that 

pervert will be in jail.”

“No, wait, you see, that's not necessary,” Kadenokoji said.

“Hey, lady, calm down and just listen to me,” Oishi said, as he was 

dragged off the subway car.
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“Save your excuses for the police,” the woman said, a vice-like grip on 

his upper arm.

Kadenokoji caught Oishi's  eye.  He looked really, really tired.   “No, 

look,” Oishi said finally, and pulled out his badge.  Flipping it open, he held 

it up scarcely a centimeter from the woman's nose.  “I am a police officer.”

There was a moment of stunned silence from the two women.  The 

doors of the subway car closed, it began its journey towards Mita Station 

without them.  Then, the first woman clenched her jaw.  “How dare you 

abuse your position as a police officer to assault girls like this!”

Oishi lowered his face into the palm of his hand, sighing wearily.  “Oh, 

come on, lady.”  The woman was not budging.  Oishi turned to Kadenokoji 

in desperation.  “Help me out here, Kojita.”

Kojita was Oishi's nickname for Kadenokoji, combining the last two 

syllables  of  her  family  name  and  the  first  of  her  personal  name. 

Kadenokoji was just too long, he had decided back when they first met. 

“Oh,  sorry,  Oishi-senpai.”   Kadenokoji  reached  into  her  book  bag,  and 

produced her own badge.  “We're both police officers,” she said, holding it 

up  for  the  two  women  to  see.   “We're  with  the  Metropolitan  Police 

Community Safety Bureau.”

“What?” the two women said simultaneously.

“What's going on here?”

Kadenokoji  turned:  a  uniformed police  officer,  no doubt  one of  the 

ones stationed at the police booth here at Shirokane-Takanawa Station, had 

walked  up,  drawn by  the  commotion.   “Just  a  little  misunderstanding,” 

Kadenokoji said.
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“Little?” Oishi muttered.

The first woman, who still was latched onto Oishi's arm, turned to the 

uniformed officer.  “I saw this man grope this girl on the train!”

The uniformed officer glanced between Kadenokoji, the two women, 

and Oishi.  “Is this true?”

“No, no,” Kadenokoji said.  It was getting harder and harder for her to 

keep from laughing.  “Officer Oishi and I are part of the Community Safety 

Anti-Groper Task Force.  Oishi just bumped into me by accident when the 

car lurched.”

“Oh, really?” the second woman asked Kadenokoji.  

“This girl can't be a police officer!” the first woman declared.  “Just 

look at her uniform!  She's still in school!”

Oishi let his head hang.  “Unbelievable.”

“No, I'm not, this is just a disguise, really,” Kadenokoji said, wondering 

Just how dense could this woman be?  “Officer, um, what's your name?”

“Yagami,” the uniformed officer said.

“Yagami-san,  let's  just  all  go  to  the  police  booth,  and you can call 

Ikebukuro Police Station and check out our stories,” Kadenokoji suggested. 

“That will clear everything up, right?”

Twenty minutes later, Kadenokoji, her identity as a police officer verified to 

the satisfaction of all, thanked the two women for their vigilance as they 

hurried  away  from  the  police  booth,  both  embarrassed  beyond  words. 

Once  they  were  well  out  of  earshot,  she  turned  to  Oishi,  grinning 

mischievously.  “Well, that's never happened before.”
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“I need a smoke,” Oishi said wearily.

“Not  while  you're  on duty,”  Kadenokoji  said.   “Besides,  didn't  you 

promise Sakura you'd quit?”

Sakura was Oishi's wife of twenty-one years, and Kadenokoji's good 

friend.  Oishi sighed.  “I just said I needed a smoke, not that I was going to 

smoke.”

Kadenokoji nodded triumphantly.  “Good.”  

“What are you, my mother?” Oishi asked.

“You're  my partner,”  Kadenokoji  said.   “We're  Metropolitan  Police. 

We take care of each other.  Or so somebody told me once.”

“Wonder who that idiot was,” Oishi muttered.

You.  Kadenokoji  checked her  watch.   8:17.   “Well,  that  threw our 

schedule off.  Want to finish the route as far as Suidobashi, and then call it 

a day?”

“No  point,  not  this  late.   The  morning  rush  is  pretty  much  over. 

Besides, classes have already started,” Oishi said, checking the time on his 

cell phone.  He pointed towards a row of vending machines.  “Want to get 

something to drink before we go back to Shinjuku Station?”

“Sure,” Kadenokoji said.  She had one of her police uniforms with her—

well, it was folded neatly inside Oishi's briefcase—but it was against police 

regulations for a uniformed officer to take a break in public.  Poor decorum, 

and all that.  However, being in a school uniform after classes have started 

involved its  own risks.   “I'll  probably  get  chewed out  by  some random 

person for being a truant, though.”
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“Yeah, that would be our luck,” Oishi said.  “I would say we could take 

a break in the police booth, but...”

Too embarrassing, Oishi did not have to say.  Officer Yagami had not 

said anything at the time, but Kadenokoji could see in his eyes that he and 

all the other officers from his station would be laughing about this incident 

for a very long time to come.  “True,” Kadenokoji said.  “I'll buy.  Canned 

coffee?”

Oishi nodded.

After  procuring  the  drinks,  they  sat  on  a  bench  and  relaxed.   To 

passerby, they looked more like a father and daughter than partners.  Oishi 

was forty-one and Kadenokoji twenty-four, but with his perpetually dour 

expression and graying hair, Oishi looked a lot older.  Kadenokoji could 

easily pass for a girl in her late teens, especially with her long hair pulled up 

into a ponytail—hence the disguise as a schoolgirl.  

“Oh, yeah, before I forget, Sakura wants me to invite you to dinner,” 

Oishi said.  “She said to tell you that she's making spaghetti with marinated 

pollock roe sauce tonight.”

“You know, I'm not totally helpless,” Kadenokoji said, sipping her can 

of diet cola.  “I appreciate the offer, but I'm not a little kid.”

“Yeah,  I  forgot,  you  got  a  cabinet  full  of  instant  noodles  and  a 

microwave,” Oishi said.  “Really, Ta-chan, you need to start eating better.”

Ta-chan was Oishi's other nickname for her, the one he used when it 

wasn't official business.  “Yeah, yeah,” Kadenokoji said.  “So, what did you 

eat when you were a bachelor?”
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Oishi scratched the back of his neck.  “Instant noodles and takeout. 

Single guy in this line of work don't have a lot of time for home cooking on 

a regular basis.  Too expensive just to cook for one, anyways.”

Kadenokoji nodded.  “Aha.”  Taking the last sip of her tea, Kadenokoji 

stood and pitched the can in a high arc with a little hop, like a basketball 

player making a free throw, to land neatly in a trash bin some four meters 

away.  

“Nice shot,” Oishi said.  “So, what will it be?”

“I wouldn't miss it.  Sakura's cooking is the best.”  Kadenokoji grabbed 

the briefcase, and set her book bag on the bench next to Oishi.  “I'm going 

to go change.  Did you see where the restrooms were?”

Oishi  pointed  back  towards  the  stairwell  leading  to  the  streets  of 

Tokyo's  Minato  ward above them.   “Should be back that  way.   I'll  text 

Sakura, tell her to expect you.”

“Okay,” Kadenokoji said.

It did not take her long to locate the restrooms, but before Kadenokoji 

could  get  inside  she  was  stopped  by  a  couple  that  appeared  to  be  a 

retirement-age husband and wife.  “Excuse me, miss, but what school do 

you attend?”

Oh, great, the local truancy patrol, Kadenokoji thought.  How, in a city 

full of old busybodies like these two and those two women earlier,  could  

train gropers ever become an epidemic?  There was no point in trying to 

keep up the disguise.  Kadenokoji reached for her badge—

And remembered it was still in her book bag, which she had left with 

Oishi.  Oh, no.
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The next subway car rolled into the station like clockwork.  “Is that a 

Kanda uniform?” the woman asked.  “That's a very expensive school—do 

your parents know you're squandering your tuition by skipping classes like 

this?”

Kadenokoji sighed.  “Look, you see, I'm a—”

The  subway  car's  doors  opened,  and  as  they  did,  blood-curdling 

screams of pure terror burst forth.  Only maybe thirty meters from where 

Kadenokoji  stood,  people  were  trampling  all  over  each  other  trying  to 

escape  one  of  the  subway  cars  that  had  just  pulled  into  Shirokane-

Takanawa Station, and close behind them was a monster Kadenokoji had 

only heard about on the news and in hushed conversations in the break 

room at Ikebukuro Police Station.

It was blurry, as if Kadenokoji's eyes refused to focus on it.  A tentacle 

emerged  from the  subway  car,  patterned  in  shifting  rings  of  unnatural 

orange and blue,  lined on all  sides  with suckers,  the tip  of  the  tentacle 

branching off into multiple smaller tentacles not unlike a hand.  Then a 

second  and  a  third  and  a  fourth  and  a  dozen  more  tentacles  emerged, 

pulling the bloated body of the beast behind it.  Its body was the size of a 

large bear, but it had no fur, just rubbery flesh, covered in a thick, viscous 

film, pocked with eyes all over its body.  

Kadenokoji  could  not  count  how  many  tentacle  arms  it  had;  the 

number seemed to shift as the beast moved, but the number was certainly 

in the dozens.  The body seemed to float above the ground, its tentacle arms 

reaching out to whatever they could latch onto to pull it along, leaving a 

purplish-green film on whatever it touched.  
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The creature was known by many names, but one of the most common 

ones was hecatonchires.
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Chapter II

“Everyone,  out  of  the  subway!   Evacuate  to  the  surface!”  Kadenokoji 

shouted at the couple, pushing them back towards the stairwells.  Reaching 

into her pocket for her cell phone, Kadenokoji quickly hit the keys to switch 

it  into  press-to-talk  mode.   “All  units,  we  have  a  hecatonchires  in 

Shirokane-Takanawa Station, gate three!  I repeat, there's a hecatonchires in 

Shirokane-Takanawa Station!”

“Miss!  You've got to get out of here, too!” the old man said, pulling on 

her arm.

Kadenokoji shrugged the old man off.  “I'm Metropolitan Police!  Get 

yourselves out of here!”

The hecatonchires pulled itself fully out of the subway car, dragging an 

unconscious  boy  by  the  leg  behind  it.   With  a  flick  of  one  of  its 

multitudinous tentacles, it sent the boy sliding across the station concourse, 

slamming him into a row of turnstiles like a rag doll.
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Ignoring the pleas of the old couple who had mistook her for a truant, 

Kadenokoji ran forward.  Out of the corner of her eye, she could see the 

hecatonchires slowly pulling itself towards the boy.  The boy looked to be 

maybe thirteen or fourteen, a junior high student, extremely overweight. 

Doesn't  matter! Kadenokoji  thought  as  she  reached  the  boy.   He  was 

unconscious, his body twitching slightly, blood running out of his nose and 

mouth.

For a moment she debated whether or not she should move him—all 

her training told her that would be a bad idea, since it was likely the boy 

had serious head and neck injuries, but it was clear that leaving the boy in 

the path of the hecatonchires was an even worse idea.  Kadenokoji grabbed 

the boy's wrists and pulled, but to little effect.  He's got to weigh at least a  

hundred  kilograms!   Are  his  parents  trying  to  train  him to  be  a  sumo 

wrestler or something?

“Kojita!”

Kadenokoji  looked  up  as  the  sound  of  her  partner's  voice  echoed 

through the subway.  Oishi was running up from the side,  the little Sig 

P230JP pistol he adored so much held in both hands in a low ready stance. 

“We've got a hurt kid here!” Kadenokoji shouted.  A putrid stench filled her 

nose—the hecatonchires was close.  One of its tentacles affixed itself to the 

ground scarcely a meter from where she knelt.  “Distract that thing!”

Oishi stopped maybe fifteen meters from the hecatonchires, and raised 

the pistol to aim.  “Over here, you overgrown squid!” he shouted.  One eye 

closed,  he  fired,  one  precisely  aimed  shot.   Oishi  had  always  been  an 
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excellent marksman; at the range he could consistently put every round he 

fired through an A8-size card from a similar distance.  

However, Kadenokoji could not see any effect.  No bullet impact, no 

spray of blood or whatever bodily fluids the hecatonchires contained.  It 

appeared as if Oishi's shots missed the monstrous creature entirely.  Oishi 

fired a second round, adjusted his aim, a third round, aimed again, a fourth 

round, all with no more apparent effect than the first.  

But the hecatonchires had stopped advancing towards Kadenokoji and 

the boy, and so Kadenokoji decided to take advantage of this momentary 

advantage.  Hopping over the turnstiles, she pulled the boy underneath the 

turnstile's  arms.  The row of turnstiles was a poor barricade against the 

hecatonchires, but it might at least slow it.

Or not: a half-dozen tentacles latched onto the turnstiles, pulling the 

floating body of the hecatonchires to where its multitudinous eyes could 

peer  over  them  at  Kadenokoji.   The  stench  of  the  creature  was 

overwhelming.  Standing, Kadenokoji fought back nausea, and pulled out 

her only weapon, the pepper spray she had tucked in her waistband, and 

emptied it into the creature's nearest eyes.

With  one thick  tentacle  it  slapped her  to  the  ground,  knocking the 

wind out of Kadenokoji.  The pepper spray had no effect.  The tentacles 

closed in on her, and desperately she tried kicking them away, only for one 

of the hecatonchires' tentacles to latch onto one of her shoes.  Not only was 

the  hecatonchires  impossible  to  focus  upon,  its  form  was  shifting 

constantly: the tentacle and the shoe it held suddenly disappeared, to be 

replaced by another tentacle.  And another.  And another.
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Still holding onto the boy's wrist with one hand, Kadenokoji tried to 

push herself away, but could not.  

The .380-caliber  rounds  from his  pistol  seemingly  having  no  effect, 

Oishi  holstered  the  pistol,  grabbed  a  nearby  trashcan,  and  with  a  roar 

hurled  it  at  the  hecatonchires.   Finally  the  monster  turned its  attention 

away from Kadenokoji  and the unconscious  boy.   Or at  least  it  started 

moving  away  from  them.   Its  eyes  still  stared  straight  at  her,  and 

Kadenokoji  realized  that  the  hecatonchires'  eyes  looked just  like  human 

eyes, except they shifted in color from a violet to pale green, and varied in 

size  from a  ten-yen coin  to  a  dinner  plate,  growing  and  shrinking  and 

disappearing and morphing into tentacles.

“Stay down!”  Kadenokoji saw two uniformed police officers run up 

from the side.  She recognized one of the officers as Yagami, from earlier. 

Both of the two officers were armed with a pump-action shotguns.  She 

flattened herself to the floor, and the two opened fire.

The hecatonchires clearly responded to this new assault.  Its tentacles 

let go of the turnstiles and latched onto the ceiling, and it pulled itself up 

and then towards  towards the two shotgun-wielding officers,  moving at 

about the same speed as a human walking fast.  Yagami and his partner 

wisely fell back, luring the hecatonchires away from the turnstiles where 

Kadenokoji was still trying to pull the unconscious boy to safety.

Oishi ran forward, clumsily vaulted over the turnstiles, and grabbed 

the boy's other arm.  Kadenokoji got back on her feet, and together they 

pulled the boy out of the subway's concourse, even though Kadenokoji's 
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one  shoeless  foot  provided  very  little  traction  on  Shirokane-Takanawa 

Station's neatly waxed floor.

In the aftermath of the incident, the injured, Kadenokoji among them, were 

all taken to Saiseikai Central Hospital.  Despite her protests that she was 

not injured,  Oishi  had insisted that Kadenokoji  submit to  a full  medical 

exam, just to be sure.  Kadenokoji acquiesced on the condition that Oishi 

bring her some shoes.

An x-ray revealed no broken bones, nor did any appear to be fractured. 

She had some bruises, but nothing major.  A blood test did not show any 

pathogens from the hecatonchires' foul musk, and the doctor was convinced 

that she was not experiencing any of  the usual psychological symptoms 

from exposure to the hecatonchires' musk, which had been splattered all 

over her chest when it had slapped her to the ground, and on her one foot 

when it had stolen her shoe.

Kadenokoji  was,  however,  experiencing  the  typical  dermatological 

effects: all over her chest and abdomen and on her foot she had developed a 

prickly, bright red rash, where the musk had soaked through her blouse and 

sock.  Kadenokoji was just glad that it had not soaked through her brassiere

—this  sort  of  rash  all  over  her  breasts  would  have  been  completely 

intolerable.

However,  the  doctor  assured  her  that  the  rash  was  not  a  serious 

condition.   It  was  a  common  side-effect  of  physical  contact  with  a 

hecatonchires, but there had never been any cases of it causing any lasting 

harm.  The doctor recommended Kadenokoji treat it with whatever over-
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the-counter anti-itch lotion she preferred (albeit with the caveat that if the 

rash was not gone completely within twenty-four hours, she should seek 

professional medical help).  

The doctor declared her fit to be discharged, and left Kadenokoji in the 

small  exam room to get dressed.   Kadenokoji  noticed two things as she 

changed  into  her  police  uniform:  first,  the  cloth  of  the  neatly  starched 

uniform  blouse  felt  like  sandpaper  wherever  it  touched  the  rash,  and 

second, she could still smell the putrid stench of the hecatonchires' musk on 

her.   It  was not nearly as overwhelming as before, but it was still  most 

unpleasant.  Disgusting.

There was a knock on the exam room door.  Oishi.  It's about time you 

came back with my shoes, Kadenokoji thought.  “Come in.”

The  door  opened,  and  instead  of  Oishi,  it  was  her  supervisor, 

Lieutenant Aoi.  Aoi was twenty-eight, tall, and, in Kadenokoji's opinion, 

dashingly handsome.  Kadenokoji was not alone in her appraisal: among 

the ladies at Ikebukuro Police Station, Aoi was most popular, not just for his 

looks, but because he was just generally a likable guy, if a bit awkward at 

times.  

Aoi carried the pair of athletic shoes Kadenokoji  kept in her locker 

back at the station.  He started to say something as he came in, but stopped 

short,  an  embarrassed look  on his  face.   He  quickly  looked  away from 

Kadenokoji.  “Ah, sorry, Kojita-kun.  I didn't realize you weren't dressed 

yet.”

Confused by his reaction, Kadenokoji looked down at herself.  She was 

barefoot,  and had not tucked her blouse into her skirt  yet,  but she was 
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sufficiently clothed that Aoi's  embarrassed reaction seemed more than a 

little odd to her.  She had heard that he was a complete prude, even around 

other men, but this was ridiculous.  And he's a married man?  He acts like  

a little kid!  “Thanks for bringing me the shoes, Lieutenant.  You can just set 

them  down  wherever.”   Kadenokoji  watched  him  being  horribly 

uncomfortable for a moment.  “I'm sorry about that.  I asked Oishi to go get 

them—”

“It's not a problem.  I had to come from Ikebukuro anyways, and, uh...” 

Aoi quickly looked around at everything in the room except Kadenokoji, 

and then turned to the door.  “I'll be down in the visitor's lounge,” he said 

quickly, and rushed out of the exam room.

Kadenokoji giggled.  “Okay, Lieutenant.”

After  handling  the  paperwork  necessary  to  be  officially  discharged, 

Kadenokoji found Oishi and Lieutenant Aoi in the visitor's lounge.  “Eh, 

even with a proper uniform on, you still look like a kid,” Oishi said, saluting 

her with a polystyrene cup of coffee.

“Anyone looks like a kid standing next to you, grandpa,” Kadenokoji 

said.  Oishi smelled of cigarette smoke, but Kadenokoji decided to let it go 

without comment this time.  She was surprised by her own mood: less than 

three hours ago, she had been attacked by a monster the likes of which 

nightmares  were  made of,  yet  aside  from the  all-but-unbearable  itching 

from the rash, she felt really good.

“Well,  I'm  glad  to  see  you're  in  good  spirits,”  Aoi  said,  his  earlier 

awkwardness replaced by his usual professional poise.
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“Oh,  getting  attacked by  a  monster  isn't  enough to  get  me  down,” 

Kadenokoji said, rubbing her bicep confidently.

“So, what did the doctor say?” Aoi asked.

“Just  some  bruises,  and  a  bit  of  a  rash,”  Kadenokoji  said.   Must...  

resist... urge... to scratch.  “I'm cleared to return to duty.”

“I'm  surprised,”  Aoi  said.   “Most  people  who  are  attacked  by  a 

hecatonchires  have  serious  reactions  to  the  musk.   Debilitated  motor 

function, and hallucinations.”

“You must have type AB blood,” Oishi said.

Kadenokoji nodded.  “How did you know?”

“People  with  type  AB blood  don't  get  the  hallucinations  and  other 

neurological problems,” Oishi said.  “I'm a type AB, too—that's why I got 

put on squid control in the Teams.”

“What about type A?” Aoi asked.

Oishi shook his head.  “You got to be AB to be immune to them.”

Aoi nodded.   Turning to Kadenokoji,  he asked,  “Anything else you 

need to handle here?”

Kadenokoji shook her head.

“Let's get out of this place, then,” Oishi said.

Aoi  nodded  in  agreement,  and  the  three  of  them  continued  their 

conversation on the way out of the hospital.  Kadenokoji asked, “So, how's 

that kid doing?”

“Concussion, whiplash, a couple broken ribs, broken ankle,” Oishi said. 

“Some  serious  delirium,  but  the  doctors  seemed  pretty  confident  he'll 

recover fully.”
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“That's a relief,” Aoi said.  “Even still, the death toll stands at eight.”

“Eight?”  Did Officer Yagami and his partner get killed? Kadenokoji 

thought.  “Who—”

“They  were  all  passengers  on  the  subway  car  you  saw  the 

hecatonchires crawl out of,” Aoi said.

Kadenokoji  frowned.   While  she  was  relieved  that  the  two  fellow 

officers who had come to her rescue were safe, her relief was tempered by 

the  knowledge  of  the  loss  of  other  lives.   “What  happened  to  it?   The 

hecatonchires, I mean?”

“Those guys from the station drew it to the backside of the terminal, 

and then it disappeared,” Oishi said, no doubt referring to Officer Yagami 

and his partner.   “Special Assault and the Riot Squads are still  prowling 

around  the  area,  but  they  won't  turn  anything  up.   Squids  can  just 

disappear like that.”

“They've got the Toei Mita line shut completely down for now,” Aoi 

said.  “Last I heard, they're going to reopen it for the evening rush.”

“I can't imagine too many people would be rushing to ride the subways 

after this,” Kadenokoji said.

Aoi nodded.

“I  knew  the  squids  would  come  to  Tokyo  eventually,”  Oishi  said. 

“There's been sightings all over Ibaraki and Tochigi recently.”

“You're the only person I know who calls them  squids,” Aoi said to 

Oishi.

“It's  what  they  call  the  hecatonchires  in  the  Special  Assault  Team, 

right?” Kadenokoji said.
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Oishi nodded.  “Yeah, back when I was on the Team, they still hadn't 

showed up east of the Kansai region.  Now they're everywhere.”

“This is the first sighting within Tokyo prefecture, isn't it?” Kadenokoji 

asked.

Aoi nodded.  “And right off the bat they're within five kilometers of 

the Imperial Palace.  I won't be surprised if the order comes down for every 

officer in the Metropolitan Police carry a sidearm while on duty.  Have you 

been issued a pistol yet, Kojita-kun?”

Kadenokoji shook her head, clenching her jaw in a futile effort to take 

her mind off of the horrid itchiness.  “Nope.  None of the girls at Ikebukuro 

Police Station have been.”

Aoi's right eyebrow raised a centimeter.  “Do I detect an accusatory 

tone in your voice, Kojita-kun?”

“Oh, don't even try the high-and-mighty act, Lieutenant.  You totally 

can't pull it off,” Oishi said.  “Besides, we've known the squids have been 

headed our way for years, but the force has still hung on to those stupid 

sexist policies.  If they got a badge, they need a gun.”

Aoi sighed.  Despite the rudeness of Oishi's words and tone, he did not 

seem that bothered by being his subordinate's behavior.  He knew exactly 

what Oishi was talking about.  “The official stance on this is that female 

officers aren't put on dangerous assignments—”

“With all  due respect,  Lieutenant,  if  there are hecatonchires here in 

Tokyo,  every assignment  is  a  dangerous  one,  more  so  than  usual,” 

Kadenokoji said.  She thought it funny how Oishi had been growling about 

the blatant sexist policies in the police force for as long as she had known 
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him, while she was actually far more directly affected by those policies, and 

for some reason it never really bothered her.  Not until now, anyways.

Aoi held his hands up and smiled weakly as they walked out into the 

parking garage.  “Oishi-kun, Kojita-kun, I know.  Trust me, I know, but I 

don't  make  policy.   Don't  worry,  though—I'm going  to  talk  to  Captain 

Otoha about bringing this to Superintendent Tsukigami's attention just as 

soon as I get back to the station.”

The  police  administrative  hierarchy  at  work,  Kadenokoji  thought, 

suppressing a smile.

“Don't let him put this off,” Oishi said.  “We've been putting this off for 

years.”

He's really getting worked up over this.  Kadenokoji smiled and put her 

hand  on  Oishi's  shoulder.   “Okay,  Oishi-san,  calm  down.   I'm  sure 

Lieutenant Aoi understands the gravity of the situation.  If you wanted to 

give orders, you should have tried for promotion.”

“Yeah, I guess,” Oishi said.  “Sorry about that, Lieutenant.”

Aoi smiled and waved his hand in front of his face.  “You've had a 

rough morning, and you are right, so don't worry too much about it.”

As  they  approached  Aoi's  squad  car,  Kadenokoji  skipped  ahead  of 

them.  “I call front seat!”

Oishi and Aoi both chuckled.  “I take back what I said,” Oishi said. 

“There's no way that putting a gun in the hands of a little kid like her could 

be a good idea.”

“I'm almost as good as you, old man,” Kadenokoji said, sliding into the 

front passenger seat.
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It was a well-known fact that Oishi had won quite a few bets among 

his fellow officers by merit of his exceptional pistol marksmanship skills. 

“Really?” Aoi asked.    

From the back seat, Oishi scoffed.  “Emphasis on the 'almost'.”

“Oh, please,” Kadenokoji  said.   She had always done well  with her 

marksmanship, even from the first time she had held a gun at the academy, 

and for over a year Oishi had been coaching her in irregularly-scheduled 

sessions at the range.  

Aoi pulled out of the parking garage.   “Please don't  get  me wrong, 

Oishi-kun,  I'm  glad  to  have  you  in  the  Traffic  Section,  but  I've  been 

wondering  why,  with  your  talents,  you  transferred  out  of  the  Special 

Assault Team?”

“Bad knees,” Oishi said.  “Had to have a bunch of surgeries, and with 

all the medical leave, it made it too hard to keep up with the younger guys.”

“Oh,” Aoi said.  “I figured it was the wife.”

Oishi grinned.  “Nah, the wife loved the fact that I had a dangerous 

job.  She thought it was 'manly'.”

The  two  men  chuckled.   Kadenokoji  did  not;  she  was  not  paying 

attention.  The seatbelt was too painful to wear normally.  Holding it away 

from her chest, she asked Aoi: “Lieutenant, do you mind if we stop at a 

pharmacy?  I really need to do something about this rash.”

“I  was thinking about letting you have the rest of  the day off,  and 

dropping you off at your apartment,” Aoi said.  “Do you have any medicine 

there?”

“Yeah, I should, but why?  I feel fine, sir, really,” Kadenokoji said.
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“Um, how to put this politely...” Aoi said, smiling nervously.

“Put what?” Kadenokoji asked.

“The smell of squid snot is all over you, Kojita,” Oishi said.  “Either 

that,  or  the Lieutenant left  some raw hamburger  in his  glove box for a 

week.”

Kadenokoji blushed.  I had hoped nobody would notice before I could 

get a proper shower...

“Oishi-kun, you really ought to try and be a little more delicate about 

these sorts of things,” Aoi said.

“What's  the  point?   Kojita's  a  big  girl.   She  can  handle  a 

straightforward answer,” Oishi said.

Aoi shook his head.  “That's a little more than 'straightforward'.”

“I think you just like giving me a hard time,” Kadenokoji said, turning 

to face him.

Oishi winked.  “That, too.  But anyways, the squid snot doesn't wash 

off easily.  You'll need to get use some cosmetic remover, something with 

eucalyptus in it, anywhere it got you.  That's what works best.  And if it's in 

your hair, just take a big glob of it to wash your hair.”

“That's kinda gross,” Kadenokoji said.

“Secret of the Special Assault Teams,” Oishi said.  “Man, I miss it.  But, 

yeah, Lieutenant, there's no reason to make Kojita finish out the day.  I can 

wrap up things with the Anti-Groper Task Force by myself, and she'd have 

just been stuck doing busywork at the station until the end of her shift, 

anyways.”

“That's really not necessary,” Kadenokoji said.
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“Maybe not,” Aoi said, and then turned to smile at Kadenokoji briefly 

before returning his attention to the traffic.   “If it bothers you that bad, 

tomorrow you can work a double to make up for it.”
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Chapter III

“And then he goes, 'Over here, you big squid!'” Kadenokoji said, speaking in 

a growling baritone to mimic Oishi as she held her chopsticks in front of 

her like a gun.  “Bang!  Bang!  Bang!”

A laugh went around the Oishi family dining room table.  After the 

hecatonchires  attack  that  morning,  Kadenokoji  had  thought  she  would 

cancel the dinner invitation, but Sakura had insisted.  Fortunately, Oishi's 

advice about the cosmetic remover proved to be true—Kadenokoji would 

not have set foot out of her apartment had she still had the hecatonchires' 

foul musk on her.   The rash had already faded to a slight pinkness;  the 

itching  sensation,  soothed  by  some  calamine  lotion,  was  now  easily 

ignored.

Other than Kadenokoji, Oishi, his wife Sakura, and their son Akio were 

here; their older daughter Misaki was not present.  Sakura was a science 

teacher at Azabu Junior High in Minato; Akio was a second-year student at 
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Omori High School.  “Is that really the best you could have come up with, 

Aki?” Sakura asked.

“Sorry, I haven't been practicing my one-liners in the mirror lately,” 

Oishi said.

“I  just  can't  believe you missed each shot,  and ended up having to 

throw a trashcan at it,” Kadenokoji said.

“You threw a trashcan at it?” Sakura asked.

“Hold on, Ta-chan, I did  not miss,” Oishi said, a mouthful of noodles 

garbling his words.  He quickly swallowed before continuing.  “Four shots, 

four squid eyes blown.  To.  Pieces.”  He punctuated each word with a stab 

of his chopsticks.

“Oh, whatever,” Kadenokoji said.  “I was right there, and I didn't see 

anything!”

“That's the way the squids are,” Oishi said.  “Two people standing next 

to each other will each see a completely different squid—even though it's in 

the same spot,  they'll  see a different number of tentacles, different eyes. 

Heck, you don't even see the same thing with each of your eyes.  That's 

why the squids look blurry if you try to look at them with both eyes open.”

Kadenokoji  remembered  that  when  Oishi  had  fired  on  the 

hecatonchires,  he  had  closed  his  left  eye.   But  in  his  marksmanship 

coaching sessions,  he had always stressed to Kadenokoji  that she should 

keep both eyes open while shooting.  “How come you never mentioned this 

down at the range?”

“Because I've been trying to teach you the right way to shoot,” Oishi 

said.  “I can't help it that in order to hit a squid, you've got to shoot wrong.”
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“Well, that's hardly practical, Aki,” Sakura said.  “Seeing how it's more 

likely that one of you will be shooting at a squid than at a person, shouldn't 

you have been teaching her the best way to do that?”

“Yeah, I know,” Oishi said.  “Tomorrow we hit the range, and we'll do 

one-eye drills.  Which is your strong eye?”

“I  don't  know.”   Kadenokoji  shrugged.   “Since  I'm  right-handed, 

shouldn't it be my right eye?”

“Yeah,” Oishi said.

“Not always,” Sakura said.

“Well, we'll find out tomorrow, in any case,” Oishi said.  “Anyways, 

the anti-groper campaign is over, so I'm on traffic control duty.  I think the 

Lieutenant is going to keep you at the station.”

“Boring,” Kadenokoji said.  

“I think the Lieutenant just wants to keep all the pretty girls where he 

can flirt with them,” Sakura said.

“Aoi?” Oishi said.  “Yeah, right.  The guy's so straight-laced, I doubt 

he's even noticed he has women working in his section.  I'm surprised he 

managed to get married.”

Kadenokoji was fairly certain that Aoi had noticed; Sakura's comment, 

made in jest, was probably fairly close to the truth.  “It was an arranged 

marriage.  Captain Otoha played matchmaker, or so I heard.”

“Captain  Otoha?”  Sakura  said.   “Is  he  the  one  who  looks  like  a 

gangster?”

Kadenokoji  shook  her  head.   “That's  Captain  Ueda,  from 

Administration.  Otoha's our section chief in Traffic.”
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“Arranged marriages...what era is this, again?” Oishi asked.

The  question  was  meant  to  be  rhetorical,  but  Sakura  answered 

anyways.  “The Lieutenant was probably just too wrapped up in his duties 

to date much.”

“Or too shy,” Kadenokoji said.

“That's more likely, yeah,” Oishi said.  Then he turned to his son, who 

had scarcely spoken since dinner began.  “Akio, you better not be waiting 

on me and your mom to find you a wife.”

Kadenokoji noticed that at his father's comment, Akio glanced at  her 

before hastily lowering his gaze to his plate of pasta.  “Yeah, okay.”

Akio's older sister Misaki had once revealed to Kadenokoji that Akio 

had a crush on her.  Kadenokoji did not believe it at the time—to her, Akio 

was more of  a  younger  brother  than anything—but the way Akio acted 

around her did make a lot more sense in that light.  Kadenokoji thought it 

was sweet, if true, but she was eight years his senior.  Akio needs to find 

someone his own age, she had reasoned.

“Stop that,” Sakura said, slapping the side of Oishi's head lightly.  “He's 

still in high school—he doesn't need to be worrying about marriage yet.”

“You could at least start dating,” Oishi told his son.  “What about that 

one girl...what was her name?  The one in your club.”

“There's a lot of girls in the Literature Club,” Akio said, not looking up.

“Leave him alone, Aki,” Sakura said.

“Shima-something...Shimada?  Shimada Chi... Chi-something-or-other? 

Is she in your club?” Oishi asked.  “Or is that one of Misaki's friends?”
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Akio's response was mumbled so softly as to be incomprehensible.  But 

he put his chopsticks across his plate, indicating he was finished eating, and 

left the dining room.

“What's  up with him?  Hey,  Akio,”  Oishi  said,  and then got up to 

follow his son out of the room.  Sakura just sighed and shook her head.

A fairly typical dinner with the Oishi family, Kadenokoji thought with 

a smile.  The only thing missing was Misaki, who would have spent the 

whole time complaining about her latest boyfriend.

Later  that  evening,  after  trouncing  both  Oishi  and  Sakura  at  mahjong, 

Kadenokoji knocked on Akio's bedroom door, wondering if things like this 

were only exacerbating the situation between the two of them.  Assuming 

there  is  a  situation,  that  is,  Kadenokoji  thought.   She  still  was  not 

completely convinced that Misaki's interpretation of her brother's feelings 

was correct.

The door slid open a crack.  All she could see through the opening was 

one of Akio's eyes, wide with surprise.  “Uh, hi, Takako-nee.”

“Busy?” Kadenokoji asked.

Akio shook his head.  “Just...homework.”

Kadenokoji could not keep a smirk off her face.  “It would be easier to 

talk if you'd open the door.”

Akio  opened  the  door.   As  usual,  his  room  was  a  mess,  the  bed 

unmade, clothes scattered everywhere.  There was one distinct difference 

from the last time she had seen his room—an elaborately detailed wall scroll 

of  an anime character  that Kadenokoji  did not  recognize  dominated the 
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wall to the side of his desk.  “So who's she?” Kadenokoji asked, pointing to 

the poster as she leaned against the door frame.

“Uh, oh, that,” Akio said.  “It's Ikarashi Saki, from Kageryoshi Shoki.   

It's an older movie, from the nineties...”

“Any good?” Kadenokoji  asked,  even though she wasn't  really very 

interested in anime.

“The novel was better than the anime.  The animation studio did a 

really lousy job with it.  The preproduction artwork was really good,” Akio 

said, pointing at the poster, “but the rest...”

“Hmm.  Well, I wanted to say thanks for loaning me this,” Kadenokoji 

said, holding up the graphic novel Akio had loaned her a month ago.  “I'm 

sorry it took me so long to finish it.”  It had not really taken her that long to 

read—she had forgotten about it until a week ago.  But Kadenokoji had no 

intention of telling Akio that.

“Oh,  that's  not  a  problem,”  Akio  said,  and then laughed nervously. 

“What did you think?”

“Pretty good.  In fact I thought I'd borrow the next volume, if you have 

it,” Kadenokoji said.

“Oh, yeah, I do!  Hold on,” Akio said, and then turned to his horribly 

disorganized bookshelf full of books, magazines, and CD, DVD, and Blu-ray 

cases.  “I'm sure it's right here...”

“I'm surprised, though,” Kadenokoji said.  “I'm surprised you're into a 

girls' comic like this.”

Again, Akio laughed nervously.  “Well, I don't think it's really a girls' 

comic.”
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The graphic novel's primary story arc revolved around a very shy and 

unpopular  teenage  girl  and  her  infatuation  with  a  very  outgoing  and 

popular  boy  in  her  class.   No  martial  arts,  no  giant  robots,  no  female 

characters  in  gratuitously  minimal  attire,  just  a  budding  high  school 

romance, told from the point of view of the girl.  If that's not a girls' comic,  

I don't know what is, Kadenokoji thought.  “Well, anyway, I thought it was 

a really cute story.”

“It's...one of my favorites...  Here's volume four,” Akio said, setting the 

book  to  one  side.   “And  seven.   I'm  sorry,  I  know I've  got  them here 

somewhere.”

“Oh, don't worry too much about it,” Kadenokoji said.  

“Here it is,” Akio said, smiling as he carefully pulled the book out from 

underneath a dozen others.  

Kadenokoji accepted the volume.  “Thanks.  You know it might be a 

while before you get this back?”

“Oh, that's no problem,” Akio said.

“Well, I'll see you later,” Kadenokoji said.  “I got to get out of this place 

before your mom sets out a futon for me.”

Akio seemed to deflate a little.  Is he depressed I'm leaving?  Or is it  

just  my  imagination? Kadenokoji  wondered.   Dang  it,  Misaki,  you're  

making me paranoid.  “Bye, Akio-kun.”

“Bye,” Akio said.

Back in the living room, Sakura was sound asleep on the couch, and 

Oishi sat next to her, grading the stack of quizzes that Sakura had given her 
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students earlier that day.  “So, how are the students doing, Akihiko-sensei?” 

she asked, keeping her voice low, lest she wake Sakura.

Oishi looked up at her hopelessly.  “Better than I could.  If it wasn't for 

this—”  He held up one of the quizzes that Sakura had scored a 100.  “—I 

wouldn't have a clue.  Biology never was my thing.”

“I thought that was the physics quiz,” Kadenokoji said, leaning over 

the couch behind Oishi.

“Huh?  Physics?  No wonder I don't understand most of this,” Oishi 

said, looking down to scrutinize the papers he held.

Kadenokoji laughed.  “Just kidding.  It really is biology.”

“Dang it, girl,” Oishi growled.

“Well, I'm going to head out,” Kadenokoji said.

“If you don't want to go back to your apartment tonight, Sakura would 

be  glad  to  roll  out  a  futon  for  you,”  Oishi  said,  getting  up  to  walk 

Kadenokoji to the door.

“Thanks, but it isn't that late,” Kadenokoji said.  The only time she had 

accepted that particular offer was the night three months ago that she and 

Sakura  had  gotten  into  a  drinking  contest,  which  Kadenokoji  had 

subsequently lost.  Or at least she guessed she had accepted: all she knew 

was she woke up the next morning in the Misaki's bedroom floor wearing a 

pair of Misaki's pajamas, with the worst hangover of her life.  “I'll see you 

tomorrow  at  the  station,”  she  said  as  she  donned  her  shoes  in  the 

apartment's entryway.  “Tell Sakura I said 'bye'.”

“Sure.  Watch out for gropers on the train,” Oishi said.
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“I rode my scooter,” Kadenokoji said, walking out into the apartment 

complex's hallway.  “Trust me, I've had all the public transportation I can 

stand lately.”

“Buy a car,” Oishi suggested.

“Want to help me make the payments?” Kadenokoji asked.

“Not in the least,” Oishi said.  “Later, Ta-chan.”
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Chapter IV

Clad in an over-sized tee-shirt and little else, Kadenokoji sat on her kitchen 

counter  just  around  the  corner  from  her  washing  machine  and  dryer, 

reading the graphic novel Akio had loaned her while she waited for her 

laundry to finish.   She wore a pair of reading glasses;  she usually wore 

contacts to correct her farsightedness, but she had not bothered to put them 

in today.  She was off-duty, and catching up on the mundane chores she 

had put off earlier in the week while she had been working was at the top 

of her mental list of things to do.  

Kadenokoji had lived in this two-bedroom apartment ever since she 

had  joined  the  Metropolitan  Police.   Originally,  she  had  shared  it  with 

Sugimoto Nana, her best friend from college.  It was Sugimoto who had 

persuaded Kadenokoji to join the police force with her, but not long after 

they had completed training at the academy, Sugimoto had gotten married

—she  was  now  Kawamura Nana—quit  the  police  force,  moved  to 
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Kanagawa, and left Kadenokoji to figure out how to afford the place on her 

own.

She got  an allowance  for  housing  from the  Metropolitan Police,  so 

Kadenokoji  could easily  afford the  rent,  but  it  had meant  giving up on 

buying a car, at least for the foreseeable future, and so she was stuck with 

riding her scooter or taking advantage of the public transit system.  Unless 

the weather was bad, she almost always opted for the former.

I ought to call Nana-chan later, when she gets off work, Kadenokoji 

thought.  

Scarcely a second later, she heard her cell phone ring from the other 

end of the apartment.  Hopping off the counter, she ran to her bedroom 

where she had left it, and managed to pick it up after only the fifth ring. 

“Hello?”

“Kojita-kun, is that you?”

Kadenokoji was surprised to recognize the voice as Lieutenant Aoi.  He 

rarely had any reason to call her, and had never called her on her day off 

before.  “Yes, Lieutenant.  Is something wrong?”

Aoi hesitated before answering.  “Ah, no.  I'm sorry to bother you on 

your day off, but I was just wondering if you could come by the station 

today?”

I really wasn't planning on it, Kadenokoji thought, but Aoi wasn't the 

type to make such a request at random.  “I can.  What's this about?”

“Well,  I'm not supposed to say over the phone,”  Aoi said.   He was 

talking very fast.  “We just need to talk to you about your position with the 

police force.”
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“'We'?” Kadenokoji echoed.

“Superintendent Tsukigami and Captain Otoha.”

This isn't good.  My position with the police force?  Kadenokoji racked 

her brain trying to think if she had done anything to warrant disciplinary 

action.  “Am...I in trouble?”

“Uh, no, no, not at all!” Aoi said.   “Quite the opposite, really...uh, I 

really can't  say more right now.”  Then, in a whisper:  “Captain Otoha's 

glaring at me.  Do you think you could be here by eleven?”

Kadenokoji checked the clock on her cell phone.  It was already 10:41. 

Even if she could walk out the door that very instant, it would take her at 

least fifteen minutes just  to  drive to the station,  if  the traffic was light. 

Kadenokoji  looked down at  herself.   I  haven't  even fixed  my hair  yet... 

“Probably not...can we make that eleven thirty?  I wasn't expecting to go 

out today.”

“One moment,” Aoi said.  She heard muffled voices—Aoi had covered 

the receiver with his hand—and then after a brief exchange that Kadenokoji 

could not quite make out, Aoi came back, loud and clear.  “Yes, that's fine, 

just get here as quick as you can.  Oh, and wear something...something like 

what you would wear to a job interview.”

That's a really odd request.   “Like for a job interview?  What's  that 

supposed to mean?  What's going on, Lieutenant?”

“I'll explain more when you get here,” Aoi said.  “Please hurry.”  And 

then he hung up.
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Kadenokoji  just  stood  there,  taken  aback  by  the  odd  conversation. 

Dress like I'm going to a job interview?  What in the world is going on?  

Maybe Oishi knows something.  She pressed the button to speed-dial Oishi.

After it  rang four times,  it  went straight to his voice mail:  “This is 

Oishi.  Leave a message at the beep.”

Great.  The phone beeped.  “It's me.  Nothing big, just call me back as 

soon as you can, okay?”  She hung up.  Tossing her cell phone down on her 

bed, she began rifling through her closet for something 'like she would wear 

to a job interview.'

At  11:23,  Kadenokoji  pulled  into  the  Ikebukuro  Police  Station  parking 

garage on the blue Suzuki  Skywave scooter her  parents  had bought her 

when she graduated from college.  Parking it, she took off her helmet and 

leaned over to see her reflection in the scooter's side mirror, so she could 

make sure her hair was sufficiently presentable.  There better be a good 

explanation for this, she thought.

Oishi had never called her back, but he had sent a terse text message: 

DIRECTING TRAFFIC.  Kadenokoji knew if he was on traffic control duty, it was 

unlikely he would have opportunity to talk.

She now wore a gray pant suit, her hair pulled back into a bun at the 

back of her neck.   Tucking her sunglasses into her purse—she was now 

wearing  her  contacts—she  headed  upstairs  to  see  exactly  what  had 

prompted Lieutenant Aoi to call her to the station on her day off.
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The moment she stepped into the station proper, she saw Aoi pacing 

the hallway, waiting for her arrival.  He rushed over to her.  “Kojita-kun, 

come on.”

“What's going on, Lieutenant?” Kadenokoji asked.

“There's a state esper here to talk to you,” Aoi said.

A state  esper?  Ever  since  the  first  hecatonchires  sightings  twenty 

years  ago,  there  had  come  to  be  a  small  number  of  individuals  with 

extraordinary powers,  powers  that  most  would consider  supernatural  or 

paranormal.   Some  could  move  objects  by  thought  alone;  others  had 

strength  far  in  excess  of  any  normal  human;  others  could  produce  and 

control  electricity  or  see  into  the  infrared  or  read  minds.   Most—those 

known  as  'state'  espers—were  employed  by  one  or  another  of  the 

government  ministries,  most  often  in positions  where  they could  utilize 

their powers to use against the hecatonchires.

The  state  espers  were  especially  secretive;  there  was  no  reliable 

information on how many of them there were, although most estimates put 

their  number  at  around  two  hundred  scattered  around  the  country. 

Certainly they were rare; Kadenokoji had never seen one, not even on the 

news.  Oishi had mentioned working with one back in the Special Assault 

Teams once, but had not given any details.   I'll definitely pump him for 

information later,  Kadenokoji thought.  “So why do they want to talk to 

me?”

“I  don't  know.   I  think  it  has  to  do  with  the  Shirokane-Takanawa 

Station incident,” Aoi said.  “Come on.”
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“Should I change into my uniform?” Kadenokoji asked as they passed 

by the locker rooms.

Aoi thought about it for a moment.   “I  don't  think we should keep 

them waiting much longer.”

Aoi  led  the  way to  Superintendent  Tsukigami's  office.   Tsukigami's 

secretary waved them on in.

Inside the office, Superintendent Tsukigami, the highest-ranking officer 

at Ikebukuro Police Station, sat behind his desk.  He was in his mid-forties, 

heavyset, his expression more stern than usual.  Captain Otoha, chief of the 

Traffic  Section,  sat  off  to  one  side.   He  was  a  little  younger  than  the 

superintendent, but likewise had a very displeased look on his face.  No, not  

displeased, Kadenokoji thought.  More...unsettled than anything.  He stood 

as Kadenokoji and Aoi entered.  “I thought you'd never get here.”

“Officer Kadenokoji Takako, reporting,” Kadenokoji said, saluting.

“At ease,” Tsukigami said, and then turned to Aoi.  “That will be all, 

Lieutenant.”

“Ah, yes, sir,” Aoi said.  Glancing nervously at Kadenokoji, he left the 

room.

Tsukigami gestured to the corner  of  his  office to Kadenokoji's  side. 

“Kadenokoji-kun,  this  is  Ishihara  Suzuka,  Chief  of  Metropolitan  Police 

Public Security Bureau Paranormal Operations Section.”

Kadenokoji  had  not  even  noticed  the  woman when she  walked in. 

Standing in  the  corner  of  the  room was a  woman dressed in a  somber 

crimson skirt suit.  Appearing to be about thirty years of age, Ishihara was 
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the  only  person in the  room smiling,  but  Kadenokoji  thought her  smile 

looked fake.  “Officer Kadenokoji's reputation precedes her.”

There's just something wrong with this woman,  Kadenokoji thought. 

Not only was her smile fake, but there was something weird about the way 

she talked.   Her accent  was standard Japanese,  not  unlike a  NHK news 

anchor, but there was something Kadenokoji could not quite put her finger 

on.

Reading  from a  file  on  his  desk,  Tsukigami  said,  “Kadenokoji-kun, 

you've been with the Metropolitan Police since March of 2008, correct?”

“Yes, sir.”

“College degree?”

“Yes, sir, in business management.”

Tsukigami  continued:  “You  do  have  quite  a  record.   Excellent 

attendance, only two sick days this last year, no disciplinary actions.  I see 

that you've volunteered for quite a few special duties.”

He paused, looking up at Kadenokoji.  She had no idea what to say, so 

she said, “Well, sir, I enjoy expanding my horizons.”

Tsukigami's face remained stern, but he nodded fractionally.  “From 

what Captain Otoha tells me, you're quite popular with the local school 

children.   I  hear  we  actually  get  requests for  you  to  give  safety 

presentations now.”

Kadenokoji tried to smile.  “I wasn't aware of that, sir.”

“We  do,”  Captain  Otoha  confirmed.   “I've  got  a  letter  from  the 

principal of—”
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“Asking questions we already know the answer to serves no purpose,” 

Ishihara  interrupted,  walking  to  the  front  of  the  room,  still  smiling  her 

plastic  smile.   “I  need  to  know  if  Officer  Kadenokoji  would  accept  a 

position in the Paranormal Operations Section.”

Tsukigami cleared his throat.  He was accustomed to dominating the 

conversation.  “Chief Ishihara, please, let us—”

Ishihara turned to face Tsukigami, her back to Kadenokoji.  Kadenokoji 

could not see what Ishihara did, but whatever she did caused Tsukigami to 

suddenly turn pale.  Ishihara turned back to face Kadenokoji, still smiling 

the exact same smile.  “Paranormal Operation Section requires the services 

of  an officer  from the  Tokyo Metropolitan  Police  Department  with  AB 

negative blood who is single with no dependents and has experience in 

firearms use.   Currently,  Officer Kadenokoji  is  one of  only two officers 

who fit this criteria.  The other opted not to volunteer for this additional 

duty.”

The  more  Ishihara  talked,  the  more  she  was  starting  to  creep 

Kadenokoji  out.   Her  smiling  expression  had  not  changed  for  even  the 

briefest  of  moments.   And  has  she  even  blinked  once? Kadenokoji 

wondered.  “If you don't mind me asking, ma'am, but what kind of special 

duty?”

“One of the agents in my section needs an assistant to facilitate his 

operations,”  Ishihara  said.   “The  position  comes  with  a  significant  pay 

differential.”

Kadenokoji was curious to know how significant 'significant' was, but 

decided not to ask, at least not right then.  “Facilitate how, ma'am?”
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Ishihara  replied  instantly:  “The  primary  responsibilities  include 

collection and analysis of information related to hecatonchires research, 

providing  assistance with transportation,  coordinating  and liaising with 

civil  and  government  agencies  to  streamline  operations,  and  providing 

offensive support in hecatonchires encounters.  This is the extent of the 

information about this position that I will provide at this time.”

Kadenokoji  had  no  idea  what  to  say  to  that.   She  looked  over  at 

Tsukigami, but he seemed completed cowed by Ishihara.

“How long does Officer Kadenokoji have before she needs to decide?” 

Captain Otoha asked.

Ishihara did not look at Otoha as she answered.  “I will return here on 

Monday at eleven hundred thirty hours.”  With no further ado, she turned 

and left Superintendent Tsukigami's office, leaving the three police officers 

more than a little stunned in her wake.

Tsukigami was first  to  recover.   “Don't  let  her wander  through the 

station by herself, Otoha-kun!  Escort her out!”

“Ah, yes, sir!” Otoha said, and rushed out the door after Ishihara.

Kadenokoji  watched Otoha leave,  all  but  running  to  catch  up with 

Ishihara,  and then turned back to Tsukigami,  who slumped in his  high-

backed chair,  sighing in relief  that Ishihara  was gone.   “Ugh.   It's  been 

torture in here ever since that...person...showed up,” Tsukigami muttered, 

wiping his forehead with his handkerchief.

“Permission to speak freely, sir?” Kadenokoji asked.
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“Not  too freely,” Tsukigami said.  “I'm not sure I could take it right 

now.”   Then  he  looked  up  at  Kadenokoji,  his  mouth  turned  up  in  a 

fractional grin.

Ah, so he does have a sense of humor, Kadenokoji thought.  “What just 

happened, sir?  I'm not sure I understand what this is all about.”

Tsukigami shook his head.  “With the appearance of the hecatonchires, 

they're going to be scaling up the operations of the state espers here in 

Tokyo prefecture.  That woman is the top esper in the Metropolitan Police—

I knew she was coming by to debrief me on our current procedures and 

policies regarding the hecatonchires, but this matter of recruiting you into 

the Paranormal Operations Section came as a surprise.”

“To me, too...” Kadenokoji said.  “I really don't know what to say to 

this, sir.”

“I  believe Paranormal Operations Section has a different pay scale,” 

Tsukigami said.  “I think your salary would increase by about twenty or 

twenty-five thousand yen a month or so.  Of course, given that Paranormal 

Operations is going to be on the front lines against the hecatonchires, it 

goes without saying that this assignment would entail a non-trivial amount 

of  personal  risk.  You  should  understand  that  better  than  anyone, 

Kadenokoji-kun.”

Kadenokoji nodded.  

“Well,  you don't  have to  say anything  right  now,”  Tsukigami  said. 

“You have the weekend to decide.  Talk it over with your parents and your 

fiancée before deciding.”

Fiancée?  What fiancée?  “Uh, I'm not engaged, sir.”
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Tsukigami  seemed  a  little  surprised.   “I  would  have  thought  an 

attractive young woman like yourself would have caught some man's eye 

by now.  Not even a boyfriend?”

This really isn't the time to be prying into my private life, sir.  “No, sir,” 

Kadenokoji said.

Tsukigami leaned back in his chair, nodding sagely, as if he had just 

gained some profound insight.  “In any case, talk it over with your family 

over the weekend, and remember,  this is entirely up to you,” Tsukigami 

said.  “If you turn it down, it won't be a mark against you.  We would be 

more than glad to see you stay here at Ikebukuro.”

“Thank you, sir,” Kadenokoji said.

“I apologize for having you come in on your day off,” Tsukigami said, 

bowing slightly.  “You're dismissed.”
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Chapter V

Lieutenant Aoi caught up with her in the hallway.  “Kojita-kun, are you 

really getting transferred to Paranormal Operations?”

“Calm  down,  they  just  made  an  offer—I  haven't  agreed  yet,” 

Kadenokoji said.  “What do you know about this Chief Ishihara?”

“I've never heard of her before today,” Aoi said, and then lowered his 

voice to a whisper.  “There's something really weird about that woman.”

“I noticed,” Kadenokoji said.  “Why couldn't this have waited until one 

of my on-duty days?”

Aoi shook his head.  “It's not my fault—it's that Ishihara woman who 

insisted on calling you in.  And she was really freaking Captain Otoha and 

the Superintendent out...”

“It's okay,” Kadenokoji said.

“Well,  I  for  one  think  you  should  turn  this  down,”  Aoi  said. 

“Paranormal Operations is too suspicious.”
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“Really?” Kadenokoji said.  “What have you heard about them.”

“Nothing,” Aoi said.

Kadenokoji raised one eyebrow.  “Nothing?”

Aoi nodded.  “Nothing.  Nothing at all.  That's what's so suspicious 

about them.”

Narrowing her eyes,  Kadenokoji looked sideways at Aoi.  “Are you 

sure  it's  just  that  you  couldn't  stand  the  thought  of  your  favorite  girl 

leaving?”

Blushing,  Aoi  clenched  his  teeth.   “Kojita-kun,  that's  entirely 

inappropriate.”

Kadenokoji laughed.  “Calm down, Lieutenant, I'm kidding.”

“I knew that,” Aoi said, even though it was obvious that he hadn't. 

“But if anyone were to overhear you say something like that, you wouldn't 

believe the rumors that would start going around.”

“You  wouldn't  believe  the  rumors  that  are  already going  around,” 

Kadenokoji said.

Aoi's jaw dropped.  “Like...what?”

Kadenokoji loved teasing Aoi.  “See you tomorrow, Lieutenant.”

Lock, deadbolt, chain.  Kadenokoji secured her apartment door, kicked off 

her shoes, and made a beeline for her bed, which she promptly collapsed 

face-first  onto.   Twenty-five  thousand yen  extra  a  month  was  a  lot  of 

money—it would be more than enough to allow Kadenokoji to afford a car, 

as long as she did not get anything too extravagant.  Maybe a Fit Sport, she 

thought.  Those are nice.  How much would the payment be?
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Kadenokoji  leaned  over  to  turn  on  her  computer.   It  was  Nana's 

computer, actually, but since her former roommate had not taken it with 

her when she moved out,  it more or less belonged to Kadenokoji's now. 

Nana had owned it since her first year of college, and it was very obsolete, 

but it sufficed for Kadenokoji's needs, which is to say she could send and 

receive e-mails, and browse the Internet.  

Maybe I could buy a new computer, too,  Kadenokoji thought as she 

waited for the computer to finish booting up, but then shook her head as if 

to  shake the thought  from her mind.   No wait,  you're  getting ahead of  

yourself here.  You need to decide whether or not you're going to accept the  

transfer before spending money you don't have yet.

Still,  it  wouldn't  hurt  to look.   Kadenokoji  sat  down in front of the 

computer.  Browsing to Honda's website, it rapidly became apparent that 

twenty-five thousand yen a month wouldn't be quite enough to cover the 

payment, to say nothing about the cost of taxes or insurance.  

If I could find a roommate to share the rent on this place, I could easily  

afford it, though.  Kadenokoji had been asking the other single women at 

the station if they would be interested in such an arrangement off and on 

for  months  now,  with  no  takers.   Everyone  she  asked  already  had  a 

roommate, or lived with their boyfriends, or their parents or siblings.  She 

began checking out the colors available for the Fit Sport.

Her cell phone rang: it was Oishi.  “Hi, senpai.”

“What's going on?” Oishi said, his voice sounding as if he was talking 

with a mouthful of food.
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Tidewater blue is nice, taffeta white...no, storm silver... “You on your 

lunch break?” 

“Yeah.”

“You're not going to believe this.   They called me in to the station 

today for an interview—I guess you'd call it an interview, anyways—with 

the  Chief  of  the  Paranormal  Operations  Section.   They  want  me  to 

transfer.”

“Really?” Oishi said.  Ooh, blackberry pearl for sure...

“Yeah.   Do  you  know  anything  about  the  Paranormal  Operations 

Section, or Chief Ishihara Suzuka, anything?”

“Not much.  Paranormal Ops is really closed-mouthed about what they 

do.  That Ishihara woman was in Paranormal Ops back when I was in the 

Teams,” Oishi said.  “Creepy woman.  Always smiling, always.  My unit 

worked with her a few times right after I joined up.”

Kadenokoji chuckled.  “Yeah, that's her.  So she's been the section chief 

for, what?”  Oishi had joined the Special Assault Team in 1990... “Twenty 

years?  That can't be right.  She looked to be maybe thirty years old, maybe 

thirty-five, tops.”

“Wasn't the same woman, then.  Ishihara would be in her fifties by 

now,”  Oishi  said.   “Actually,  I  think  I've  got  a  picture  with  her  in  it 

somewhere.  In any case, Paranormal Ops is where almost all of the state 

espers are.  They sometimes embed into Special Assault squads for anti-

squid work.”

“So what do you think?  Should I accept?” Kadenokoji asked.
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“If I was in your shoes, I would,” Oishi said.  “In a heartbeat.  Stuff like 

this  is  a  fast-track to a  promotion,  and I  think you might qualify  for  a 

dangerous duty bonus.”

“The  pay  scale  is  higher  than  regular  police,  or  that's  what 

Superintendent Tsukigami said, anyways,” Kadenokoji said.  “But I don't 

know...”

“Well, we can talk about it later,” Oishi said.  “They got me paired with 

Hirosue working the construction at 317 and 441, and if I don't get back out 

there pretty quick...”

Kadenokoji  laughed.   Hirosue  was  a  timid  officer,  younger  than 

Kadenokoji,  who had transferred to Ikebukuro Police Station less than a 

year ago, and he was so easily flustered it was a wonder he managed to get 

through the academy.  She had spent the day before at the intersection of 

prefectural  routes  317  and  441,  directing  traffic  with  a  whistle  and  an 

illuminated baton,  and even with her unusually  high tolerance for  such 

things, she had found it terribly stressful.  Hirosue-kun won't last long by 

himself, she thought.  “Tell him I said to hang in there.”

“Yeah, sure,” Oishi said.  “Later.”

“Bye, bye.”  Kadenokoji snapped her cell phone shut, and looked back 

at  the  image  of  the  Fit  Sport  on  her  computer  screen.   Fast-track  to 

promotion, huh? 

Kadenokoji struggled to keep up with the lyrics flashing by on the wall-

mounted screen, partly because the song was a relatively fast-paced one, 

partly because she wasn't a particularly talented singer, but mostly because 
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it was in German, and German was not on the short list of languages she 

was at all fluent in.  She could sing every song the Beatles ever recorded in 

passable English, but her knowledge of German ended at  Guten Morgen. 

Karaoke night  with the  girls  from Ikebukuro Police  Station had an odd 

tendency to devolve into 'impossible song' challenges, and tonight was no 

exception.

In  the  karaoke  booth  with  Kadenokoji  were  five  other  unmarried 

policewomen:  Kurosawa  Natsuki  and  Ishii  Mirei  from  Traffic  Section, 

Sasaki  Kaori  and  Sanada  Nozomi  from  Administration,  and  Takahashi 

Haruka as the sole representative from Community Affairs.

Deep down, Kadenokoji felt as if she had little in common with them 

beyond a common place of employment.  She was three years older than 

any of  them and the only  one who had completed college.   There  was 

virtually zero overlap between Kadenokoji's preferences in entertainment 

and theirs—Kadenokoji did not even really like karaoke much.  Further, the 

conversation,  as  always,  revolved  around  current  boyfriends,  future 

prospective boyfriends, ex-boyfriends, and who was having an affair with 

whom at the station, all topics that did not really interest Kadenokoji much. 

Still, Kadenokoji did not want to be thought of as antisocial, and so 

when one of the others extended an invitation for such a night out on the 

town, more often than not she accepted.  She had really wanted to talk to 

Oishi about her possible transfer, but he and Sakura were having dinner 

with her parents in Kawagoe.  

Thus, Kadenokoji found herself in a garishly decorated karaoke booth, 

gripping a microphone as if afraid it might run away, butchering the lyrics 
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to '99 Luftballons'.  Ending the song on the wrong word and the wrongest 

of  notes,  she  sighed  in  relief  before  surrendering  the  tiny  stage  amidst 

considerable laughter and some applause.

“Oh, what happened?” Sasaki asked as Kadenokoji sat back down.  “I 

figured you would have nailed that one.”

“Didn't you take French in college, Kojita-senpai?” Ishii asked.

Kadenokoji took a long drink of her diet cola in an attempt to soothe 

her throat.  “Yeah, but that wasn't French, it was German.” It wouldn't have 

mattered much if it had been in French, though.  Bonjour, Monsieur Jospin.  

Comment allez-vous?  Parlez-vous...japonais?  That was the extent of what 

Kadenokoji could remember from her two semesters of le français.  “Let me 

see that, when you're done,” she said to Takahashi, gesturing to the phone-

book sized listing of available songs that Takahashi was flipping through.

Takahashi surrendered the listing, and Kadenokoji immediately flipped 

to the short section in the back where all the foreign-language songs were.

“That didn't sound like German to me,” Kurosawa said.

“Well, Kojita-san was singing it,” Sasaki said.  She was smiling, but it 

wasn't a friendly smile.  “I'm surprised it sounded like anything.”

You  really  don't  like  me,  do  you,  Sasaki? Kadenokoji  thought, 

outwardly smiling as everyone laughed.  How's your Korean?  “Let's see 

how you do, then—”

“Sorry, I got to go to the bathroom,” Sasaki said, standing.

“Yeah,  excuse  us,”  Sanada  said.   The  two  women  from  the 

Administration Section exited the booth.

Convenient timing, Kadenokoji thought.
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“How about we do a duet?” Ishii asked Takahashi.

“Nothing crazy, okay?” Takahashi said.

“So what is it between you and Oishi-san?” Kurosawa asked.  “Are you 

two having an affair or something?”

Kadenokoji was actually surprised this particular topic had not come 

up in conversation earlier.  She rolled her eyes.  “No, we are not having an 

affair.   I  was  partnered  with  him  for  my  probationary  period  after  I 

graduated from the academy, and since we volunteer for a lot of the same 

extra duties, we usually get stuck together on assignments.”

“Just friends, huh?” Kurosawa said, utterly unconvinced.  “I heard he 

took you out to dinner the other night.  Where'd he take you?”

Ishii  and  Takahashi  started  singing  a  slow-paced  traditional  ballad. 

Kadenokoji did not recognize it, but she was certain it dated to well before 

she was born.  Ishii, who was barely a hundred fifty-five centimeters tall 

and  acted  like  a  clumsy-cutesy  preteen  all  the  time,  sung  the  parts 

obviously  intended  for  a  male  performer,  while  the  husky-voiced 

Takahashi, who towered twenty-five centimeters over Ishii, sung the distaff 

half of the song.

Kurosawa scooted closer to Kadenokoji, and then leaned in even closer. 

“So, come on, where'd he take you?  Was it a nice place or just some fast-

food joint?”

Someone needs to explain personal space to you, Kurosawa-san.  “He 

did not take me anywhere.  I had dinner at his place.  His wife was there, 

too,” Kadenokoji hastily added when she saw Kurosawa's eyes widen.  “I'm 
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good friends with them both.  Quit trying to turn everything into a soap 

opera.”

“Oh,  come  on,  I'm  just  messing  with  you,”  Kurosawa  said.   “But 

haven't you ever thought about—”

“No,” Kadenokoji said, cutting her off.  “He's not my type.”

Kurosawa leaned back.  “Not your type, huh?”

“Not at all.  He's too old,” Kadenokoji said.

“Oh,  I'd  love  to  hear  what  he'd  say  if  he  knew  you  said  that,” 

Kurosawa said.

“Let's  see,”  Kadenokoji  said,  and  pulled  out  her  cell  phone,  and 

composed a text message:  I  JUST TOLD KUROSAWA YOU'RE NOT MY TYPE BECAUSE 

YOU'RE TOO OLD.   Then,  the  corners  of  her  mouth  turning  up  into  a 

mischievous smile, she added: AND I HATE YOUR AFTERSHAVE.  GROW A MUSTACHE. 

She held it up for Kurosawa to read.

Kurosawa laughed.  “You're not really going to send that, are you?”

Kadenokoji pressed send.

Kurosawa's fit of laughter was enough to distract Ishii and Takahashi 

from their song.  “What's so funny?” Takahashi asked.  Ishii elbowed her, 

gesturing frantically at the lyrics on the display, and she hastily returned to 

the song.

It did not take long for Oishi to reply.  I JUST TOLD MY FATHER-IN-LAW YOU'RE 

NOT MY TYPE BECAUSE YOU'RE IMMATURE.  AND I HATE YOUR HUGE EYEBROWS.  GROW UP.

Upon reading Oishi's reply, Kurosawa's laughter began anew.

“Okay, what is so funny?” Takahashi demanded.

“Oh, Haruka-chan, at least finish the song!” Ishii whined.
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“You have got to take a look at this,” Kurosawa said.

Their  duet  now  forgotten,  Takahashi  and  Ishii  read  Kadenokoji's 

message and the reply.  Like Kurosawa, Ishii found it hilarious; Takahashi 

was less than amused.  “Does his wife know you two do stuff like this?”

Of  course  she  does.   Kadenokoji  was  certain  that  Oishi  had shown 

Sakura her message within seconds of reading it himself.  “Stuff like what?”

“Flirting  around  like  that,”  Takahashi  said.   “If  I  ever  caught  my 

husband  flirting  with  a  woman  young  enough  to  be  his  daughter,  he 

wouldn't be my husband for long.”

“What are you getting all upset about?” Kadenokoji asked, even though 

she had a feeling there was some hypocrisy involved, if the rumors about 

Takahashi and Community Affairs Section Captain Shinozaki were, in fact, 

true.  “It's all in good fun, and I know Sakura doesn't care in the least.”

The room's door opened.   Sasaki and Sanada returned,  each with a 

drink from the parlor's complimentary soda fountain down the hall in hand. 

“So, what did we miss?” Sasaki asked.

“Not  much,”  Kadenokoji  said,  putting  her  cell  phone  away.   “You 

haven't sung yet, Sasaki-san.”

“Okay,” she said, feigning a casual tone.  “I want to sing 'Mizerable'.”

“You always sing 'Mizerable',” Kurosawa said.

“Yeah, Kojita-senpai had to sing in German,” Ishii said.

“Ugh,  I  outgrew Gackt  in junior  high,”  Kadenokoji  said.   This  was 

untrue—while Gackt was not her favorite performer, she liked most of his 

songs  well  enough.   She  just  wanted  to  get  under  Sasaki's  skin.   “I'm 

heading to the soda fountain.  Anyone want anything?”
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Kadenokoji got drink orders from everyone except Sasaki and Sanada, 

and exited the room just as Sasaki began bleating out the opening verse. 

Down the hallway, a man wearing a black duster-style coat stood at the 

soda fountain.  Kadenokoji patiently waited for him to finish getting his 

drink.

Except the man was not actually making himself a drink.  Instead, he 

was just pressing the button that dispensed ice repeatedly, making a tall 

mound under the fountain's spouts.  As chunks of ice started spilling onto 

the floor, Kadenokoji cleared her throat.  “Um, excuse me, my friends are 

waiting on me.  Do you mind if I grab my drinks real fast, and then you 

could go back to...whatever it is you're doing?”

The man turned.  He was dressed somewhat nicely, like one would 

expect a man out on the town would dress, but Kadenokoji was instantly 

drawn to his eyes.  They were utterly lifeless.  Like a corpse's.  He had an 

annoyed expression, but Kadenokoji got the feeling it was less because he 

was annoyed at her than it was that his face always looked like that.  “You 

should stay away from the one who calls herself Ishihara Suzuka.”

“What?” Kadenokoji was shocked at hearing Ishihara's name.  “How do 

you know—” 

“Humans have no place in the affairs of espers, just as espers have no 

place interfering with the affairs of humans,” the man said, turning to walk 

away.  “Keep directing your traffic and baiting your subway perverts.  You 

are  drawn  to  Ishihara's  offer  with  the  promise  of  a  small  measure  of 

wealth and adventure, but it will not end the way you want it to.”
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“Hey!   What's  that  supposed  to  mean?   How do  you  know about 

Ishihara?”  Kadenokoji started to walk after the man, but her right foot was 

stuck to the floor.   Looking down, she saw the shimmer of ice crystals. 

Frozen?  How—  Off-balance, she wobbled, and tried to move her left foot 

forward to catch her balance, but it, too, was frozen to the floor.  Suddenly, 

the  ice  cracked,  and  slipping,  she  fell  forward.   Like  a  reflex,  her  judo 

training kicked in, and she barely managed to not hit the floor full-force.  

“Kojita-senpai!”  

Kadenokoji  turned to  see  Ishii  running  up  the  hallway behind her. 

“Ishii-san!  Stop him!”

Ishii  stopped at  her  side,  a  quizzical  expression on her  face.   “Stop 

who?”

“Him,” Kadenokoji said, pointing—

But there was no one there.  Other than Ishii and herself, the hallway 

was empty.  “Who?”

Did he duck into one of the other rooms?  Kadenokoji got up, and ran 

down the hallway, opening each door.  Some were empty, some were full of 

poorly singing patrons, one contained a teenage couple in the middle of a 

detailed manual examination of each other, but there was no sign of the 

corpse-eyed man.

“Kojita-senpai, what's wrong?” Ishii asked, following after her.

“It's nothing,” Kadenokoji said, walking back to the fountain.  “Here, 

help me with these drinks.”

“Uh, okay,” Ishii said, and then pointed to the little ice cubes scattered 

on the floor in front of the soda fountain.  “Is that how you slipped?”
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“Not exactly,” Kadenokoji said.

“Please be careful.  You don't want to fall again,” Ishii said.  “We need 

to tell the management their ice maker is broken.”

“Yeah, sure,” Kadenokoji said, but whatever trace of interest she had 

had in karaoke was gone.  That man was an esper.  How did he disappear 

like that?  Why did he tell me to stay away from Ishihara?  What did he  

mean about the affairs of espers and the affairs of humans?  It won't end 

the way I want it to—what's that supposed to mean?
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“That's what he said, Oishi-san.  'Humans have no place in the affairs of 

espers,' and vice-versa,” Kadenokoji said.  “What are espers, anyways?”

Frowning,  Oishi  shrugged.   It  was  their  lunch  break,  and  clad  in 

regular  Traffic  Section uniforms,  the  two of  them ate  convenience-store 

boxed lunches at a bench in an all but hidden corner of a small near the 

northwestern corner  of  the Toshima Ward.   “People with super powers. 

Other than that, I really don't know.  I mean, I only dealt with three of 

them the whole time I was with the Special Assault Team, and it's not like 

they ever bothered explaining anything to us.   They just used their whiz-

bang powers, and we provided backup.”

“If  they  had  all  these  super  powers,  why  did  they  need  backup?” 

Kadenokoji asked.

“Well, in Ishihara's case, she couldn't shoot lightning or anything like 

that,” Oishi said.  “She was just really strong.  Like, really, really strong.”
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Kadenokoji grinned.  “Like how really, really strong?”

“Like, strong enough to knock a Riot Squad Land Cruiser out of her 

way as easily as you could slap a paper cup away,” Oishi said, sweeping his 

hand to the side.  “Honest truth.  She caved the whole back side of the Land 

Cruiser in—it looked like it had been hit with a bus.  But the thing was, she 

really couldn't do much to the squids, so the Teams would lay down fire 

support to draw or push the squids into position for her to hit it with a 

baseball bat or a sledgehammer or a park bench or a motorcycle.  Whatever 

was handy.”  Oishi shook his head again.  “And she never, ever stopped 

smiling.  Man, that lady was creepy.”

“Did you ever find that picture you were talking about?” Kadenokoji 

asked.

“Oh, yeah,” Oishi said.  Out of his breast pocket he produced an old 

photograph.  It showed a dozen young men, half standing, the other half 

kneeling in front of them.  All were decked out in gray camouflage fatigues, 

assault vests, ballistic helmets, goggles.  Each had a pistol strapped to their 

thigh, and each carried an MP5 submachine gun, an M4 assault rifle, or a 

Franchi shotgun.  Kadenokoji could easily pick out Oishi, kneeling in front 

with an M4 held in a low ready stance—despite what she might say at other 

times,  she  was  so  glad  he  had  gotten  rid  of  that  mustache.   In  the 

background was a large Mitsubishi Fuso Fighter truck, emblazoned with the 

insignia of the National Police Agency.

On the right  side,  at  least  an arm's  length from any of  the  Special 

Assault Team, was a woman with a familiar, plastic smile.  

“That's her!” Kadenokoji said.  “That's Ishihara Suzuka!”
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“Yeah, I know,” Oishi said.

“No, that's exactly what she looks like now,” Kadenokoji said, looking 

at the picture closer.  Same age, same hairstyle, same smile...  She looked at 

the back of the photograph.  The words Shizuoka, August 1990 were written 

there—obviously the place and date the picture was taken.  “Exactly the 

same, like she hasn't aged a day.  Or changed clothes...”

“It can't be the same woman,” Oishi said.  “Like I said, that was twenty 

years ago.  She'd be at least fifty by now.”

“I'm telling you, that's her,” Kadenokoji said.

“Might be her daughter or something,” Oishi said.

“Maybe,”  Kadenokoji  said,  but  she  was  not  convinced.   “Anyways, 

what do you think I should do?”

Oishi pointed his chopsticks at Kadenokoji's box lunch.  “Eat.  We only 

got seven more minutes left.”

“That's  not  what  I  meant,”  Kadenokoji  said.   “The  Paranormal 

Operations Section.  Should I go for it?”

Oishi did not reply immediately.  A thoughtful look on his face, he 

continued  eating  for  a  minute.   “If  I  was  twenty-four  again,  and  not 

married, and this was offered to me, I'd have jumped at the chance, even 

with this creepy guy trying to scare me off.  Especially with the creepy guy 

trying to scare me off.  And seeing how you're a woman, you're going to 

have trouble getting promotions.  You've already been passed over twice for 

the  sergeant's  exam.   This  sort  of  thing  would  be  perfect  for  someone 

thinking on a career in the police.”
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Someone just like me.   “That's what I've been thinking,” Kadenokoji 

said.   “But  even  without  a  promotion,  the  pay  would  be  better,  or  so 

Superintendent Tsukigami said.  I could use the extra money.”

“I don't suppose you've talked to your parents about this,” Oishi said.

Kadenokoji shook her head.  Her parents had not liked the idea of her 

joining the police force to begin with, and they would likely vehemently 

oppose her taking an even more dangerous assignment.  The odds of getting 

objective advice on this matter from them was virtually zero.  “You're the 

first  person I've  really  talked to  about  the  transfer.   I  mean,  I  spoke to 

Lieutenant Aoi right after I got out of Superintendent Tsukigami's office 

yesterday, but he's not exactly...well, you know.”

Oishi nodded.  “Yeah.  Well, I'm not going to tell you what to do, but if 

it was me, I'd go for it.”

“What should I do about the guy and his warning?” Kadenokoji asked.

“I'm  not  sure.   I've  never  heard  of  espers  interacting  with  normal 

people just out of the blue,” Oishi said.  “If you're that worried about it, tell 

this Ishihara woman about it.  If she's the chief of Paranormal Ops, dealing 

with that sort of thing is in her portfolio.  Now shut up and eat.  You've 

only got four minutes left.”

“You know, the only thing really holding me back about this assignment is 

the fact that I'd be leaving Ikebukuro Police Station.  I  like working with 

everyone  here,”  Kadenokoji  said  as  she  and  Oishi  walked  through  the 

commercial district, making sure that none of the cars parallel parked along 

either side of the one-way street were more than twenty centimeters from 
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the curb.  So far Kadenokoji had written eleven citations since returning 

from her lunch break an hour ago; Oishi had written about that many more.

“Even those two from Administration?” Oishi asked.

“Well,  most everyone,” Kadenokoji amended.  “The only person I've 

met  from  Paranormal  Operations  Section  is  Ishihara,  and  she  is  really 

weird.”

“Well, if you're going to be all lonely at your new assignment, then 

don't  go,”  Oishi  said.   “That's  just  the  way  it  is.   Stay  where  you're 

comfortable, and miss out on opportunities, or pursue the opportunities that 

present themselves and deal with being uncomfortable.”

Kadenokoji was a little surprised to find a tidewater blue Honda Fit 

Sport just  like  the  one she had looked at  online  the  day before,  parked 

cockeyed in the space, the rear wheel butting up against the curb, the front 

wheel easily fifty centimeters from the curb.  I could own this... “What do 

you think about this car?”

“Too far from the curb.  Cite them,” Oishi said.

“Well, yeah, I was going to, but I meant what do you think about the 

car itself?” Kadenokoji asked.

“Never really liked Honda,” Oishi said.  

“Really?  I think it's cute,” Kadenokoji said.

“Why do I get the feeling you've already made up your mind about the 

transfer?” Oishi asked.

Kadenokoji finished writing out the parking ticket and tucked it under 

the windshield wiper.  “This doesn't have anything to do with that.  I've 

been wanting to buy a car for a while.”
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“Sure,” Oishi said.  “Just take the transfer.”

“I thought you weren't going to tell me what to do,” Kadenokoji said.

“I changed my mind,” Oishi said.

“Excuse me,” a Caucasian woman called out in English, as she and her 

male companion approached Kadenokoji and Oishi.  “Can you tell me how 

to get to...Ick...I...keb...buck...row Station?” the woman said, a little tourist's 

guidebook in hand, struggling to pronounce Ikebukuro.

“Oh, certainly,” Kadenokoji said.  Her English was better than Oishi's, 

so it only seemed natural that she help the couple find their way.  Helping 

people in need of directions was just another part of her job as a regular 

uniformed police officer.

Of course, Kadenokoji knew that this would not be her job for much 

longer.  As Oishi had surmised, she had already made up her mind about 

the transfer, and it would take more than a creepy man giving a cryptic 

warning to dissuade her. 
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“Oh,  no,”  Lieutenant  Aoi  said,  his  shoulders  slumping  at  Kadenokoji's 

announcement  that  she  would  be  accepting  the  transfer  to  Paranormal 

Operations Section.  Less than an hour remained before Ishihara had said 

she would return to Ikebukuro Police Station for Kadenokoji's answer.  “I 

don't suppose you'd be willing to reconsider?”

Kadenokoji shook her head.  “I've thought about this all weekend.  It's 

just too good of an opportunity to pass up.”

Aoi slouched in his chair at his desk Traffic Section's office.  Behind 

Kadenokoji, a half-dozen other Traffic Section officers worked at their small 

desks,  no  doubt  trying  their  hardest  to  accidentally  eavesdrop  on 

Kadenokoji and Aoi's conversation.  Oishi was not present; he was out on 

foot  patrol  with  Hirosue  on  the  western  side  of  the  Toshima  Ward. 

“But...this is going to leave Traffic Section short-handed...”
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Kadenokoji leaned on the edge of his desk, and whispered just barely 

loud enough for Aoi to hear.  “You don't really expect me to believe that, do 

you?  If  we were really short-handed, you could send Kurosawa-kun or 

Ishii-kun out to write parking tickets or direct traffic or whatever, instead of 

keeping them here at the station all day just so you and Captain Otoha can 

flirt with them.”

“That was uncalled for,” Aoi said.

“Then don't try to tell me something I know isn't true, Lieutenant Aoi,” 

Kadenokoji  said.   They're  going to play the 'we can't  afford to lose  you 

because we're too short-handed' card, Oishi had warned her.  We both know 

better than that.  “So, just be honest with me.  Is there any real reason why 

I shouldn't accept?”

Glumly, Aoi shook his head.

Come on, Aoi-san!  Quit acting like a little kid.  “Well, if you'll excuse 

me...”  Kadenokoji returned to her desk, where a stack of reports waited for 

her to enter into the police database.  She glanced at the time in the corner 

of her computer screen.  Forty-three minutes until eleven-thirty.

Ishihara made her appearance at Ikebukuro Police Station at  11:23.   She 

walked right into Traffic Section, Captain Otoha following close behind her. 

“Now,  Chief  Ishihara,  I'm telling  you I've  already talked this  over  with 

Kojita-kun—”

Completely ignoring Otoha, Ishihara walked right up to Kadenokoji. 

She was still smiling; Kadenokoji found her smile looked more and more 
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unsettling  ever  time  she  saw  it.   “I  require  an  answer  from  you 

immediately,” Ishihara said.

Kadenokoji  took a deep breath to steady her nerves.   “You're seven 

minutes early, ma'am, and I have a question.”

“Kojita-kun,” Aoi whispered incredulously.

Ishihara's  expression did  not  change one iota.   “You may ask your 

question.”

“You said I'd be the assistant to a state esper doing research on the 

hecatonchires, ma'am,” Kadenokoji said.  “I would like to meet him before 

giving my answer.”

“That was not a question,” Ishihara said.

Even  without  looking  around,  Kadenokoji  knew  that  everyone  in 

Traffic  Section  was  hanging  on every  word  that  she  and  Ishihara  said. 

“May I meet with the state esper I would be an assistant to before accepting 

the position?”

“I will take you to see him,” Ishihara said, and then, turning around, 

she walked out of the room as promptly as she had entered it.

Kadenokoji just stood there for a moment, stunned, before it clicked in 

her mind that she should follow.  Quickly bowing to Captain Otoha and 

Lieutenant  Aoi,  she  snatched her  purse  from her  desk and chased after 

Ishihara.

Ishihara's vehicle was an unmarked Toyota Crown patrol car, black with 

darkly tinted windows.  As Ishihara pulled out of Ikebukuro Police Station's 

parking  area  and  headed  south  on  Prefectural  Route  441,  Kadenokoji 
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debated whether or not she should try asking more questions.  Well, what's  

the worst she will do?  Refuse to answer?  “Chief Ishihara, have you ever 

worked with a Special Assault Team member named Oishi Akihiko?”

“The unit was called the Special Armed Police at that time,” Ishihara 

said, never taking her eyes off the road ahead of her, never relaxing her 

smile.  “Given that he had worked for me in the past, Oishi Akihiko would 

have been a preferred choice for this assignment, but he is married and 

does not possess AB negative blood.”

So this is the same woman.  She doesn't look that much older than me. 

And  she's  wearing  the  same  red  skirt  suit  that  she  wore  last  Friday. 

“What's so special about AB negative blood?” Kadenokoji asked.

“Hecatonchires musk contains two components that affect humans in 

different  ways  when  inhaled  or  absorbed  into  the  skin  in  high 

concentrations,”  Ishihara  said.   “Exposure  to  the  musk  causes  extreme 

euphoria  in humans who do not  have both the A and B antigens,  and 

severe paralysis in those whose blood has the Rhesus factor.”

“So those with AB negative blood are immune to both of those things?” 

Kadenokoji asked.

“Those with AB negative blood are highly resistant to those affects,” 

Ishihara said.  “Continued exposure to the musk increases resistance.”

Kadenokoji just nodded.  She debated whether or not to mention the 

man at the karaoke parlor, and decided against it.  At least for now.  As 

their path turned west into Setagaya ward, Kadenokoji said, “So, I've heard 

the pay scale in Paranormal Operation Section is different from that of the 

rest of the Metropolitan Police.”
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“Your  net  salary  would  increase  by  twenty-nine  thousand  five 

hundred eighty yen a month,” Ishihara said.  “Bonuses and other benefits 

would not change.”

Thirty  thousand  yen  a  month?   That's  more  than  Superintendent  

Tsukigami thought it would be.  “This assignment sounds almost too good 

to be true, ma'am.”

Ishihara did not reply to Kadenokoji's statement.

Kadenokoji  started  to  ask  another  question,  but  was  cut  short  as 

Ishihara slowed, and parallel parked on the street outside the Karasuyama 

Junior High School campus.  “A school?  What are we doing here, ma'am?”

“Agent Aragaki Soichiro is assigned to Class 2-5 here,” Ishihara said.

This  did  not  surprise  Kadenokoji  much:  police  regulations  forbid 

moonlighting, but she had been expecting the rules that applied to the rest 

of  the  Metropolitan  Police  Department  to  be  relaxed  or  ignored  in  this 

Paranormal Operations Section.  A state esper serving as a school teacher 

was weird... But what about them isn't weird?  As Kadenokoji got out, she 

noticed that Ishihara remained in the car.  “Are you—” 

“I will remain here,” Ishihara said.

Okay, Kadenokoji thought, and walked inside.

It  was  obviously  lunch  break  here  at  Karasuyama  Junior  High. 

Students were sitting outside, milling around in the hallways, and roaming 

the  campus.   In  the  lobby,  Kadenokoji  changed  into  a  pair  of  slippers 

provided for guests;  at the front office,  she signed in,  and was told that 

Class  2-5  was  on  the  second  floor.   “Wouldn't  Aragaki-san  be  in  the 

teachers' lounge?” Kadenokoji asked.
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The secretary seemed puzzled.  “Why would he be?”

Because when I  was in school,  the teachers  never spent their  lunch  

break in the classroom, Kadenokoji thought.  “Never mind.  Thank you.”

Both doors to Class 2-5 were open, and looking inside, Kadenokoji saw 

about twenty boys and girls, all dressed in the Karasuyama uniform, eating 

their  lunches  in  groups  of  three  or  four.   She  did  not  see  the  teacher. 

Kadenokoji knocked on the door frame to get the students' attention, and 

said, “Excuse me, I'm looking for your teacher.”

The students  looked to  one another;  one girl  stood up.   “Hanatori-

sensei should be in the teachers' lounge, down on the first floor.”

“No, not him,” Kadenokoji said.  “Aragaki-sensei.”

A giggle rippled through the room.  The one girl  seemed confused. 

“I'm sorry, officer, but do you mean Aragaki Soichiro?”

“Yes,” Kadenokoji said.  “The office said he would be in here.”

“This is his class, yes, but Aragaki-kun isn't the teacher,” the girl said. 

“He's a student, like the rest of us.”

It was Kadenokoji's turn to be confused.  He's a student?  “Huh?”

“If you're looking for Aragaki-kun, he usually spends lunch break in 

one of the unused clubrooms upstairs,” the girl said.

“Okay,”  Kadenokoji  said,  still  not  certain  she  was  understanding 

everything right.  “Which way is that?”

“I'll show you the way,” the girl said.  “Just follow me.”

“Okay,” Kadenokoji said.  As the girl led the way out of the classroom, 

Kadenokoji  decided  to  ask  the  girl  some  questions.   “I'm  sorry  for 
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interrupting your lunch.  I'm Kadenokoji  Takako, from the Metropolitan 

Police.”

“Serizawa  Ryoko.   Nice  to  meet  you,”  the  girl  said,  bowing. 

“Kadenokoji Takako?  That's a pretty unusual name—how do you write it?”

Kadenokoji smiled.  'Takako' was fairly common, but her family name 

was fairly rare.  And long.  “Perception-solve-reason-small-path multiple-

perfume-girl,” Kadenokoji said, naming the eight kanji her full name was 

written with.

“That must have been difficult to learn to write,” Serizawa said.

“It's still difficult to write,” Kadenokoji said with a smile.  At the end of 

the hallway, they walked up the stairwell to the school's top floor.  “How 

long have you known Aragaki-san...err, Aragaki-kun?”

“Oh, about a year.  We've been in the same class since we were both 

first-year students here,” Serizawa said.

Kadenokoji asked, “What's he like?” 

“Well,  he's  really quiet,  and kind of antisocial,” Serizawa said.   “He 

hardly ever talks to anyone, and all the other students just avoid him.  I've 

been trying to make a point of at least saying hello to him every day...”

“Let  me  guess:  you're  the  class  representative for  Class  2-5,” 

Kadenokoji said.

“Yes, ma'am,” Serizawa said.  “How did you know?”

“Just a hunch,” Kadenokoji said.  “So he's antisocial?”

Serizawa nodded.  “Well, maybe not really antisocial.  He just doesn't 

ever say much, and he usually just ignores anyone who tries to talk to him. 
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He'll respond to me, though.  Most of the time, anyways.  I think he just 

doesn't fit in because he's an esper.”

“So, did you know he's an esper?” Kadenokoji asked.

Serizawa nodded again.  “He works for the Metropolitan Police after 

school and on weekends, or so he said last year.  Um...is something wrong?”

Kadenokoji realized she was frowning.  Of course I'm frowning—this is  

insane.  A super-powered government official enrolled in junior high?  “Oh, 

no, nothing's wrong.”

Serizawa continued walking, leading Kadenokoji to the last room at 

the end of the hallway.  “Here it is.”

The unused clubroom was serving as  a  storage room:  all  along the 

walls  were  stacked  boxes  of  various  sorts  of  craft  materials,  no  doubt 

leftovers from Karasuyama Junior High's last culture festival.  There were 

maybe forty desks,  half  stacked upside down atop the other  half,  and a 

dozen or so long tables leaning against one wall, their metal legs folded up.

At  a  desk at  one side  of  the  room,  typing rapidly on a ruggedized 

Panasonic  Toughbook  laptop,  was  what  appeared  to  be  a  bespectacled 

teenage boy, not too different in age to any of the others in his class.  He 

wore the Karasuyama uniform, but unlike his classmates, he still wore the 

uniform jacket, which the others eschewed for the sake of comfort.   He 

would be kind of cute, if he were to smile, Kadenokoji thought.

The boy did not look Kadenokoji and Serizawa's way as they entered 

the room.  His expression neutral, he just kept typing, his fingers moving 

faster than Kadenokoji would have thought possible.
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“Excuse me,” Serizawa said.  “Aragaki-kun, this is Officer Kadenokoji 

Takako  from  the  Metropolitan  Police.   Kadenokoji-san,  this  is  Aragaki 

Soichiro.”

“Uh, nice to meet you,” Kadenokoji said.

Aragaki still did not look up or pause his typing.  “Serizawa-san will 

leave now.”

Kadenokoji glanced over at Serizawa; the girl was visibly annoyed by 

Aragaki's blunt command.  “Uh, okay...I'll see you back in class, okay?”

Aragaki did not reply.  Serizawa bowed to Kadenokoji and then exited 

the room, shutting the door behind her.

Only then did Aragaki stop typing, and look up at Kadenokoji.  She 

noticed that his eyes were just like those of the man at the karaoke parlor 

and Ishihara's: cold and lifeless.  “You are uncertain whether you should 

accept a position as my assistant.”

The inflection in his voice—he talks just like Ishihara and that man. 

“Well, yes,” Kadenokoji said.  

They just stared at each other for a very long time.  

Uncomfortable.  “So...what can you tell me about your research?”

Aragaki answered instantly, in a steady monotone, not once pausing to 

take a breath: “The hecatonchires are the intersection of a space-time that 

normally  is  noncontiguous  and  non-coterminous  to  what,  from  an 

anthropocentric  point  of  view,  is  perceived  to  be  'the'  universe.   The 

presence of the hecatonchires in this space-time are representative of the 

relationship  between  these  two  space-time  continuums,  and  is  likely 

caused primarily by a near-intersection of the time-like dimensions in this 
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continuum with the time-like dimensions in the other continuum, which 

results in an episodic intersection of the spatial dimensions.  My research 

is focused on gathering information on the hecatonchires behavior,  and 

extrapolating from that predictions about the geometric alignment of the 

two  continuums  within  the  larger  hyper-dimensional  volume  of  the 

spatial-temporal dimensions.”

Kadenokoji started to regret asking that particular question somewhere 

between 'non-coterminous' and 'anthropocentric'.  Does all that stuff you 

just said actually mean anything?  And if it does, would it kill you to speak  

in plain Japanese? she thought.

“You do not understand what I just  said,”  Aragaki said,  and stood. 

“Twenty-four  minutes  remain  before  afternoon  classes  begin.   I  will 

provide more detail.”
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Chapter VIII

Aragaki took a pair of thin wooden dowels, each about a meter long and a 

couple centimeters thick, from a bin in the corner of the room, and handed 

one of them to Kadenokoji.  “What's this for?” Kadenokoji asked.  

“You should hold this parallel to the floor as motionless as possible,” 

Aragaki replied.

Kadenokoji complied, and Aragaki held the other dowel just below it 

at a right angle, with about a centimeter left between them.  “The dowel in 

your hand represents what you think of as time.  The past is closest to you. 

The future is at the far end of the dowel.  The dowel in my hand represents 

time from the perspective of a completely separate universe from this one. 

The two time dimensions do not point in the same direction.  Normally, 

they do not actually intersect.”

Kadenokoji asked, “So, there's more than one dimension of time?”
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“That  is  correct.   The  dimensions  of  space  you  exist  in  share  a 

relationship  similar  to  this  to  the  dimensions  of  space  of  this  other 

universe,” Aragaki said.

The  boy  waited  patiently,  staring  at  Kadenokoji  with  those  lifeless 

eyes, his expression unchanged.  I guess I'll never find out what he looks  

like when smiling.  “Okay, I think I understand so far,” she said, prompting 

him to continue.

Aragaki resumed his explanation.  “A line is  one-dimensional.   The 

intersection of two lines is a point, which is zero-dimensional.”

“I remember that from geometry,” Kadenokoji said.

“A plane is two-dimensional.  The intersection of two planes is a line, 

which is one-dimensional,” Aragaki said.  “A volume is three-dimensional. 

The intersection of two volumes is a plane, which is two-dimensional.”

“I get it,” Kadenokoji said.  She remembered something like this from 

one  of  her  science  classes  in  college.   “Two  four-dimensional  volumes 

intersect to form a three-dimensional one, and so on.”

“The  universe  humanity  perceives  exists  in  more  than  three 

dimensions,” Aragaki said.  “The other universe also exists in more than 

three dimensions.”

“So, are the hecatonchires from this other universe?” Kadenokoji asked.

Aragaki  ignored her  question.   “The space  and time dimensions  in 

your universe and the space and time dimensions in the other universe 

seem to be in motion relative to each other.”  Aragaki lowered his dowel to 

tap  Kadenokoji's.    “Occasionally  they  move  close  enough  to  actually 

intersect.   The  hecatonchires  is  the  intersection  of  the  space-time 
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dimensions  of  the  two universes,  which  you can perceive as  an object 

within your universe.”

Kadenokoji had no idea what to say to that.  “I've always thought the 

hecatonchires were just some sort of weird creature, not a...mathematical 

abstraction.”

“That is not a correct view,” Aragaki said.

“So you're researching what now?” Kadenokoji asked.

“By carefully studying the behavior of the hecatonchires, I intend to 

predict the relative motions of the two universes,” Aragaki said.

“Okay...but why is this so important?” Kadenokoji asked.

“The  two  universes'  movements  relative  to  each  other  is  normally 

minor,”  Aragaki said,  pushing the dowel Kadenokoji  held with his own, 

making it wobble up and down.  “There is considerable concern that the 

movements may be intensifying over time.”

“Intensifying?  What does that mean?” Kadenokoji asked.

Without any warning, Aragaki swung his wooden rod over his head, 

and brought it downward with an echoing  crack! as it struck the rod in 

Kadenokoji's hands.  More than a little startled, Kadenokoji jumped back. 

“What did you do that for!”

Aragaki gestured to the dowel in Kadenokoji's hands.  Where Aragaki 

had struck it, it had cracked almost completely through, leaving splinters 

sticking out at odd angles.  “The dowel in your hand represents what you 

think of as time,” Aragaki repeated calmly.
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“My data-gathering  activities  are  frequently  hindered  by  adult  humans 

who consider me no different from a male human child of similar apparent 

age,”  Aragaki  said,  as  he  and Kadenokoji  walked back to  Class  2-5.   “I 

require prompt and unfettered access to locations where the hecatonchires 

has manifested, but since these places are often considered crime scenes or 

too dangerous  due to  the  continued presence of  the hecatonchires,  the 

police  authorities  and other  emergency-response personnel  rarely  allow 

me  access.   My  credentials  as  an  agent  of  the  so-called  Paranormal 

Operations Section has not changed this.   I require an obvious adult to 

liaise with such personnel in my stead.”

“And  that's  where  I  would  come  in,  right?”  Kadenokoji  asked, 

wrinkling her nose.  Why am I not surprised that this kid needs a bath?  

Ugh.  How can I broach that topic?  Oishi-san would probably just state it  

flat-out.

“That  is  correct,”  Aragaki  said.   Arriving  at  the  door  to  Class  2-5, 

Aragaki turned to her.  “I need to know if you are going to accept the 

transfer  into  the  Paranormal  Operations  Section  to  function  as  my 

assistant.”

Kadenokoji thought of the broken dowel.  Space and time might smash 

into each other and destroy the universe...if what you're saying is true.  I've  

got a million questions, but I have this feeling I won't be able to ask any of  

them if I don't join this strange little section of yours.  Even before she had 

spoken with Aragaki, Kadenokoji was almost convinced she should take the 

assignment.  Now that she had talked with him...  “Yes.  I look forward to 

working with you,” she said with a short bow.
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“I am assigned to cleaning duty today,” Aragaki said.  “You should 

return to this school at fifteen thirty hours to pick me up.”  Then, with no 

further ado, he turned and walked into the classroom, taking a seat near the 

center of the classroom.

Serizawa noticed Kadenokoji at the door and waved; she returned the 

wave before heading back to the front lobby.  Reclaiming her own shoes, 

she  returned to  Ishihara's  car.   Getting  in,  she  announced her  decision: 

“Chief Ishihara, I accept the transfer.”

“You still have reservations,” Ishihara said, pulling out into traffic.

“Is what Aragaki-kun...” Kadenokoji started to say, but then realized 

that it probably was not appropriate for her to refer to someone who would 

be her superior in that way, even if he was significantly younger than her. 

“I mean, Aragaki-san...Is what he says about the colliding universes true?”

“It  is  not  the  consensus  view of  either  the  hecatonchires  research 

community  or  the  theoretical  physics  community,”  Ishihara  said.   “The 

validity  of  Aragaki's  research  is  irrelevant.   My  only  concern  is  that 

Aragaki is willing to use his abilities to counter the threat to the public 

presented by the hecatonchires as an agent of the Paranormal Operations 

Section.”

“So, why does he still go to school, ma'am?” Kadenokoji asked.

“By law, education through lower-secondary school is compulsory,” 

Ishihara said.

I knew that much, Kadenokoji thought.  “But doesn't it interfere with 

his duties?”
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“I have no issues with his job performance,” Ishihara said.  “This is a 

non-issue.”

Every moment she sat there in Ishihara's car, Kadenokoji thought of 

another question—What is Aragaki-san's power like?  What do his parents  

think about all this?  Why does he talk about 'humans' like he wasn't one?  

Why would you even consider hiring a junior high kid?  Who has oversight  

over the Paranormal Operations Section?—but she was getting the feeling 

that  this  really  wasn't  the  best  time to  start  asking them.   In  a  silence 

Kadenokoji found quite uncomfortable, they rode to the Metropolitan Police 

Department headquarters in the center of Tokyo, just across the Sakurada 

moat from the Imperial Palace grounds.

Ishihara's office was tucked into an all-but-hidden side hallway on the 

seventh floor.  A woman about Kadenokoji's age sat behind a desk in the 

antechamber.  She wore civilian attire, a Metropolitan Police identification 

badge clipped to her lapel.  Kadenokoji could not see the woman's name. 

“Chief Ishihara, here's the items you requested,” the woman said, handing 

Ishihara a manila folder and a black heavy-duty plastic case about the size 

of a large phone book.

Ishihara took the items without breaking stride or even acknowledging 

the  woman,  and  led  Kadenokoji  into  her  office.   The  office  was  fairly 

spacious and well-lit, but had no windows.  “Close the door,” Ishihara said, 

sitting down behind her desk.

Kadenokoji closed the door and then took a seat in front of Ishihara's 

desk.  As Ishihara reviewed the documents in the manila folder, Kadenokoji 

took a moment to look around.  At first  glance it was a fairly ordinary 
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office, but then Kadenokoji noticed that there was not a single decorative 

item in the room.  There were no pictures of family, or pictures of any kind, 

no plants, no artwork, no trophies or award plaques, nothing.

“You need to stamp these documents to make the transfer official,” 

Ishihara said, setting a stack of a dozen neatly typed documents in front of 

her.  

Kadenokoji took her official signature stamp out of her purse, and after 

quickly reviewing the pages to ensure that they were, in fact, merely more-

or-less mundane transfer documents, she stamped each one.  Mainly she 

watched for anything that would prohibit her from leaving the Paranormal 

Operations Section if she was so inclined, but there were no such provisions 

listed.  I can still back out of this.

Ishihara took the documents, glanced at them.  “You should have your 

police  identification  card  reissued  immediately  to  reflect  your  new 

assignment.  Business cards for your use have been ordered and will arrive 

by Wednesday.   You should take this  document to the motor  pool  and 

procure  an  unmarked  vehicle  of  your  choice  for  use  while  on-duty.” 

Ishihara handed over another piece of paper.  “You are required to have a 

cell  phone.   You  are  required  to  have  all  your  contact  information on 

record with my secretary.  You are required to have your identification on 

you at all times.  You are required to send to my office a written report at 

least daily, covering Aragaki's operations, regardless of how mundane.  You 

are required to carry a firearm at all times, and be proficient in its use.  You 

are authorized to concealed-carry your firearm at all times.”
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At that, Ishihara pushed the black case towards Kadenokoji.  Taking it, 

Kadenokoji opened it.  Inside was an automatic handgun of a type she did 

not immediately recognize, along with three loaded magazines and a rigid 

plastic holster that looked far too small for the gun.  “That is a Heckler and 

Koch  UMP40  Law  Enforcement  Modification  handgun,”  Ishihara  said. 

“The  ammunition  is  8.75-gram  jacketed  hollowpoint,  rated  at  an 

approximate  muzzle  velocity  of  three  hundred  eighty-five  meters  per 

second and an approximate muzzle energy of six hundred forty-five joules. 

These  velocity  and  energy  values  are  to  be  considered  a  minimum 

standard for anti-hecatonchires usage.  If you require a different firearm, 

or other equipment necessary for your duties, it may be requested through 

this office.”

Kadenokoji was not that familiar with what those numbers meant, and 

resolved to ask Oishi about them later.  Further, she knew she would need 

some serious practice, as she had only fired an automatic a few times in her 

life; she was far more familiar with the standard police-issue Nanbu M60 

revolver.  Kadenokoji closed the case.  “Ah, no, I can use this one, ma'am.”

“This  would be a good opportunity to ask any questions,”  Ishihara 

said.

“So...where am I supposed to report to for duty?” Kadenokoji asked.

“You should report to wherever Aragaki tells you to report,” Ishihara 

said.  “Occasionally I will direct you to report to a different location.  In 

that case, my directives trump Aragaki's.”

Kadenokoji asked, “So I don't have to, say, report here for duty every 

day?”
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“You do not have to automatically report here for duty every day,” 

Ishihara said.  “All routine interactions between myself and the agents in 

this section are handled via phone or e-mail.”

That's...different.  “And what is the dress code?”

“There is no dress code,” Ishihara said.  “Agents may wear whatever 

they deem suitable.  That being said, given that your specific duties will 

likely  require  you  to  chase  or  flee  hecatonchires,  shoes  suitable  for 

running and a firm sports bra would be recommended components of your 

attire.”

Are all  espers  like you and Aragaki? Kadenokoji  wanted to ask.   I  

mean, do you all talk in a monotone, like a machine that's just producing 

random sounds that happen to form words and sentences?  And does your  

expression ever change?  You've had that same smile plastered on your face 

for hours...days...years...   Do you ever  even blink?  “Understood,  ma'am. 

When will I start training?”

“There  is  no  formal  training  program  for  agents  of  this  section,” 

Ishihara said.  “On-the-job training will provide you opportunity to learn 

all  essential  skills.   Agents  are  personally  responsible  for  acquiring and 

maintaining  other  skills  necessary  for  their  duties.   It  is  strongly 

recommended you spend a significant fraction of your time studying for 

the  next  sergeant  promotion  examination.   If  there  are  no  further 

questions, you are dismissed.”

“So, I need to give your secretary my contact information, get a new ID 

made, and pull a vehicle from the motor pool,” Kadenokoji said.  “What 
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should I do then, ma'am?  Aragaki-san said his classes won't be over until 

three thirty.”

“If Aragaki has not given you any specific instructions, you are free to 

do as you please,” Ishihara said.

Weird.  Weird weird weird weird weird.  “Yes, ma'am.”
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The Metropolitan Police motor pool did not have many unmarked vehicles 

to chose from, and Kadenokoji ended up with a well-used, but mechanically 

sound, five-year-old white Nissan Jimmy, that still had the lingering scent 

of cigarette smoke in it.   With nothing else to do at the Metropolitan Police 

Department  headquarters,  she  returned  to  Ikebukuro  Police  Station  to 

collect the few personal effects she kept there and say her farewells.

Very  few people  from Traffic  Section  were  actually  at  the  station, 

however: Oishi and Hirosue were out on patrol, as were Lieutenant Aoi and 

Ishii, and Captain Otoha had gone to a doctor's appointment.  “So you're 

finally moving up in the world, Kojita-san,” Kurosawa said, leaning against 

the wall  in the women's  locker room as Kadenokoji  changed out of  her 

police uniform.

I sure hope so.  “Yeah—Chief Ishihara specifically told me to study for 

the sergeant's exam,” Kadenokoji said.
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“So, this esper you're working for—is he handsome?” Kurosawa asked.

Of  course  the  conversation  always  comes  back  to  this,  Kadenokoji 

thought.  “Well, yeah, kind of, for a kid.”

“He's younger than you?” Kurosawa asked.

Kadenokoji nodded.  “He's, like, fourteen.”

Kurosawa laughed.  “Tell him to grow a mustache—that'll make him 

look older.”

Kadenokoji  shook  her  head.   Quite  obviously  Kurosawa  had 

misunderstood her meaning.  “No, I don't mean he's baby-faced and looks 

fourteen.  I mean he literally is fourteen—he's a second-year in junior high.”

“You're kidding,” Kurosawa said.

“Nope.  That's why I came back here—I'm waiting for him to get out of 

school,” Kadenokoji said.

“I  thought you had to be eighteen to join the Metropolitan Police.” 

Kurosawa crossed her arms.  “So...are you his assistant, or babysitter?”

Now fully dressed in the civilian clothes she had worn to the station 

that morning, Kadenokoji  made sure her hair was not disheveled in the 

mirror  on the  inside  of  her  locker  door.   “Funny.   But  as  long  as  this 

assignment helps my career, I don't care.”

“Yeah, I don't think Captain Otoha would ever have let you take the 

sergeant's exam had you stayed here,” Kurosawa said.  “He thinks women 

police officers exist to look pretty and make him tea.  I so wish I could get 

out of the station more.”

“Volunteer for special assignments,” Kadenokoji suggested.
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“No,”  Kurosawa said.   “I'm not  going to  hang out  on the  subways 

waiting for some pervert to grab my butt.  You might like that sort of thing, 

but not me.”

“There  are  other  assignments,”  Kadenokoji  said,  ignoring  her 

unnecessary—and completely wrong!—comment.  As they exited the locker 

room,  Kadenokoji  felt  it  was  time  to  leave.   “Well,  I'm  going  to  go, 

Kurosawa-kun.  It was fun working with you.”

“Likewise.  But you don't have to become a stranger—I'm sure nobody 

would complain if you dropped by every now and again,” Kurosawa said. 

“In fact, I can think of at least a couple people who would look forward to 

that.”

“I will,” Kadenokoji said.  “Tell everyone I said bye.”

“Good luck babysitting,” Kurosawa said.

Kadenokoji laughed.  “Bye.”

In the end, Kadenokoji sat in the Jimmy, parked by the side of the street 

near the main gateway of Karasuyama Junior high, for well over an hour, 

waiting for 3:30 to roll around.  She spent the time reading through the 

owner's manual for the USP40 that Ishihara had issued her.  Fortunately, 

her English was good enough for the task.  But why couldn't she give me a  

manual in Japanese? Kadenokoji wondered.

Kadenokoji would have felt more confident about carrying the gun if it 

had been a revolver.  I've trained with the Nanbu M60 since the academy,  

but this gun is completely different.  It's not even similar to Oishi-senpai's  

Sig P230JP—no external safety, no decocking lever.  How is it supposed to  
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keep from firing accidentally?  At least I won't have to worry much about 

running out of ammunition—the magazines hold thirteen rounds each.  

She held up one of the magazines to give a closer look at the bullets 

within.  Hollowpoints.  I've never used hollowpoints before.  It should be the 

same, though.  Well,  no,  it  wouldn't  be,  would it?  These are .40-caliber  

rounds.   They probably kick more.   I  should have asked Chief  Ishihara 

about  training  ammunition—do  I  have  to  purchase  my  own,  or  can  I  

requisition it?  She did mention I could requisition equipment through her.

And how am I supposed to carry this thing?  Kadenokoji was planning 

on  wearing  civilian  attire  most  of  the  time,  most  likely  a  pantsuit  or 

something like that.  The holster that had been included in the case did in 

fact fit the USP, but it just covered the gun's trigger guard and not much 

else.  It had a metal clip on the back so it could be secured to a belt, but 

there was not even a strap to keep the pistol from falling out.  All in all, it 

did not seem to be a practical  option.  Oishi-senpai carries his Sig in a 

shoulder holster when in plainclothes; maybe I'll get one of those.  I'd have  

to wear a jacket all the time, though...

For the time being, Kadenokoji returned the gun to its case.  She began 

to see a few students leaving the school, some on foot, others by bicycle, but 

by her watch it  was only 3:16.   They must be the ones who don't  have  

cleaning duty or club activities.

Students  trickled  out  of  the  school,  and  at  3:32,  Aragaki  appeared, 

carrying his satchel in one hand, the heavy-looking laptop in the other.  He 

put  the  satchel  and  laptop  in  the  back  seat  of  the  Jimmy.   Kadenokoji 

decided to try a little light conversation.  “So, ah, how was school?”
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Aragaki got into the front passenger seat.   “You should take me to 

Three-Four Go Street, Sakurajosei Suburb.”

Well, that didn't go over very well, Kadenokoji thought as she pulled 

out onto the road, and headed westwards.  However, Aragaki's expression 

was unchanged from earlier—not mad, not happy, not anything.  I guess 

he's not annoyed at me.  That's a relief.  I think.  “Yes, sir.”

After a minute or so of silence, Kadenokoji decided to try again.  “Are 

you in any clubs?”

“The Astronomy Club counts me as one of their members,” Aragaki 

said,  “even  though  my  research  and  my  duties  with  the  Paranormal 

Operations Section frequently cause me to be unable to attend mandatory 

club meetings and other events.”

Kadenokoji was surprised by that answer; she was expecting him to 

answer in the negative.  Okay, he's talking.  Keep the conversation alive... 

“So, what sort of stuff do you do in the Astronomy Club?”

“This conversation serves no useful purpose,” Aragaki said.

So  much  for  making  conversation,  Kadenokoji  thought.   No,  wait.  

Esper or no esper, I'm not going to put up with this.  Not from this kid. 

“The purpose of this conversation is to become acquainted.  We're going to 

be working together from now on—don't you think it would be better to be 

at least friendly to each other?”

Aragaki  was  silent  for  a  long  time  before  responding.   “You  are 

suggesting that even though this sort of conversation is of no benefit to 

me, it provides a benefit to you, and thus I should humor you for the sake 

of future interactions.”
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It took a second for Kadenokoji to digest his response.  The idea that 

Aragaki  considered this  'humoring'  her  did  not  set  well  with her,  but... 

“Well, yeah.”

“The Astronomy Club meets for approximately one hour on Tuesdays 

and Thursdays,” Aragaki said.  “The members of the club spend roughly 

one-third to  one-half  that  time in  conversation about  topics  outside  of 

astronomy.   Complaints  about  the  quantity  or  difficulty  of  homework 

assignments  from  classes  earlier  in  the  day  are  commonplace.   The 

majority of the time is spent with one of the senior members of the club 

talking about  recent  astronomical  discoveries  or news items.   Plans  for 

night-time sky observation gatherings are frequently discussed.”

Aragaki mentioning homework reminded Kadenokoji of when she was 

in school.  “So do you have a lot of homework?”

“The quantity of homework is not unusual,” Aragaki said.

“When I was in school, the teachers usually gave us three or four hours 

worth of homework each night,” Kadenokoji said, “and at least twice that 

much over the weekend.”

“The  other  students  often  mention  the  assignments  taking  them  a 

similar amount of time to complete,” Aragaki said.  “I am typically able to 

complete all my assignments within thirty minutes to one hour.”  

“Ah, so you're not just smart when it comes to space-time dimensions 

and stuff like that?” Kadenokoji said with a smile.

Aragaki  did  not  respond  to  that  comment.   He  just  kept  looking 

straight forward, his face devoid of any trace of emotion.  Should I really be 

acting so familiar towards him? Kadenokoji wondered.  He is my superior.  
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Is his silence a sign he is getting upset with my lack of proper respect?  “I 

don't mean to be disrespectful, sir.  It's just that I'm not really sure how to 

talk to you, given that you're...well, you know.”

“You are confused as to whether you should treat me as junior to you, 

as my appearance, specifically my apparent relative age, would suggest I 

am; or as senior to you, as informed by your knowledge of our relative 

positions within the Paranormal Operations Section,” Aragaki said.  “How 

you speak to me is largely irrelevant.  Completion of my research is the 

only important factor.”

It was almost as if he could read Kadenokoji's mind; she wondered if 

his esper powers included some form of telepathy.  “Okay, so, should I cut 

out the small talk?”

“Such trivial conversations may be engaged in to the extent that they 

do not interfere with my duties and research,” Aragaki said.

They arrived at the address that Aragaki had specified: what appeared 

to be an abandoned apartment building.  “Is this where you wanted to go?”

“You may park anywhere along this side of the road,” Aragaki said.

There were no parking spaces marked, but this particular street did not 

seem to have any traffic at all,  and so Kadenokoji  pulled parallel to the 

curb.  “So, what are we doing here?”

“This is my residence.  Now that I have access to a vehicle, I intend to 

store  most  of  the equipment  I  use  in  my research in  it,”  Aragaki  said, 

getting out of the Jimmy.  Collecting his satchel and laptop from the back 

seat, he stated, “Your assistance will expedite the process.”

“Yes, sir,” Kadenokoji replied, and followed the boy.
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As they walked closer to the apartment building, Kadenokoji realized 

that it did not merely look like an abandoned apartment building, it was an 

abandoned apartment building.  Every door had a sign affixed to it, stating 

that the building had been condemned by the Home Ministry, and warning 

people not to  trespass.   “You're  joking,  right?” Kadenokoji  asked.   “This 

place is condemned!”

“I do not joke,” Aragaki said, leading the way upstairs.

“Whoa, stop,” Kadenokoji said.  “Just stop for a second.”

Aragaki stopped on the steps above Kadenokoji, and turned to point 

his blank gaze in her general direction.

Kadenokoji  shook her head.   “This is  wrong.  This is  not the place 

where people should be living.  It has been condemned.  Do you know what 

that means?  Where are your parents?”

“I do not have parents,” Aragaki said.

No parents?  Taken aback by this revelation, Kadenokoji lowered her 

voice.  “You mean, they've passed on—”

“I mean that I do not have parents,” Aragaki said.  “Your concern is 

unnecessary.  This building will not be demolished until September.”

That's hardly the important point here!  “You live here by yourself? 

Don't you have other relatives you could live with?”

“I do not have any relatives,” Aragaki said.  “We are wasting time.” 

With that, he turned and continued upstairs.

The boy led Kadenokoji to a suite on the fourth floor.  Kadenokoji was 

somewhat relieved to see that the suite had functioning locks on the front 

door.  Aragaki changed from his street shoes to a pair of slippers in the 
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entryway.  There was no sign of slippers for guests,  as was common in 

Japanese  households,  so  she just  removed her  shoes  before  entering the 

apartment.

And instantly regretted it.  The apartment was filthy.  There was no 

furniture;  a  menagerie  of  silver  and  black  cases  of  varying  sizes  were 

arranged along one wall, and a rack with a very small selection of clothes 

was set along another wall.  These items were arranged very neatly about 

the room, but the room itself looked like it had not been cleaned, ever.  It 

had a distinct musty smell to it, and Kadenokoji covered her nose as she 

reached for the light switch.

The lights did not turn on.   There was no electricity.   As her eyes 

adjusted  to  the  dim  light  from  the  windows,  she  could  see 

small...things...scurrying  about  in  the  corners  of  the  room.   “This  is...” 

Kadenokoji began to say, horrified beyond words that anyone would even 

consider living in such a place.  “This...”

“All  of  this  equipment  will  be  kept  in  the  vehicle,”  Aragaki  said, 

picking up two of the cases, one in each hand.

“This is where you live?” Kadenokoji was angry now.  “Even if you 

don't have any family, surely the government could put you in a real home. 

This is disgusting.  Do you even have running water?”

Aragaki  just  looked  at  her  blankly.   Kadenokoji  walked  into  the 

kitchen, and turned on the faucet.   Nothing.  “How do you even take a 

bath?  Or wash clothes?”

“A  discussion  of  my  personal  hygiene  will  not  help  move  this 

equipment into the vehicle,” Aragaki said.
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“Does Chief Ishihara know you live here?” Kadenokoji demanded.

“Chief  Ishihara  maintains  a  record  of  the  residences  of  all  the 

personnel in the Paranormal Operations Section,” Aragaki said.

Kadenokoji was truly shocked.  “This...this is horrible...”

“There  is  no reason to  be  alarmed at  this  situation,”  Aragaki  said. 

“This apartment is sufficient for my needs.”

“No, it isn't!”  Kadenokoji was shouting now.

Even still, Aragaki showed no trace of emotion.  “It is unnecessary for 

you to increase the volume of your speech.”

Kadenokoji could not believe what she was seeing.  State esper or no,  

how could he possibly live like this?  This place has no electricity, no water,  

it's going to be demolished!  There's cockroaches and mice in here!  It's been  

condemned for a reason, yet he still lives here!  This is so wrong.  But what 

should I do about it?  One thing's for certain, he's not going to be stuck 

living in this place for a single night longer, not if I have anything to say  

about it.  “Okay, yeah, let's pack everything up.”

“That is what I intended to do,” Aragaki said, headed for the door.

“No, not just those cases.  Everything.  Clothes, shoes, whatever else 

you own, it's all coming with us,” Kadenokoji said.

Aragaki paused.  “That is unnecessary.”

“No, it's very necessary,” Kadenokoji said.  “You can not live in a place 

like this.  Don't you understand that?  Anyways, I've got a spare room at 

my apartment.  You can stay there for a couple days until we find you a 

proper place to live.”

“That is also unnecessary,” Aragaki said.
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How do I get through to this kid? Kadenokoji wondered.  “Whatever 

happened to 'humoring me for the sake of future interactions'?  If you're 

going  to  live  like  this,  there  aren't  going  to  be  very  many  future 

interactions.  I'll resign.”

“That  would  have  a  deleterious  effect  on  your  career  with  the 

Metropolitan Police,” Aragaki said.

Is  that  a  threat?   Well,  I  can  play  this  game,  too!  “And  if  I'm 

understanding your situation right,  it would have a deleterious effect on 

your ability to do your oh-so-important research,” Kadenokoji shot back.  “I 

seem to recall Chief Ishihara saying there was only one other person with 

the right qualifications, and he had already turned you down.  I know for a 

fact that AB negative blood is super-rare.”

They stood, staring at each other.  Kadenokoji was sweating—My first  

day on the job, and I'm screaming at my boss and threatening to quit!  

Aragaki's blank expression revealed nothing about what he might be 

thinking.   After  what  seemed  to  be  forever,  he  spoke.   “Such  an 

arrangement would simplify acquiring sufficient electricity to operate the 

equipment I require.”

Is this how I can win this argument?  He needs this equipment to do  

his research, but he can't use any of it here.  That's why he had that laptop  

at the school!  It may have its own battery, but he's still got to charge it  

somewhere.  And thinking of that laptop—   “Come on, I've got broadband 

internet at my place.  Twenty megabit per second goodness.”

Aragaki stood there motionless, again for what seemed like forever. 

Just as Kadenokoji began to think that using her internet connection as bait 
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was not going to work, he spoke: “I will take advantage of your offer until 

a long-term solution that is acceptable to all parties is found.”
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Chapter X

What have I gotten myself into?  

Every electrical outlet in Kadenokoji's apartment was now in use, and 

she had even had to unplug her television, cable receiver, and DVD player 

in  order  to  turn  the  two-bedroom  apartment  into...  Into  what?   An 

electronics store?  Or a laboratory?

Most of the outlets  were occupied by a myriad of battery chargers, 

which would supply the power for Aragaki's collection of flashlights, digital 

audio recorders, cameras, camcorders, GPS receivers, night-vision goggles, 

thermal imaging devices,  and of all  things,  a Geiger counter.   A Geiger  

counter!  These devices were stored in the back of the Jimmy.

The rest  of the apartment's  power outlets  supplied direct  power for 

items  like  his  two  laptops—the  second  one  was  a  fairly  high-end,  but 

fragile-looking, Sony VAIO—and other equipment, like a microscope and a 

combination  scanner/printer/fax  machine/copier,  and  a  few  others  that 
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Kadenokoji was not so sure about.  That looks like a tabletop centrifuge on 

my coffee table, and I think that's a spectrograph over there, but the rest of  

it...

Upon plugging in all these devices, Kadenokoji had made a comment 

about  the  substandard  state  of  Aragaki's  personal  hygiene,  and  for  her 

efforts she learned that it had been three days since Aragaki had bathed, 

another  fact  that  Kadenokoji  had  deemed  completely  unacceptable. 

Fortunately, Aragaki conceded to her demand that he immediately take a 

shower without any argument.  

So...are you his assistant, or babysitter? Kurosawa's words, spoken in 

jest, echoed in Kadenokoji's mind as she sat cross-legged on her living room 

floor, trying to sort everything that had happened out in her mind, with 

only minimal success.  Oishi's shift  had ended at six;  for the umpteenth 

time, Kadenokoji looked at the clock.  Almost seven.  At least call me back,  

Oishi-san!

Aragaki emerged from the bathroom, clad in a fresh school uniform, 

and bearing the fragrance of strawberries, thanks to the scented bath soap 

Kadenokoji  kept.   “We  can  no  longer  afford  to  waste  time  with 

unimportant  activities  such  as  these,”  Aragaki  said.   “Appeasing  your 

sensibilities  further  is  not  an  option  at  this  time.   We will  now go to 

Tsurugashima to interview Tono Reito, who is believed to be a leader of 

the Kamitako Tsukiai.  You should bring both the batteries for the high-

definition camcorder.”

Kadenokoji stood.  She had not been expecting to go out this late, and 

it was supposed to rain.  “But it's almost seven o'clock—it's going to take at 
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least an hour to get  to  Tsurugashima.  And that's  in Saitama—isn't  that 

outside our jurisdiction?”

“Chief  Ishihara  will  take  care  of  any  jurisdictional  concerns.   My 

willingness to humor your demands has reached its end,” Aragaki said.

Even  though  Aragaki's  tone  had  not  once  changed  from  its  flat 

monotone,  Kadenokoji  guessed  that  this  would  be  a  really  bad  time  to 

complain  further.   Besides,  the  only  reason  we  did  not  leave  earlier  is  

because you insisted he leave that horrid condemned apartment building, 

she thought to herself.  “Yes, sir.  Camcorder batteries, right away.”

After briefly stopping at a McDonalds in Nerima—to her surprise, Aragaki 

wordlessly handed her a one-thousand-yen bill to pay for her meal—they 

hit the Kan-Etsu Expressway and headed northeast to Tsurugashima, and 

thus Kadenokoji had gotten to experience, for the first time, the challenges 

of  eating  while  driving  a  standard  transmission  through  heavy  traffic, 

during a rain shower.  Of course that was when Oishi decided to return her 

call.

In the ensuing effort to hold onto more things than she had hands, 

Kadenokoji fortunately managed to avoid sideswiping a delivery van, but 

there was now a very conspicuous wet spot from where she spilled her 

ginger ale on the front of her slacks.  Can't they make lids that fit on the 

cups properly? Kadenokoji wondered, hoping that it would dry.

Telling Oishi she would call him back later that night, she hung up and 

focused her attention on driving.  And eating.  And trying to understand 

exactly what Aragaki meant by what he had said earlier that day in the 
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unused Karasuyama Junior High clubroom.  “So, what would happen if the 

two times hit each other hard enough for them to break?  What would that 

happen then?”

Aragaki finished had not gotten anything for himself.  “The Japanese 

language is ill-suited for adequately describing such an event.  It can only 

be accurately described mathematically.  That being said, in such an event, 

it is quite likely that for parts of this universe to have no future.”

“No future?” Kadenokoji said.  “So, that would mean...what?”

“This expressway represents time.  The southeastern end where we got 

on  represents  the  past,  and  the  northwestern  end  in  Tsurugashima 

represents the future,” Aragaki said.  “The vehicles represent the mass and 

energy in your universe.  For the sake of this analogy, all the vehicles on 

this expressway cannot leave the expressway, nor may they switch lanes, 

nor may they slow down or  speed up.   The vehicles  must all  travel  at 

exactly the posted speed limit.  There is no way to escape from time.”

“Okay,” Kadenokoji said.

“If  time were to fragment,  it  would be as if  one of the lanes were 

destroyed,” Aragaki said.  “Any vehicles in that lane would, from the point 

of view of the vehicles in the other lanes, also be destroyed.  Similar effects 

would transpire in the space-like dimensions.”

“But  I  thought  that  mass  and  energy  couldn't  be  destroyed,” 

Kadenokoji said, amazed that she could remember much from her science 

classes  in  college.   “You  know,  conservation  of  matter,  the  laws  of 

thermodynamics.”
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“The first law of thermodynamics only applies to closed systems.  Your 

universe is not completely closed.  Extraordinary events can cause matter 

and energy to be removed from this universe in such a way that it can be 

considered  destroyed,”  Aragaki  said.   “The  collision  of  the  time-like 

dimensions of two universes could very easily be such an extraordinary 

event.”

They passed through the interchange where the Kan-Etsu Expressway 

crossed under Prefectural Route 463.  So, if this expressway is our time, and 

Route 463 was the other universe's time... “Would the two time dimensions 

coming together be something like this?” Kadenokoji asked, pointing to the 

swirling overpasses and underpasses of the interchange.

“It is not appropriate to extend the analogy to that extent,” Aragaki 

said.  “The knowledge and techniques necessary to engineer the splintered 

time and space  dimensions  from two wholly  distinct  universes  into  an 

arrangement where things from one may transfer into the other is beyond 

all known science.  This topic will not prepare you for our primary task for 

this evening.”

Primary  task?   Oh,  yeah...  “Interviewing  Tono,”  Kadenokoji  said. 

“You said he was a member of the Kamitako Tsukiai?”

The Kamitako Tsukiai, or the 'Divine Octopus Fellowship', was a cult 

that had sprung up in recent years that venerated the hecatonchires.  Many 

of those who were killed by hecatonchires were members of this cult, who, 

upon  encountering  one,  would  not  flee  but  run  towards  it,  trying  to 

embrace  it  in  order  to  attain  some  form  of  enlightenment,  only  to  be 

crushed by the hecatonchires' tentacles.  Of course, it almost always turned 
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out that these cult members had willed most, if not all, of their personal 

finances to whichever of the Kamitako Tsukiai's leaders they followed.

The exact hierarchy of the organization was unknown; small cells of its 

members were frequently rounded up in drug raids.  So far, the cult was 

largely  self-destructive,  but  over  the  last  year,  a  number  of  children, 

indoctrinated by parents who were members of the Kamitako Tsukiai, had 

been  killed  in  hecatonchires  incidents—an outcome that  was  considered 

utterly unacceptable by the general public.

Thus, the government ministries, especially the National Public Safety 

Commission that all police officers were a part of, had begun a series of 

campaigns  to  stop  the  activities  of  the  Kamitako  Tsukiai,  with  only 

moderate success.

“Tono Reito  is  believed to  be  the  real-life  identity  of  a  prominent 

poster  on  numerous  internet  forums  that  are  known  to  serve  as 

organizational  fronts  for  the  Kamitako  Tsukiai,  using  a  number  of 

pseudonyms such as  'toto5763'  and 'RedJackForever',”  Aragaki  said.   “In 

recent  posts,  he  has  claimed  that  he  has  frequent  interactions  with  a 

'prophet'  of the hecatonchires.   This  'prophet'  supposedly predicted the 

hecatonchires incident at Shirokane-Takanawa Station last Tuesday.  There 

is evidence that at least one of the individuals who was killed that day had 

been inspired by Tono's postings to go to Minato that morning.  We need to 

interview Tono Reito to determine the veracity of his claims, and if there is 

any truth to them, to discover the identity of this 'prophet'.”

“Don't  you think he might  just  be making all  this  up?” Kadenokoji 

asked.  “The Kamitako Tsukiai are crazy.”
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“That is a realistic possibility,” Aragaki said.  “However, Tono posted 

the account of this prophet's warning of a hecatonchires appearance in the 

Minato ward at 3:42 a.m., on Tuesday the eighteenth.”

“Five hours before it happened,” Kadenokoji said, nodding.  “So, how 

are we going to handle this?”

“We will go to Tono's address and question him.  The camcorder will 

be used to record his statements, as well as his nonverbal responses, for 

later review,” Aragaki said.

“We're not going to arrest him?” Kadenokoji asked.

“There are not any warrants out for his arrest at this time,” Aragaki 

said.

“But people are getting killed listening to his stupid rants,” Kadenokoji 

said.  “Surely there must be something we can do.”

“We will obtain information about the relationship between Tono, the 

Kamitako  Tsukiai,  and  the  hecatonchires,”  Aragaki  said.   “Obtaining 

information  and  using  to  gain  forewarning  of  the  hecatonchires 

manifestation is more important than the lives of those who listen to the 

mad ramblings of the Kamitako Tsukiai.”

“That's a pretty cold way to look at things,” Kadenokoji said.  “You 

mean it doesn't bother you that people are dying needlessly?”

Aragaki did not reply.
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Chapter XI

It had stopped raining by the time they reached Tono's residence.  It was on 

the fifth floor of an older, low-income apartment complex on the southern 

side of Tsurugashima.  Arriving outside his front door, Aragaki turned to 

Kadenokoji, and took the camcorder and tripod from her.  “You will handle 

the initial interactions with Tono.  I will set up the camcorder, and then 

direct the interrogation towards the specific information I require.”

“So, just say I'm with the Paranormal Operations Section, and tell him 

we have some questions for him?” Kadenokoji asked.

“A direct method is sometimes the most efficient,” Aragaki said.

That  didn't  exactly  answer  my question,  Kadenokoji  thought.   Like 

Ishihara,  Aragaki spoke perfect Japanese,  but he had a very odd way of 

putting words together into sentences.  “Okay, here goes.”  She rang the 

apartment's doorbell.
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Kadenokoji  was about to ring the doorbell  a second time when the 

door  swung  open.   A  man  stood  inside  the  door,  his  hair  long  and 

disheveled, clad in a white athletic shirt and shorts, a slightly unfocused 

look in his eyes.  “What do you want?”

So this is Tono Reito.  Kadenokoji smiled congenially and held up her 

badge.  “Good evening, I'm Kadenokoji Takako, from the Metropolitan—”

“Shit!” Tono cursed, slamming the door shut, and Kadenokoji heard the 

man lock the deadbolt and chain.

The  sounds  of  the  man  running  frantically  through  his  apartment 

audible  through  the  shut  door,  Kadenokoji  turned  to  Aragaki.   “What 

now?”

Aragaki's  eyes  were  focused  on  the  door's  deadbolt.   Kadenokoji 

noticed smoke coming from the lock plate, and after only a couple seconds, 

Aragaki reached out and pushed the door open,  leaving trails  of molten 

metal  dripping  down the  door  frame,  sizzling  everything  they  touched. 

From a half-meter away, she could feel the heat radiating off the metal lock 

plate.  It was the first time Kadenokoji had seen Aragaki's esper powers in 

action; she had been so distracted by everything else she had not thought to 

ask about them earlier.

At the far end of the apartment, Tono was crawling out his window 

onto the fire escape outside.  “You must not allow him to escape,” Aragaki 

said.

Kadenokoji hesitated.  “Should we call for backup?”

“You must not allow him to escape,” Aragaki repeated.  
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Even still, the boy's voice and expression betrayed no trace of emotion, 

no trace of urgency.  Still, it was obvious that this was not the time to delay. 

“Right!”  Kadenokoji ran to the window, by which time Tono had already 

descended down a level.  “Metropolitan Police!  Stop right there!”

Tono ignored her and continued to frantically descend the fire escape.

I've never chased a criminal before, Kadenokoji thought as she climbed 

out the window.  “You're not in any trouble, Tono-san!  We'd just like to 

ask you a few questions!”

By the time she managed to  get  out  onto  the  fire  escape and look 

down, Tono was to the second floor.  The lowest section of the fire escape 

was on a pulley, and now bearing Tono's weight, it lowered to the ground. 

The man was not listening to anything Kadenokoji said.  

Kadenokoji followed him down, jumping from halfway up each flight 

of stairs to the platform below in hopes of catching up.  Down the ill-lit 

alleyway she ran, until she saw Tono stop ahead of her, grabbing a thick 

piece of lumber from a trash bin.   “Tono-san, stop!  We're not going to 

arrest you!  We just need to talk!”

“You're not taking me in!”  Tono screamed,  brandishing his piece of 

lumber over his head.  “I haven't done anything wrong!  You can't arrest 

me!”

Kadenokoji raised her hands in what she hoped was a nonthreatening 

gesture.  “I know.  Just calm down—”

Tono  shook  his  makeshift  club  menacingly,  stepping  towards 

Kadenokoji.  “Don't tell me to calm down, you bitch!” 
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Kadenokoji kept her distance.  Tono was only about five meters away. 

Is he on some kind of drugs?  He's not acting at all rationally.  What if he  

attacks?  I don't have any pepper spray on me.  Or that gun Ishihara gave  

me!  I  don't even have a flashlight!  “Please, Tono-san, just put the club 

down.”

Tono shook the club.  “I'll put it down after I've beat your head in, you 

stupid bitch—”

The piece of wood ignited in flames.  Tono screamed in pain, dropping 

the now-flaming board.  That was Aragaki-kun! Kadenokoji realized, and 

glanced back over her shoulder.

On the fifth floor of the fire escape some forty meters back, Aragaki 

stood motionlessly, still holding his camcorder and tripod.

No!  Don't take your eyes off Tono!  Kadenokoji, remembering the rules 

of self-defense she had been taught at the police academy, turned back to 

Tono, who fortunately had not used her moment of inattention to attack. 

He had, however, resumed fleeing.

Kadenokoji resumed her pursuit.  Tono led her through the alleyway 

and onto a side street, barely avoiding getting hit by a person on a scooter 

as he dashed across.  Tono had a head start, and was paying no heed to his 

bare feet—or to his personal safety at all—as he ran madly, but Kadenokoji 

was in far better shape.  Catching up to him, she grabbed the back of his 

shirt.

Tono twisted, trying to pull away from Kadenokoji, but as he did so, he 

lost  his  footing  in  the  wet  grass,  and  slipped,  falling  backwards. 

Kadenokoji,  still  running almost full  speed,  slammed into him, tumbling 
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forwards over him as he fell back.  They slid to a halt in some shrubbery 

next to the sidewalk.

Tono's shirt, half of it still clenched in Kadenokoji's hand, had been all 

but  shredded.   Cursing,  Tono  pushed  Kadenokoji  off  of  him,  and  then 

swung a punch at her face, a punch that missed only through sheer luck. 

Her  training  kicking  in,  Kadenokoji  grabbed Tono's  arm,  and twisted  it 

around behind him.  Kadenokoji ended up sitting on his back with one knee 

on his neck, holding his arm behind his back, and gasping for breath.  His 

other arm trapped underneath his body, his legs unable to gain any traction 

in the wet grass, all Tono could do to resist was to curse nonstop.

“Hey, lady, get off him!”  

Kadenokoji looked up to see a couple of teenage boys running up.  One 

grabbed her arm,  she instantly shrugged him off.   “Metropolitan Police! 

This man is under arrest!”

“Get her off me!” Tono shouted.  “Get this bitch off me!”

The  two  boys  grabbed  Kadenokoji  by  her  arms,  trying  to  pull  her 

away, but she doggedly maintained her grip on Tono's arm.  The boys were 

obviously acquaintances of Tono; and in that moment, Kadenokoji knew 

beyond any  doubt  that  the  situation  had  just  gone  horribly  out  of  her 

control.  As they pulled on her arms, she felt her grip on Tono weakening— 

“You will let go of my assistant.”

Everyone froze, and then turned towards the source of the unnaturally 

calm voice.  Aragaki had arrived.  He walked up, and stood over the tangle 

of bodies, still holding the camcorder and tripod.  Only now did Kadenokoji 

notice the little green light on the side of the camcorder; it was recording.
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One of the two boys let go of Kadenokoji, and walked up to Aragaki. 

He stood head and shoulders taller than the junior-high state esper; he was 

big and athletic-looking, while Aragaki was small and had a somewhat frail 

appearance, especially with his glasses.  “Oh, yeah?  What do you think 

you're going to do if we don't?”

Aragaki did not move a millimeter as the older boy stood over him. 

He did not flinch.  He did not blink.

And then, without any warning, everything exploded in flames.

A circle  of  solid red fire  burst  from the ground,  surrounding all  of 

them,  shooting  meters  into  the  sky.   A  wave  of  heat  from  the  flames 

instantly banished the chill night air away.  Tono screamed, and renewed 

his attempts to wriggle free of Kadenokoji's grasp.  The one boy released his 

hold on Kadenokoji; the two of them stumbled over each other in surprise, 

trying to get as far away from the flames as they could, but inside the circle 

of fire there was no place to run.  They collapsed to the ground, cowering in 

fear.

Against the nightmarish backdrop of unnatural fire,  Aragaki set the 

tripod down beside him and reached into his pocket.  Producing his badge, 

he held it up for all to see.  “I am known as Aragaki Soichiro.  I am an fully 

authorized  agent  of  the  Tokyo  Metropolitan  Police  Department  Public 

Safety  Bureau Paranormal  Operations  Section.   You will  not  cause  any 

harm to my assistant.  I strongly recommend that you do not make any 

further attempt to oppose me.”

As if to punctuate his words, it began to rain.
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Her clothes muddied, wet, and grass-stained, Kadenokoji searched Tono's 

apartment.  I've got to start bringing a change of clothes with me.  And a  

flashlight.  And my pepper spray.  And my handgun.  

Not  long  after  Aragaki  terrified  Tono  and  the  two  boys  into 

compliance with his display of power, the Saitama police arrived on-scene, 

and in the initial confusion, everyone had been arrested, even Aragaki and 

Kadenokoji.  Upon arriving at the Iruma West Police Station, Aragaki called 

Chief Ishihara, and within minutes they were released, and the officers of 

Iruma West were apologizing profusely.

Furthermore,  a series of faxes arrived at Iruma West,  including one 

signed by the deputy chief of the National Public Safety Commission, that 

stated in no uncertain terms that Aragaki and Kadenokoji had operational 

authority  anywhere  in  the  Greater  Tokyo Area—including  Saitama—and 

that the Saitama police were expected to give them their full support.
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The two boys who had tried to help Tono escape were turned over to 

their  parents.   Aragaki  had  deemed  them  'irrelevant':  they  had  no 

association  with  the  Kamitako  Tsukiai,  and  knew  nothing  of  Tono's 

activities or of this Prophet.  They were merely a couple of neighborhood 

toughs looking after 'one of their own'.

A search warrant for Tono's apartment was issued, and so Aragaki and 

Kadenokoji split up.  Aragaki stayed at Iruma West to interrogate Tono, 

and Kadenokoji—backed up by a couple of the Iruma West officers—headed 

back to Tono's apartment.

The two Iruma West officers, Aizama and Sato, had insisted on making 

sure  the  apartment  was  safe  before  permitting  Kadenokoji  to  enter,  but 

there was nothing inside more dangerous than a cluttered hallway.  Now 

that she was not distracted by a chasing a fleeing man, Kadenokoji was 

quick to notice the array of expensive electronics in the apartment's tiny 

living room: a one-hundred-and-fifty centimeter television, full surround-

sound system,  standalone Blu-ray player,  one each of  the  latest  gaming 

consoles, the works.  

Tono is unemployed; the stuff in his living room alone must have cost 

at least ten million yen.  Kadenokoji wondered how much of that had been 

bought with money Tono had inherited from those he had urged to rush to 

their deaths at the hands of the hecatonchires.

Aizama and  Sato  focused on the  bathroom and kitchen:  they  were 

specifically looking for drugs, the ostensible reason for the search according 

to the warrant.  Kadenokoji entered the bedroom, and immediately noticed 

Tono's computer, an iMac that probably cost a quarter of a million yen.  Its 
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screensaver  was  running,  displaying  a  series  of  hardcore  pornographic 

images.  Frowning in disgust, Kadenokoji moved the mouse to clear it, but 

was presented with a login window instead.  He's password-protected his  

computer.

Kadenokoji decided to call Aragaki.

He picked up on the second ring.  “This is Aragaki.”

“Hi, Aragaki-kun, it's Kadenokoji.  Is Tono talking?” Kadenokoji asked.

“Tono seems to be most forthcoming with his answers,” Aragaki said.

Kadenokoji smiled.  The kid sure knows how to put the fear into them. 

“Do me a favor and ask him what the password on his computer is.”

“You will tell me what the password on your computer is,” Kadenokoji 

heard Aragaki say.

“I ain't telling you shit!” Tono shouted.  “I ain't answering any of your 

stupid questions, and you can't make me!  I want to talk to my lawyer—No! 

No!  Stop!  Stop it!”

Kadenokoji's heart raced as she Tono began to shriek in terror.  She 

could hear other voices—no doubt officers of Iruma West who had decided 

to sit in on the interrogation—trying to calm Tono down, with little effect. 

“It's 'Imari Kurumi'!  'Imari Kurumi'!” Tono screamed.  “Just don't let him 

kill me!”

The  commotion  died  down.   “Tono  claims  the  password  is  'Imari 

Kurumi',” Aragaki said.

Kadenokoji felt rather uneasy about this.  What did he just do?  Please  

let it  not be against the law.  Setting her doubts aside,  she typed in the 

name.  The pornography went away.  “That worked, thanks,” Kadenokoji 
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said.  Maximized on the screen was his web browser, which displayed a 

certain web forum.   “Aragaki-kun,  do  you know anything  about  a  web 

forum called 'Community of the Embrace'?”

“That is the forum Tono posted the prediction about the Shirokane-

Takanawa Station incident,”  Aragaki said.   “The majority of the forum-

goers  who  frequent  that  site  are  either  Kamitako  Tsukiai  members  or 

sympathizers.”

“That's what was on his computer,” Kadenokoji said, glancing over the 

text  on  the  page.   “It  looks  like  he  was  starting  a  new  thread—” 

Kadenokoji's eye was caught by the word 'Prophet' in the text, and she read 

quickly.  “Aragaki-kun, listen: he was writing a new thread on this forum, 

and he wrote that the Prophet told him 'the Octopus-God will make Saigo 

bow before him as Amaterasu stands at the summit of heaven'.  What's that 

supposed to—”

“You  should  save  the  draft  of  that  thread  and  any  other  unsaved 

information on that  computer,”  Aragaki  said.   “You will  confiscate  the 

computer, and then return to Iruma West Police Station.”

“What about searching the apartment?” Kadenokoji asked.

“The officers from Iruma West can complete the search,” Aragaki said. 

“You should return here with all reasonable haste.”

“'The Octopus-God will make Saigo bow before him as Amaterasu stands at 

the summit of heaven',” Kadenokoji said, as they headed back southeast to 

her apartment in Toshima.  She yawned; it was almost midnight.  “Is that 

some sort of riddle?”
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“Tono's previously intercepted messages referencing this Prophet used 

similar  phrasings,”  Aragaki  said.   “The  prediction  of  the  incident  at 

Shirokane-Takanawa  Station  was  phrased  'As  Edo  travels  to  her 

professions, the Mikado will gaze across the Sakurada Moat, and see the 

Octopus-God at the horizon'.”

Edo was an old name for Tokyo, Kadenokoji knew.  'Edo travels to her 

professions' no doubt meant 'as the people of Tokyo went to work'.  Mikado 

literally meant the gate of the Imperial Palace, but in ancient times referred 

to the Emperor himself.  If the Emperor stood at the gate of the Imperial 

Palace and gazed across the Sakurada Moat to the southwest, he would be 

looking towards the Minato ward, where Shirokane-Takanawa Station was. 

But the only reason that was so easy to figure out was because I knew what 

the answer was ahead of time.  “Even if this prediction really is a prediction, 

we'll probably never figure it out until after the fact.  What did he say about 

this Prophet?”

“Tono stated that he and this Prophet were sexual partners,” Aragaki 

said.  “According to his account, they would have intercourse, and then the 

Prophet would speak to him using cryptic statements.  Predictions such as 

these formed the majority of the Prophet's speech.”

You can even talk about stuff like that without the slightest inflection 

in  your  voice.   Unbelievable.   The  Japanese  word  for  'prophet'  was 

yogensha, a gender-neutral term.  Up until this, Kadenokoji had assumed 

the Prophet was male.  “So, this Prophet is a woman?”
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“If my current hypothesis is correct, the concept of gender does not 

apply to the Prophet,” Aragaki said.  “According to Tono, the Prophet had 

the form of a prepubescent Caucasian female.”

“So, he's not just a religious nut, he's a pedophile, too?  Disgusting. 

The more I learn about this guy, the more I want to go back and kick him in 

the balls,” Kadenokoji said.

“An emotional response to this information will not help you function 

efficiently,” Aragaki said.

The impassiveness of Aragaki's voice was starting to piss Kadenokoji 

off.  “How am I supposed to not have an emotional response?  This sleaze-

bag tells people the squids are some sort of gods, cons them into giving him 

all their money and killing themselves, uses their money to buy all sorts of 

TVs and computers and raunchy porn, and then goes and has sex with a 

little girl?”  Inside the Jimmy, her voice was piercingly loud.  “How can a 

person just hear all that and not get pissed off?”

“I am able to comprehend why you find this matter unsettling to a 

certain extent,” Aragaki said.  “However, there is no way to alter events 

that have already occurred.  As an agent of the Paranormal Operations 

Section, you must remain level-headed at all times, in order to maintain 

full  use  of  your  faculties  in  order  to  prevent  undesirable  events  from 

occurring in the future.”

“The officers of Iruma West will search for an individual matching the 

Prophet's  description  and  attempt  to  take  her  into  custody,”  Aragaki 

continued.  “Tono did not possess any information that was useful to me, 

but he will be detained and charged with possession of illegal substances. 
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His  ability  to  have  a  negative  influence  on  society  at  large  has  been 

neutralized.”

This  statement  did  nothing  to  assuage  Kadenokoji's  anger. 

'Neutralized'?   'I  am  able  to  comprehend  why  you  find  this  matter  

unsettling  to  a  certain  extent'? Kadenokoji  thought,  internally  mocking 

Aragaki's words.  Bullshit.  You don't comprehend anything.

Kadenokoji  sighed  in  relief,  sinking  into  the  tub  full  of  soothingly  hot 

water, scented with her favorite bath oil.  She and Aragaki had not spoken 

since his response to her outburst.   Returning to her apartment, she had 

made a beeline for the bath; she had no idea what Aragaki was doing, and 

did not particularly care.

  It's not my fault.  It's been a long day, she thought.  First day on the  

new job, my new boss is a stupid junior high who talks like a robot and lives  

in a dump, I had to chase a crazy cult leader across half of Saitama, my best  

outfit  got  ruined—I  paid  fifteen  thousand  yen  for  that  pant  suit!—I  got 

arrested,  and  the  universe  is  going  to  be  destroyed...ugh,  I  can't  keep  

thinking about all this.  I'll go crazy!  Relax, Ta-chan, relax...

Hanging her lower legs over the side of the small  tub,  she lowered 

herself in the water until it almost reached her nose.  So stupid Aragaki's  

super special esper power is fire.  Fire and stupidity.  He always acts so high  

and mighty.   What is  he supposed to be,  an incarnation of Kagutsuchi? 

God of fire, born at the end of the world, marking the beginning of death...

On the verge of falling asleep, Kadenokoji's thoughts wandered.  God 

of  fire,  god  of  ice,  goddess  of  strength,  goddess  of  the  sun...Amaterasu?  
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Amaterasu is the sun...  'as Amaterasu stands at the summit of heaven'... as  

the sun stands at the summit of heaven.  High in the sky?  Noon?  Is that  

what this Prophet meant?  Something happens at noon?

The  Octopus-God  will  make  Saigo  bow  before  him  as  Amaterasu 

stands  at  the  summit  of  heaven...at  noon.   The  Octopus-God will  make 

Saigo bow before him at noon.  Saigo?  Who's Saigo?  Does it mean Saigo  

Takamori?  He's not going to bow before anyone—he's been dead for over a  

century.   Saigo  Takamori,  the  last  true  samurai,  leader  of  the  Satsuma 

Rebellion against the Meiji Emperor, but still respected.  There's a statue of  

him walking his dog in Ueno Park...

Ueno Park.  Kadenokoji's eyes snapped open.  She sat up, wiping the 

water from her face.  The Octopus-God...a hecatonchires...will make Saigo  

bow...will  destroy  the  statue  of  Saigo  Takamori  in  Ueno  Park...as  

Amaterasu  stands  at  the  summit  of  heaven... Her  eyes  widened  as  the 

realization clicked in her mind.  “At noon.  Oh, my gosh.”  If I'm right, this  

could be really important.  I've got to tell Aragaki-kun!

Kadenokoji got up out of the bath, grabbing a towel to dry herself, and 

only  then  realized  that  she  had  not  brought  any  clean  clothes  into  the 

bathroom with her, a habit borne of living alone.  I can't run out there like  

this!  Her filthy pant suit she had tossed into the corner; she debated for a 

moment whether or not to put it back on.  

No, that's  disgusting.   It's  just  Aragaki-kun—he's  a state  esper,  not  

some perverted teenager.  Surely he isn't going to get any lewd thoughts just  

from seeing me wearing a towel.  I hope.  Wrapping her largest bath towel 
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securely around her torso, and a marginally smaller one around her hair to 

keep it from dripping everywhere, she exited the bathroom.

Aragaki sat in the center of her living room, typing away on his VAIO 

laptop, his fingers a blur.  He did not look up from what he was doing as 

Kadenokoji walked up beside him.  She could tell that he was using an e-

mail client, but she could not make out what he was typing; she had taken 

her contacts out before getting in the bath, and her glasses were still on the 

nightstand next to her bed where she had left them that morning.  That 

doesn't  matter.  “Aragaki-kun,  I  think  I've  figured  out  the  Prophet's 

message!”

Aragaki stopped typing, but did not turn to face her.  “You should tell 

me your interpretation of the Prophet's message.”

Holding the towel around her torso together with both hands, she knelt 

down beside Aragaki.  “'Saigo' means Saigo Takamori.  There's a statue of 

him in Ueno Park.  Amaterasu is the sun, and the summit of heaven is the 

top of the sky—” 

“It is possible that the sun at the top of the sky is a reference to local 

noon,” Aragaki said.

“Exactly!” Kadenokoji said.  “I think the Prophet's message means that 

a hecatonchires will appear tomorrow at noon in Ueno Park.  Or today—oh, 

man,  it's  two a.m. already?  But anyways,  that's  what I  think it  means. 

What do you think?”

Aragaki  did  not  respond  for  a  long  time.   “The  odds  of  this 

interpretation being correct are incalculably small.”
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“Well, yeah, but it all fits!” Kadenokoji said.  “Well, sort of.  So what 

have you come up with, then?”

Again,  Aragaki  was  silent  for  a  long  time.   “I  will  contact  Chief 

Ishihara with this information.”

“Is  that  it?   Shouldn't  we  be  evacuating  the  area  or  something?” 

Kadenokoji asked.

“The  validity  of  your  interpretation  is  not  yet  known  to  any 

appreciable  degree  of  certainty,”  Aragaki  said.   “An  evacuation  would 

cause a significant degree of distress not limited to those directly affected. 

Chief  Ishihara  will  decide  the  appropriate  response  to  this.   I  strongly 

recommend you attempt to rest as much as possible.  If your interpretation 

is correct, this will be an eventful day.”

Kadenokoji still felt that something should be done immediately.  You 

have absolutely no sense of urgency!  She yawned again.  But he does have  

a  point—this  is  just  a  wild  guess,  really.   That  message  could  mean 

anything.  Or nothing.  And I am just so tired... “If you say so,” Kadenokoji 

said.  Standing, she readjusted her towel.  “There should be a futon and 

some sheets in the closet in that second bedroom.”

“I will not be needing those,” Aragaki said.

To his credit, Aragaki did not appear to be the least bit fatigued.   Nor 

did he seem the least bit affected by Kadenokoji's impromptu attire.  As I  

thought, he didn't even notice.  “Okay, whatever.  What time do you need to 

be to school by tomorrow?” Kadenokoji asked.

“Homeroom  begins  at  eight  thirty  a.m.,”  Aragaki  said.   “It  is 

unnecessary for you to provide transportation to the Karasuyama campus 
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on this occasion.  Depending on Chief Ishihara's decision with regards to 

your interpretation of the Prophet's statement, it may be necessary for me 

to forgo attending classes altogether.”

“Right,” Kadenokoji said.  “Good night, Aragaki-kun.”

Aragaki  finally  turned  to  face  Kadenokoji.   “You  should  attain  a 

peaceful mind to maximize the benefits of sleep.”

“'Attain a peaceful mind to maximize the benefits of sleep?'  Why can't 

you just say 'good night' like a normal person?” Kadenokoji asked.

Aragaki just looked at her blankly.

Shaking  her  head,  Kadenokoji  retreated  into  her  bedroom.   Sitting 

down on the edge of her bed, she tried to think of where the pair of pajamas 

she, as the sole occupant of this apartment, never had any particular reason 

to wear were.  Unfortunately, sleep took her before she could remember.
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Chapter XIII

Awakened by the shrill  beeping of  her  alarm clock, Kadenokoji  reached 

over  and  slapped  the  clock  until  the  beeping  stopped,  and  only  then 

managed to force her eyes open.  Eight a.m.  Oh, man, it feels like I just fell  

asleep.

Yawning, she sat up, and only as the chill air in her bedroom sent a 

shiver down her spine did she remember she had fallen asleep wearing just 

a bath towel, which was now bunched up at the foot of the bed, dangling 

over the side.  Whoops.  I really need to find those pajamas.  As long as  

Aragaki-kun's  going  to  be  staying  here,  sleeping  in  my  underwear...or  

less...isn't going to work.  A bathrobe might be a good idea, too.

She dressed, selecting a rather bland navy blue pair of slacks and a 

white blouse, neither of which she was particularly worried about getting 

dirty, just in case wrestling another one of Aragaki's interviewees was on 

the agenda.  She was interrupted only by her alarm clock, which decided to 
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resume its beeping at 8:09 a.m.  This time Kadenokoji turned the alarm off, 

rather than just hitting the snooze alarm, and donned her glasses.  

Emerging  from her  bedroom,  she  found  Aragaki  still  in  her  living 

room.   He  had  hooked  up  the  iMac  she  had  confiscated  from  Tono's 

apartment, and had it connected to his VAIO.  His gaze alternated between 

the two screens as he used the two laptops' touchpads simultaneously, one 

with  each  hand.   He's  transferring  files...probably  copying  everything 

important before he returns that thing to...whoever.  “G'morning.”

“Chief Ishihara has decided not to order a full-scale evacuation of the 

areas surrounding Ueno Park,”  Aragaki said,  not looking up.  “The park 

itself  has  been  closed.   We  will  go  to  Ueno  Park  and  observe  what 

happens.”

Good morning.  Would it kill you to say 'good morning'?  “We leaving 

right away?”

“Given  that  it  will  take  approximately  twenty-one  to  twenty-eight 

minutes to reach Ueno Park from here, depending on traffic conditions, we 

may delay our departure until no later than nine thirty-two a.m.,” Aragaki 

said.

“Good, we have time to eat something,” Kadenokoji said, walking into 

her kitchen, which was separated from the living room only by a half-wall. 

“You hungry?  I'm not much of a cook, but I could probably throw together 

an omelet or something.”

“I do not require any sustenance,” Aragaki said.

Rummaging through her mostly empty refrigerator, Kadenokoji asked, 

“Oh, really?”
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“There is no reason for me to be duplicitous about this,” Aragaki said.

Huh?  Kadenokoji looked over at Aragaki's back.  “Uh, I didn't mean I 

thought you were lying...  I just...  Well, never mind.”  I'm surprised.  I was  

halfway expecting to have to cook for him, too.  “Um, do you mind if I talk 

to you for a minute?”

“You have already been talking to me for approximately one and a 

half minutes,” Aragaki said.

Kadenokoji  sighed.   I  should  have  seen  that  one  coming  from  a 

kilometer  away.  “Well...you  said  you  don't  have  parents,  or  relatives, 

right?”  She took the lack of a response from Aragaki as a confirmation. 

“How long have you been by yourself like that?”

“I have lived by myself in the apartment building in Sakurajosei since 

the twentieth of February, 2009,” Aragaki said.

Over a year, Kadenokoji thought.  “That's horrible.  Even if you didn't 

have any family you could stay with, I thought the child welfare agencies 

would have arranged some place for you to live.”

“That would have been incompatible with my research,” Aragaki said. 

“I would have been treated as an ordinary youth, which likely would have 

included major restrictions on my movements and activities.  The situation 

was not as dire as you suspect.  I did not lack for sustenance during that 

time.  While not maintained, the building was adequate shelter from the 

elements.”

Kadenokoji fixed the boy with a glare.  “That building was condemned. 

Condemned.  There was no electricity.  There was no running water.  You 

couldn't take a bath there, and I don't even want to know what you used for 
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a toilet.  There were cockroaches and rats in there.  Do not try to tell me 

that that place was in any way adequate for anything!”

Even  at  this,  Aragaki  just  stood  there.   “It  was  the  only  option 

available.  Even though I have a salary through the Metropolitan Police, it 

is  not  possible  for  an  underage  individual  to  rent  a  residence 

independently.”

Couldn't Ishihara have helped you with that?  Probably not—she isn't  

exactly  normal,  either.   “Well,  now  there's  another  option  available,” 

Kadenokoji said, but as she began cooking her omelet, her mind filled with 

doubts.  

Okay, just slow down and think about this for a minute, Ta-chan!  Am  

I really doing the right thing by having him stay here with me?  Not just  

the right thing for him—I've got to think of myself,  too.  He's a teenage  

orphan who's been living on his own for at least a year—what if he starts  

stealing from me?  Or tries to attack me?  Or worse?  I don't doubt I could  

defend myself physically, but he's an esper.  He can melt a deadbolt with his  

mind and start fires just like that!  Still, I couldn't have just let him stay  

there, could I?  Even setting everything else aside, he's Metropolitan Police.  

We take care of each other.

Kadenokoji looked up.  Aragaki had not moved.  He still stood at the 

entryway to the kitchen, staring at her blankly.  “Uh, weren't you doing 

something?”

“I  have  completed  copying  all  the  significant  files  from  Tono's 

computer,” Aragaki said.
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Yeah, okay, but do you have to stand there and stare at me?  You're  

starting to creep me out.  And another thing...  “I don't know how to broach 

this topic politely so I'm just going to say it.  If you're going to stay here, 

you're going to bathe regularly.”

“My substandard personal hygiene was directly caused by the lack of 

suitable facilities at my former residence,” Aragaki said.  “This will not be 

an issue again.”

Kadenokoji narrowed her eyes.  He is wearing different clothes, but... 

“Have you bathed since last night?”

“I did so shortly before you awoke,” Aragaki said.

Kadenokoji walked over to him, and leaned over to sniff him.  No body 

odor,  faint  scent  of  my  strawberry  body  wash,  and...deodorant.   Men's 

deodorant.  Actually smells kind of nice, when it isn't just covering up body  

odor.  You pass.  “Good.”  Kadenokoji grabbed a pair of chopsticks, and 

after hopping up on the kitchen counter, started eating the omelet straight 

out of the skillet.  “So, how we going to handle this today?”

“By  ten  o'clock  a.m.,  we  will  arrive  at  Ueno  Park,”  Aragaki  said. 

“Officers from nearby police stations have the park secured, and patrols in 

the surrounding neighborhoods have already been strengthened.  I have 

requested that Chief Ishihara arrange for a contingent of Special Assault 

Team troopers to stand by in the event they are needed.  However, I have 

not  received confirmation of  any  elements  of  the Special  Assault  Team 

deploying for this purpose.  In the event that a hecatonchires appears, we 

will observe it and record its behavior from the minimum safe distance for 

as long as possible.  If the hecatonchires appears outside the park area, or 
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moves outside the park area, we will transition our efforts to containing 

the  hecatonchires,  or  facilitating  its  departure  from  our  space-time 

continuum.  If the hecatonchires has not appeared by two o'clock p.m., I 

will  conclude  that  your  interpretation  of  the  Prophet's  message  was 

incorrect.  In any event, following our operations at Ueno Park, we will 

generate and file our reports to Chief Ishihara, and then consider future 

operations.”

Only then did Kadenokoji remember that Chief Ishihara had told her 

to  file  a  report  on  their  activities  daily.   And  I  didn't  make  a  report  

yesterday...I'll  include  yesterday's  stuff  in  today's  report.   “So,  we're  not 

going to try chasing it off right away?”

“My  research  would  greatly  benefit  from  a  lengthy,  detailed 

examination  of  the  hecatonchires'  behavior  with  only  minimal 

interference,” Aragaki said.  “Only if the hecatonchires appears to pose a 

threat will we switch to an active mode of operation.”

“So, what exactly is your research?” Kadenokoji asked.  “What's the big 

picture here?  Well, not the  big big picture—that's the universes smashing 

into each other or something, right?  So what's the medium-big picture?”

Aragaki was still and silent for a while before answering.  “The only 

way I can quantify the relationship between the two universes is by fully 

understanding what these two universes have in common.”

“The squids,” Kadenokoji said, and stuffed the last bite of her omelet 

into her mouth.

“By  assembling  a  full  picture  of  the  hecatonchires'  behavior  and 

effects  in  this  space-time continuum,  I  aspire  to  be  able  to  completely 
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understand  the  hecatonchires  to  the  extent  that  it  may  be  accurately 

predicted,  completely  contained,  and possibly  even prevented,”  Aragaki 

said.  “Every aspect of the hecatonchires' behavior could be indicative of 

the  underlying  laws  of  the  superset  of  universes.  Unfortunately,  all 

previous handling of the hecatonchires has been from the perspective of it 

being a phenomenon of this universe.  Typically they are handled as wild 

animal  attacks,  and  as  a  result  the  information  recorded  about  the 

hecatonchires is of such low quality as to be nearly useless.”

“So you're going around collecting your own evidence,”  Kadenokoji 

said.  Hopping off the counter, she set the skillet in the kitchen sink.  “You 

know,  I'm  surprised  you  haven't  asked  me  about  what  happened  at 

Shirokane-Takanawa Station last week.”

“That is  on my agenda,”  Aragaki said.   “However,  more immediate 

concerns have not yet allowed me an opportunity to do so.”

“Yeah.   Well,  I'm  going  to  finish  getting  ready.   Big  day  ahead,” 

Kadenokoji said.  

After  tending  to  her  hair  and makeup and putting in  her  contacts, 

Kadenokoji  tackled the other  pressing issue:  how to  carry her handgun. 

How should I carry this thing?  I really don't want to broadcast to the world  

I've got a gun, but the holster that was with it just isn't very concealable,  

even if I wore a jacket.  It isn't very comfortable, either.

She knew the perfect person to call for advice.

Oishi answered his cell phone on the second ring.  “Kojita-kun, are you 

okay?”
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“Yeah, yeah, I'm fine,”  Kadenokoji  said.   “Sorry for not calling you 

back, it was an awful night.”

“I thought you'd gotten in a wreck, the way you hung up on me,” Oishi 

said.  “Called every hospital between here and Mount Fuji.”

She had hung up on him rather abruptly.   “Oh,  I'm sorry,  I  wasn't 

thinking.  I'll  tell  you all about last night later,  but I need some advice. 

They issued me a gun, but I don't know how to carry it.”

“Carry it?  You mean like a holster?” Oishi asked.

“Yeah.   But  not  a  hip  holster—it's  plainclothes  in  Paranormal 

Operations,” Kadenokoji said.  “I was thinking on some sort of concealed 

carry, but all they gave me is a little holster with a belt clip.”

“Send me a picture,” Oishi said.

“Right.”  Kadenokoji used her cell phone to take a picture of the gun 

and its holster, and then sent it to Oishi.  “There you go.”

“Still loading, still loading,” Oishi muttered.  “That's a—THEY GAVE 

YOU A USP!?”

Kadenokoji pulled her cell phone away from her ear.  “Ah!  Don't yell!”

“Sorry,  I'm so  sorry,”  she heard Oishi  say,  his  voice  now sounding 

faraway.  Then his voice came back at a more normal volume.  “Damn, now 

everyone at the station's staring at me.”

“Serves you right,” Kadenokoji said.

“They gave you a USP?  You just walk in, they give you a USP?  We 

had to use Sigs and Smith and Wessons on the Teams.  I've wanted one of 

those babies forever,” Oishi said.  “What caliber is it?”
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“Uh,  I  don't  remember  what  Chief  Ishihara  said,”  Kadenokoji  said. 

“Lemme  look  at  the  user  manual...stupid  manual  is  in  English...it  says 

'Operator's Manual, HK USP40 dash LEM Pistol'.”

“Forty caliber Law Enforcement Modification,” Oishi said.  “Oh, those 

are nice, really nice.  I'll buy you lunch sometime if you let me shoot it.”

This isn't a really good time for you to be geeking out over this thing. 

“Yeah, sure, whatever, back to how to carry it,” Kadenokoji said.

“Right,  right,” Oishi said.   “Well,  to be honest,  I'd say carry it  in a 

purse.”

This wasn't what Kadenokoji was expecting to hear.  “In a purse?”

“Yeah, in a purse,” Oishi said.  “Women make much better undercover 

officers because they can carry around a purse with all  sorts  of stuff in 

there, and nobody thinks anything about it.  Back on the Special Assault 

Team, we used to joke about cross-dressing on low-profile missions so we 

could have an excuse to carry a purse.  Do you have a purse with a bunch 

of interior pockets?”

“Yeah, I think so,” Kadenokoji said.

“Great.  It needs to have a really sturdy shoulder-strap, too.  Just take 

and clip that little holster they gave you to one of the inside pockets.  Zip it 

up, and nobody will ever notice you're packing,” Oishi said.  “You'll have to 

use both hands to draw it, but you'll pretty much have that no matter what 

type of concealed-carry holster you use.”

Kadenokoji shook her head.  “I'd have never thought of that.”

“Yeah, they even make purses specifically designed to carry a gun,” 

Oishi said.  “They'll set you back fifteen or twenty thousand yen, though.”
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“Where would I get something like that?” she asked.

“Internet,”  Oishi  said.   “I'll  look  it  up  tonight,  and  e-mail  you  or 

something.”

“Okay, thanks,” Kadenokoji said.  “You better get back to work.”

“Right, right,” Oishi said.  “And you got to let me shoot it sometime!”

“Bye,” Kadenokoji said, and hung up.

Rummaging  through  her  closet,  she  found a  largish  tan  purse  that 

Nana had given her when she had moved out.  Looks pretty sturdy...wide 

shoulder  strap...interior  pockets...I  could  carry  a  lot  of  stuff  in  here... 

Extending  the  shoulder  strap,  she  could  comfortably  wear  it  across  her 

body.  I'd have to wear it like that.  No way I can let some mugger run off  

with it!

She  clipped  the  little  holster  inside  it,  put  the  handgun  and  the 

magazines  in,  and  then  emptied  everything  important  from the  smaller 

purse  she  normally  carried  into  the  other  interior  pockets.   Not  that  

heavy...I  need  a  flashlight,  though,  a  small  one,  and  some more  pepper  

spray.  Maybe some handcuffs—I could have used those last night.

Standing in front of the mirror in her bedroom, Kadenokoji tried to 

draw the gun as quickly as she could, only to discover that she could not 

draw it very quickly at all.  She could not unzip the purse one-handed, nor 

could she pull the pistol out of the holster one-handed, and when she finally 

go the pistol out of the holster, she snagged it on the purse's shoulder strap.

Kadenokoji  practiced her draw a more than a few times before she 

determined that she would need a lot more practice before her quick draw 

approached anything resembling quick or efficient.  She loaded one of the 
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magazines into the gun, but stopped before cycling the action, which would 

load a round into the chamber.  I better not.  This thing doesn't have a  

safety lever or anything.  This is modified this for law enforcement?  Why 

did they take the safety off?  That has to be unsafe.  She secured the loaded 

pistol  in  the  purse,  and glanced at  her watch:  9:15.   No reason to  keep 

Aragaki-kun waiting.  
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Chapter XIV

“Kadenokoji and Aragaki, Paranormal Operations Section.”

The uniformed police  officer  at  the  western  entrance to  Ueno Park 

examined  Kadenokoji's  badge,  looked  at  Kadenokoji,  looked  at  Aragaki 

standing  by  her  side,  looked  back  at  Kadenokoji,  and  finally  saluted, 

stepping aside to let her pass.  “Ma'am.”

I thought he was about to say something about Aragaki-kun.   “You 

don't really have to salute,” Kadenokoji said with a smile.  Pointing to the 

southern part of the park, she asked, “Saigo Takamori's statue is over this 

way, right?”

“Yes, ma'am,” the officer said.  “Just follow this path around.  You can't 

miss it.”

“Thanks,” she said.  

Aragaki  led  the  way,  both  arms  loaded  with  equipment  cases. 

Kadenokoji  was  also  carrying  two  armfuls  of  gear,  most  of  it  tripod-
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mounted camcorders  with  which Aragaki  intended to  make a  record  of 

everything that transpired there that day.  “Had I tried to gain access to this 

place by myself,”  Aragaki said,  “I  would have experienced considerable 

difficulty in convincing that officer to recognize my credentials.  There is a 

significant chance he would have attempted to detain me as a truant.”

Kadenokoji  remembered  the  couple  she  ran  into  at  Shirokane-

Takanawa Station right before the hecatonchires had appeared.  “Well, you 

are skipping class.”

“The possible  rewards  far  outweigh the certain problems,”  Aragaki 

said.

Hearing a helicopter flying overhead,  Kadenokoji  looked up.   NHK 

News.   The  Metropolitan  Police  had  closed  the  park  down  earlier  that 

morning,  claiming  that  there  was  a  gas  leak,  but  that  story  had  just 

attracted the news agencies like sharks attracted by the scent of blood in the 

water.  “Are they going to be a problem?”

“The  presence  of  the  news  agencies  is,  at  worst,  completely 

irrelevant,” Aragaki said.

Kadenokoji asked, “And at best?”

“It is possible they may capture useful footage of the hecatonchires,” 

Aragaki said.  “This is assuming that your interpretation of the Prophet's 

message is correct.”

As  they  approached  Saigo  Takamori's  statue,  Kadenokoji  could  see 

four men, dressed in Ueno Park attendant uniforms, gathered to one side of 

the statue.  They were all in their early twenties, each of them had a largish 

black case setting at their side, and they all wore sunglasses.
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As Kadenokoji and Aragaki approached, one of them stepped forwards. 

“You must be Agent Aragaki, from Paranormal Ops,” he said to Kadenokoji.

“Ah,  no,  I'm  Kadenokoji,”  she  said,  and  then  gestured  to  Aragaki. 

“This is Aragaki.”

The  man  seemed  surprised.   “Sergeant  Tachibana,  Special  Assault. 

We're your backup.”

Aragaki did not speak; after an awkward silence, Kadenokoji bowed 

slightly to Tachibana.  “Thank you for your assistance.”

Tachibana nodded.   “This  is  my team—Sendo,  Hamasaki,  and Aso.” 

The three others nodded or raised their hand slightly as their names were 

mentioned.  “So what's the M.O.?”

“If  at  all  possible,  Aragaki-kun...san...If  at  all  possible,  we'd  like  to 

observe and record the hecatonchires as much as possible,” Kadenokoji said. 

“We've got cameras we're going to set up around the area.”

“We can help, ma'am,” Tachibana said.  “Where do you want them?”

“The four large camcorders will be arranged around Saigo Takamori's 

statue,” Aragaki said.  “They will be placed twenty-five meters from the 

statue.  One will be placed directly south of the statue; one will be placed 

directly east of the statue; one will be placed directly west of the statue. 

The camcorder with the telephoto lens will be placed on the roof of the 

building  to  the  west.   All  camcorders  will  face  the  statue,  and  set  to 

capture as much of the area as possible.”

Kadenokoji noticed an annoyed frown pass over the Special Assault 

Team's faces as Aragaki spoke.  Oh, boy, Aragaki-kun, can't you just ask 

them nicely instead of  saying it  like that?  Still,  the  four  men took the 
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cameras and started setting them up without vocalizing their annoyance. 

Aragaki  walked over  to  a  bench and set  up  his  ruggedized  laptop,  and 

Kadenokoji  took  the  opportunity  to  catch  Tachibana  out  of  Aragaki's 

earshot.   “I'm  sorry  about  the  way  he  acts,  Sergeant.   He's  just...that 

way...I'm sure he doesn't mean to be rude.”

“Don't worry about it,  ma'am,” Tachibana said.   “Your boss was by 

here earlier, and she's the same damned way.  No, she's worse.”

Yeah, Aragaki's blank look is easier to deal with than Chief Ishihara  

constantly  smiling.   “Well,  we  really  do  appreciate  your  team's  help,” 

Kadenokoji said, bowing.

Tachibana allowed himself to smile.  “So, ma'am, the kid—what's his 

'super'?”

Instead of using the Japanese word, Tachibana had used the English 

word super.  “His super?” Kadenokoji asked.

“He's an esper, right?” Tachibana said.  “Doesn't he have some 'super' 

power?”

“Oh, right,” Kadenokoji said.  “I think he controls fire.  I saw him melt 

a deadbolt, and set a wooden club on fire from really far away...”

“A pyrokineticist,” Tachibana said, nodding.  The camcorder set up, he 

turned to Kadenokoji, and then narrowed his eyes thoughtfully.  “Pardon 

me, ma'am—”

“Oh, you don't have to call me ma'am,” Kadenokoji said.  “I'm just an 

officer—you outrank me.  Just call me Kojita-kun.”

“Okay, Kojita-kun,” Tachibana said.   “Well,  I  was just thinking you 

look familiar.”
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Is  he trying to flirt  with me?  Like the  other Special  Assault  Team 

members, Tachibana was very athletic-looking, and Kadenokoji did find his 

self-confident manner appealing.  But I'm not looking for a boyfriend, and 

besides, this really isn't the time for stuff like that... “I'm sorry, I don't think 

we've ever met.”

“You're  the  girl  from Shirokane-Takanawa Station,”  the  one  named 

Hamasaki  said,  walking up.   “I  recognize  you from the security  camera 

footage.”

Tachibana was surprised.  “For real?”

Sheepishly, Kadenokoji nodded.

Tachibana laughed.  “Wow, you look a lot different wearing normal 

clothes.  Hey, guys, it's Kick-tan!”

Kadenokoji's smile froze.  Kick-tan?  

Aso, done placing his camera on the far side of the statue, came up. 

“What're you talking about, Sergeant?  Kick-tan is a high schooler.”

“Just look at her,” Hamasaki said.

Tachibana nodded.  “Same face, same figure.  Just imagine Kojita-san 

here in that school uniform.”

“Um...Kick-tan?”  Kadenokoji  asked,  crossing  her  arms  defensively. 

Now that  the  Special  Assault  members  had realized  who she was,  they 

acted completely different.  Before they were cool and professional; now 

they  surrounded  her  like  she  was  a  celebrity  and  they  a  gaggle  of  her 

adoring fans.  The nickname was beyond ridiculous: the English word 'kick', 

followed by the most cutesy suffix '-tan', the sort of suffix a young child 
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who couldn't say '-chan' properly would use.  And how can he tell about 

my figure?

“It is you, right, ma'am?” Hamasaki asked.

“Uh, yeah, I was at Shirokane-Takanawa Station that day,” Kadenokoji 

said.  She looked over at Aragaki, who still sat on the bench, working on his 

laptop, seemingly oblivious to the scene unfolding.  “Look, you don't have 

to make a big deal—”

“They showed the video from the security cameras at HQ just a couple 

days ago,” Tachibana said.  “You were the girl who pulled the boy away 

from the hex.”

Hex.  So that's the current Special Assault slang for the hecatonchires.

“Yeah, and when it knocked you down, you kicked that hex right in 

the eye,” Hamasaki said.  “Kick-tan, hyaa!”

“So what was the deal with the school uniform?” Aso asked.

The attention was making Kadenokoji  self-conscious.   She held her 

hands up to forestall any more questions.  “I'm sorry, but we really need to 

focus here,” she said.  Clearing her throat, she said, “Now, these cameras 

will be stationary, but we're also going to use hand-held ones—”

“What's going on?” Sendo asked as he joined the group.  He had been 

setting up the camera atop the building to the west.

“You're never going to believe this, Sendo,” Tachibana said.  “Kojita-

san here is Kick-tan!”

For once, Kadenokoji actually hoped the hecatonchires would show up 

early.
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Eleven forty-eight.  Half-hiding behind a tree southwest of Saigo Takamori's 

statue, Kadenokoji checked the time for the hundredth time.  Beside her, 

Aragaki  stood  motionless,  holding  a  small  camcorder  in  one  hand. 

Kadenokoji had been given a digital camera, with instructions to take as 

many pictures  of  the  hecatonchires  as  possible,  as  fast  as  possible,  if  it 

showed up.  The four stationary high-definition camcorders were running.

She  could  not  see  them  from  where  she  stood,  but  Sendo  and 

Hamasaki  were  north  of  the  statue.   Tachibana  and  Aso  knelt  behind 

another tree about five meters away, getting the weapons they had carried 

in the black cases ready.  Both were armed with stubby MP5 submachine 

guns with folding stocks.  

They had also donned black tactical vests full of spare magazines for 

the submachine guns, thigh pistol holsters, and headset radios; Kadenokoji 

had a hand-held radio clipped to her slacks pocket.   The channel it was 

tuned to, in use by both the Special Assault Team and the officers blocking 

the perimeter, was silent: Aragaki had used his own radio to call for radio 

silence a few minutes prior.

The NHK helicopter had returned after a lengthy departure; no doubt it 

had been refueled,  and it  orbited the park,  passing almost  directly  over 

Kadenokoji's head every couple minutes.  That was why they were hidden 

amongst  the  trees,  not  to  hide  from  the  hecatonchires,  but  from  the 

helicopters.  Kadenokoji watched it pass by, and then returned her attention 

to the statue.
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“Hey, Kick-tan,” Tachibana said, releasing the slide on his submachine 

gun with a heavy, ominous click.  “The hex could come from anywhere, so 

don't just focus on the statue.”

“Right,” Kadenokoji said.  “Thanks for the advice...”  ...but do you have 

to keep calling me that? she did not say.  I'd rather you kept calling me  

'ma'am'.

“And, oh, yeah,” Tachibana said, unclipping his pistol from his thigh. 

He offered the gun, a full-size Sig P226, to Kadenokoji.  “You might need 

this.”

“I've got a gun,” Kadenokoji said.  She patted her purse.  “In here.”

“A little Nanbu revolver isn't  enough to do much to the hex unless 

you're good enough to hit it in an eye every time, and kicking it won't do 

anything, Kick-tan,” Tachibana said.  “This is a nine millimeter, with plus-P 

AP ammo.”

Please stop with the Kick-tan nonsense.  “It's not a Nanbu,” Kadenokoji 

said.  Letting the camera hang around her neck by the strap, she pulled out 

the  USP40,  taking care to keep her  finger  off  the  trigger  and the barrel 

pointed at the ground.

“Oh, sweet,” Aso said.  

Tachibana  nodded  approvingly.   “I  wish  they'd  issue  those  to  the 

Teams.  What kind of ammo you loading?”

Chief Ishihara told me, but...  “I think it's some kind of hollowpoints.”

“That's old-school,” Aso said.  “AP is the way to go against a hex.”

“AP?” Kadenokoji asked.
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“AP is the common abbreviation for 'armor-piercing',”  Aragaki said, 

surprising everyone.  Other than his instructions earlier and ordering radio 

silence,  he  had not  spoken a word.   “The current  Special  Assault  Team 

doctrine is that using armor-piercing ammunition to penetrate deeply into 

the  hecatonchires  is  superior  to  using  hollowpoint  ammunition  to 

maximize the wound trauma.”

“So, which is better, Aragaki-kun?” Kadenokoji asked.

“Both concepts are based on the notion that the hecatonchires is a 

creature of this world, and are thus fundamentally flawed,” Aragaki said. 

“However,  it  is  the  consensus  of  my  colleagues  in  the  Paranormal 

Operations  Section  that  hollowpoint  pistol-caliber  ammunition  has  a 

marginally greater effect than armor-piercing pistol-caliber ammunition.”

“I beg to differ, kid,” Tachibana said.  “I've gone up against a hex twice. 

Hollowpoints just don't cut it.”

Aragaki did not reply to this.  Instead: “Officer Kadenokoji will call for 

the forces in the area to report in.”

“Right,”  Kadenokoji  said.   Putting the  pistol  back in  her  purse,  she 

grabbed her radio.  “All units, please report in.”

The police officers began calling out over the radio, each one stating 

that there was nothing to report.

Aragaki's cell phone began beeping.  Silencing it, he said, “It is now 

exactly twelve o'clock p.m. local time.”

Kadenokoji tensed up, holding the camera at the ready.  Tachibana and 

Aso  held  their  submachine  guns  at  the  ready,  cautiously  scanning  all 
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around them.  Only Aragaki remained unchanged, standing as motionless 

as the statue he faced.

In silence, they waited.

And waited.

And waited.

Over the radio, Sendo called out, “This is Sendo.  I don't think the hex 

is coming.”

“Hold position, Sendo,” Tachibana replied.

“Roger that,” Sendo replied.

Kadenokoji looked at the clock on the digital camera.  12:04.  “I don't 

think it's going to show.”

“We will hold our current positions until twelve-thirty p.m.,” Aragaki 

said.

They continued to wait.  Tachibana and Aso relaxed their stances after 

a few minutes, shouldering their submachine guns.  “Trying to predict the 

hexes.  I want to know where this intel came from,” Tachibana said, as the 

clock on the digital camera Kadenokoji held switched from 12:29 to 12:30.

“I'm not sure,” Kadenokoji said, and laughed nervously.

“The  information  that  resulted  in  our  undertaking  this  operation 

comes  from Kadenokoji-san's  interpretation of  an intercepted  Kamitako 

Tsukiai internet message,” Aragaki said.  

Kadenokoji's jaw dropped.  You did not have to tell them that!  She 

looked up at Tachibana, who was now looking at her with a mixture of 

fatigue and annoyance.  “Well, it was just a pet theory of mine, really, I 

wasn't expecting them to take it seriously...”
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“Oh, man, what a drag,” Aso said, leaning back against a tree.

Tachibana started to say something, but he was cut short as a burst of 

frantic calls came over the radio.  “We have a hecatonchires heading east on  

Asakusa, near Inaricho Station!  We need immediate backup!  I repeat, a 

hex on Asakusa, just passing Asakusa and Kiyosu-bashi!  Requesting all  

units in the area to the scene!”

“That's only about a click from here,” Tachibana said.  “Assault Team, 

we're moving out!”
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Chapter XV

“Officer  Kadenokoji  will  direct  one  of  the  park  officials  to  collect  my 

equipment  and  hold  it  at  the  park's  main  office,”  Aragaki  said  as  the 

Special Assault Team ran eastwards Inaricho Station.  He was headed back 

to where the Jimmy was parked, but he did not run; he walked at the same 

pace he walked when at school or at her apartment.  Nothing about him 

indicated the least bit of urgency.

“Yeah, I will, just hurry!” Kadenokoji said, running ahead.  “Come on!”

“This is the maximum rate at which I can walk,” Aragaki said, his eyes 

locked forward.

Kadenokoji stopped, and turned to face the boy.  “Then run.”

Her words had no effect on him whatsoever.  “This is the maximum 

rate at which I can walk,” Aragaki said again.

Kadenokoji  slowed to walk alongside him.   “What,  you disabled or 

something?” 
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“My  physical  body  operates  exactly  as  it  should,”  Aragaki  said. 

“While an ordinary human could move significantly faster than this for 

brief periods of time, my physical body not does have that capability.”

Kadenokoji asked, “Why do you always act like you're not human?”

Aragaki turned to look at her.  “I had assumed that you understood 

that I was not human.”

“What do you mean, you're not human?” Kadenokoji asked.

“We do not have time for this conversation at this time,” Aragaki said.

Kadenokoji  saw some park employees  in  the  parking area;  running 

ahead, she asked them to secure the abandoned camcorders, and then ran to 

the Jimmy.  She managed to get it started, in gear, and pulled around to 

Aragaki before he made it halfway across the small parking area.

As they accelerated away, Aragaki reached up and turned the Jimmy's 

emergency lights and siren on.  Driving as fast as she dared, Kadenokoji 

wove the Jimmy through the traffic that obediently slowed as they saw and 

heard her approach.  Passing underneath the elevated railways that passed 

by the park, she pulled out onto Asakusa Street.

“The hex is turning south!” the call went out over the radio.

There  were  two squad cars  already on Asakusa,  their  blue-and-red 

lights easy to see.  The furthest one, five hundred meters ahead, turned to 

the  south,  disappearing  behind  the  buildings,  but  only  seconds  later  it 

reemerged, backing across Asakusa, a blurry, writhing shape clinging to its 

hood.  

Aragaki had his camcorder held up, recording the scene as they closed 

the distance.  “There is the hecatonchires.” 
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I didn't need you to tell me that!  “I can see it, Aragaki-kun!”

The squad car backed into the building on the north side of the street; 

the hecatonchires released it at the last moment, leaving it hovering in mid-

air.   The  other  squad car  slowed;  Kadenokoji  raced past  them.   As  the 

Jimmy closed to within two hundred meters,  Kadenokoji  saw Tachibana 

and his team converging on the hecatonchires ahead of them.  

“You should stop the vehicle now,” Aragaki said.

As Tachibana's  team opened fire with their  short  submachine guns, 

Kadenokoji hit the brakes, causing the Jimmy to slide to a stop only about 

eighty  meters  from  the  hecatonchires.   “Quick,  Aragaki-kun,  use  your 

power!”

“There is  no reason for alarm,”  Aragaki  said,  his eyes fixed on the 

hecatonchires ahead.  

There were a dozen uniformed officers firing on the hecatonchires, but 

only Tachibana's team seemed to be having any effect.  They triangulated 

fire on the hecatonchires, and it seemed to be moving away from them, 

reaching its tentacles down to the ground to pull itself along.  “There are 

people here!” Kadenokoji shouted.  “You said yourself that if it appeared 

outside the park, we'd stop it!”

There was a long pause before Aragaki spoke.  “You should instruct 

Tachibana to focus his team's fire on the hecatonchires' tentacles that are 

touching solid surfaces.  This will help immobilize the hecatonchires.”

“Right!” Kadenokoji said, and hopped out of the Jimmy.  Reaching into 

her purse,  she managed to grab hold of the USP, but still  she could not 

smoothly draw it from the purse.  Amidst the staccato sound of automatic 
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gunfire, she ran forward.  “Sergeant Tachibana!  Shoot the tentacles!  The 

ones touching the ground!  Shoot its legs!”

“Stay back!  We're pushing it!” Tachibana barked as he paused for a 

split second to reload.

Kadenokoji  ran up beside  him,  finally  getting  the USP clear  of  her 

purse.  “No!  Aragaki-kun says shoot its tentacles to immobilize it!  He's 

going to use his super!  Shoot the leg-tentacles!”

Raising the USP one-handed like she had trained with the Nanbu M60, 

Kadenokoji closed her left eye, and from about thirty meters away, aimed 

for the biggest tentacle, the end of which splayed out into a dozen smaller, 

finger-like  tentacles  on  the  ground.   The  trigger  was  stiffer  than  she 

expected; it felt like she had to pull it back a meter before—

Click.

“Oh, no,” Kadenokoji said.  I never did cock it!  She reached up with 

her free hand to pull the slide back, and pulled the trigger a second time. 

The gun jumped in  her  hand—the  USP40 had a  lot  more  kick  than the 

Nanbu M60—and he round impacted the hecatonchires, not in one of its 

tentacles, but in its body.

In  that  instant,  it  seemed  to  Kadenokoji  as  if  every  one  of  the 

hecatonchires' myriad eyes were looking at her.  Its tentacles reached to the 

ground, pulling it closer to her.

Grabbing the USP with both hands,  Kadenokoji  fired as fast  as she 

could,  not able to aim at all  as  she started to lose her cool.   Tachibana 

grabbed the back of her blouse, pulling her away from the hecatonchires as 

it drew inexorably closer.  “Legs!  Shoot the legs!”
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The Special  Assault  Team officers  instantly  switched their  point  of 

aim.  Kadenokoji fired until the slide of the USP locked back, the thirteen-

round magazine empty.

Reload.  Gotta reload, Kadenokoji realized.  Reaching into her purse, 

she managed to grab the second magazine right away, but she could not get 

it to fit into the USP's magazine well.  The hecatonchires only fifteen meters 

away from them now, Tachibana pushed her backwards with a sweep of his 

arm.  Kadenokoji  realized why the new magazine would not go in—the 

empty magazine was still in the gun.  Stupid!

Fumbling  with  the  magazine  release  button,  the  empty  magazine 

dropped to the ground, but even then she could not load the new magazine 

in.  What's wrong?  What's wrong?  What am I doing wrong?

Tachibana's MP5 ran empty; instead of reloading it, he reached down 

and drew the P226 he had offered Kadenokoji earlier, and opened fire with 

it one-handed, still holding the MP5 with his other hand.

For a moment, the hecatonchires was not touching the ground; it was 

not moving at all.

A  brilliant  flash  of  light  and  a  wave  of  heat  almost  knocked 

Kadenokoji down.  Holding her arm up to shield her face, she backed away 

as the hecatonchires was engulfed in unnatural green flames.  It made no 

sound, but its tentacles flailed about frantically, the smaller ones shriveling 

to nothing almost instantly.  Those eyes that did not shift and morph into 

something else burst open.  Then, it was as if the hecatonchires turned itself 

inside-out,  folding  and  contorting  itself  within  the  flames,  until  it  just 

twisted itself out of existence.
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In the wink of an eye, it was gone.

Tachibana holstered his pistol, pulled its magazine free, loaded a new 

one,  dropped  the  magazine  from  the  submachine  gun,  loaded  a  new 

magazine into it—all in fraction of the time it had taken Kadenokoji to just 

draw the USP out of her purse.  “Aso!”

“I don't see it,” Aso replied, from across the street.

“Hamasaki?  Sendo?” 

“Nothing here,” Hamasaki replied from off to their side.

“It winked out,” Sendo said, moving up beside Hamasaki.

Kadenokoji  still  could  not  get  the  new  magazine  into  the  USP. 

Frowning, Tachibana grabbed her wrist.  “Who the hell gave you a gun? 

Look at what you're trying to do, Agent.”

Kadenokoji looked down at the gun and magazine in her hands.  It was 

only then that she saw that she had been trying to insert the magazine into 

the pistol's magazine well upside-down.

The disposable face mask Kadenokoji kept in her purse provided no defense 

against the pungent stench of the hecatonchires' musk as she tried to scrape 

a sample off of the windshield of the squad car that the hecatonchires had 

attacked.   The two officers who had been inside had not been seriously 

injured—in fact, the only injuries as far as Kadenokoji could tell were minor 

ones  from  the  dozen  or  so  traffic  accidents  that  had  occurred  in  the 

hecatonchires' wake.  Nobody died...we're lucky the squid appeared in an 

open area like this.
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The  entire  area  was  cordoned  off  now,  as  a  veritable  army  of 

Metropolitan Police and other emergency workers began trying to clear the 

scene of the incident.  After incinerating the hecatonchires, Aragaki had 

ordered Kadenokoji to photograph and take as many samples as she could 

while they could still be obtained.  Still a little shaky from her horrible first 

experience with the USP, she procured Aragaki's sampling equipment from 

the Jimmy and set to work in silence.

Oishi  had  texted  her  within  minutes  of  the  incident;  Kadenokoji's 

response, assuring him that she was not injured or dead, was short.

Wrinkling her nose against the foul odor of the hecatonchires musk, 

Kadenokoji  scraped the viscous substance off the squad car's  windshield 

with a small plastic spatula, and deposited it into a glass vial.  I have to do  

some serious practice with that USP, she thought.  Not just shooting, but  

drawing and  reloading,  too.  And I'm going  to  get  one  of  those  purses  

designed to carry a gun, regardless of the cost.  The glass vial she labeled 

with the date and time and the squad car's identification number, and then 

put it into a carrying case with the dozens of other vials.  Wordlessly, she 

moved to the next spot.

“Hey, Kick-tan.”

Kadenokoji  looked  up  to  see  Tachibana  walking  up  to  her.   “You 

okay?”

Kadenokoji forced a smile.  “Sure.”

It was clear from his expression he did not believe her for a second. 

“Your first time shooting under stress?”
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Kadenokoji  nodded,  kneeling to  scrape hecatonchires  musk off  of  a 

small car's rear quarter panel.

“Figured as much,” Tachibana said, kneeling beside her.  “Metro Police 

firearms  training  is  a  joke.   I'm  surprised  you  even  tried  holding  your 

ground against that hex.”

“Well,  it  wasn't  my  first  time  dealing  with  a  hecatonchires,” 

Kadenokoji muttered.

Tachibana laughed.  “Yeah, I forgot you're Kick-tan.”

“What  kind  of  firearms  training  do  you  do  in  Special  Assault?” 

Kadenokoji asked.

“Six full mags on each gun we carry, three times a week,” Tachibana 

said.  “Pistols and shotguns at twenty-five meters, submachine guns at fifty, 

rifles at a hundred.”

Six full  magazines...seventy-eight rounds a day,  three times a week,  

that would be... Kadenokoji tried to do the multiplication in her head, and 

failed.  A lot.  I've got to talk to Chief Ishihara about ammo so I can start  

practicing.  I'm sure Oishi will coach me.

“So...we're  clearing  out  of  here,”  Tachibana  said.   “We're  going  to 

celebrate later tonight.  You and the kid are invited.”

“I don't think Aragaki-kun will go for that,” Kadenokoji said.  “He's 

still in junior high, you know.”

Tachibana nodded.  “And what about you?”

I just want to go back to my apartment, curl up in my bedsheets, and 

die.  “I'm sorry, but I'll have to pass,” Kadenokoji said.

Tachibana seemed disappointed.  “Well, see you around, Kick-tan.”
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“Thanks again for your help, Sergeant,” Kadenokoji said, and watched 

him walk away.  

“There is no reason you could not have accepted his offer.”

Kadenokoji  jumped;  she had not seen Ishihara walk up behind her. 

“Chief!  You scared me.”

The  same smile  still  plastered  on her  face,  Ishihara  said,  “Sergeant 

Tachibana is almost certainly attracted to you.”

That's really creepy, hearing you say that, Kadenokoji did not say.  She 

was  not  particularly  keen  on  the  idea  of  a  superior  officer  playing 

matchmaker for her, like Captain Otoha had for Lieutenant Aoi and his 

wife.  Having the unnerving, plastic-smiled Ishihara as the matchmaker was 

out  of  the  question.   She changed the topic.   “Ma'am,  can I  requisition 

ammunition for training?  I am nowhere near qualified to carry that USP.”

“I  will  have the personnel at  the Metropolitan Police headquarters' 

firing  range  procure  a  suitable  quantity  of  ammunition  for  your  use,” 

Ishihara said.

Well, that was easy.  “Thank you, ma'am.”

“Your interpretation of the Prophet's message appears to have been 

sufficiently correct as to warrant congratulations,” Ishihara said.

Is  this  her  way  of  saying  'Good  job'?  “I'm  just  glad  nobody  got 

seriously hurt.”

“That is a direct result of your intercepting Tono's forum post before it 

could be made public,” Ishihara said.

Yes,  I  think it  was.   “So,  ma'am,  do we know anything about  this 

Prophet?”
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“According to Aragaki's report, Tono Reito described the Prophet as a 

Caucasian girl  of eight to ten years of age, with blonde hair and green 

eyes,  and a height of  approximately one hundred five centimeters  tall,” 

Ishihara said.  “Tono referred to the girl specifically as 'a Russian girl,' but 

the Prophet spoke Japanese with no distinct accent that might establish a 

specific nationality.  Tono indicated that the Prophet never actually made 

statements.  Instead, the Prophet phrased everything she said as a question. 

The Prophet had been appearing in Tono's apartment at irregular intervals 

for the past eight or nine weeks.”

“She only spoke in questions?” Kadenokoji asked.

“That is what Aragaki reported that Tono said,” Ishihara said.

“And he had sex with her,” Kadenokoji  said,  not even bothering to 

hide her disgust at the idea of it.

“Leaders of the Kamitako Tsukiai engage in deviant sexual behavior 

with an average frequency far higher than the larger population,” Ishihara 

said.  “This detail is unlikely to be more than a distraction.”

“Yes,  ma'am,”  Kadenokoji  said.   She  really  did  not  like  talking  to 

Ishihara at all.  “If that's all, ma'am, I need to return to collecting samples.”

Ishihara  did not  respond,  so  Kadenokoji  bowed and then turned to 

walk away.  

“Aragaki informed my office of an update to his place of residence 

earlier  today,”  Ishihara  said.   “The address  he  gave  is  the  same as  the 

address of your residence.”

Kadenokoji turned.  “Ma'am, did you know the place he was living in 

was condemned?”
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Ishihara  did  not  answer  her  question.   “Given  the  erratic  time 

schedules that are common in Paranormal Operations, sharing a residence 

would  help  facilitate  further  operations.   You  should  negotiate  sharing 

expenses with him.”

I really, really do not like talking with her, Kadenokoji thought.

“You  did  not  report  on  your  activities  yesterday,”  Ishihara  said, 

walking past Kadenokoji,  back towards Ueno Park.  “Daily reports are a 

mandatory part of your duties.”

Kadenokoji watched her walk away.  Yeah, I really, really don't like 

her.
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Chapter XVI

“That's about a thirty-five newton trigger,” Oishi said, having just dry-fired 

the USP40.   “Pretty smooth,  for  a  double-action only.   Ah,  this  gun's  a 

beauty.”

They were  in  the  firing  range in  the  second basement  level  of  the 

Metropolitan Police headquarters.  After doing all they could at the site of 

the hecatonchires' appearance on Asakusa Street and reclaiming all their 

camera equipment from Ueno Park, Aragaki had instructed Kadenokoji to 

return him to her apartment so he could begin analysis of the small amount 

of evidence they had gathered.  Kadenokoji emailed a brief report of their 

activities to Ishihara's office, and then called Oishi to see if he was free to 

give her some lessons with the USP40.

Oishi had jumped at the opportunity.  

The ammunition for training that Ishihara had promised was, indeed, 

waiting for her.  Kadenokoji was surprised that Ishihara had managed to 
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get in in such a short amount of time—less than five hours had passed since 

then.  Of course, if the USP is standard-issue for Paranormal Operations,  

they might have had it on hand already.

Grinning like a kid with a brand-new toy, Oishi had scrutinized every 

aspect of the gun.  “This has got to be the nicest off-the-shelf gun I've ever 

seen.”  He locked the slide back, and then scrutinized the chamber using a 

penlight he had brought.  “You haven't cleaned it yet.”

“I haven't had time,” Kadenokoji said.  “I'll mess with that once we get 

done here.”

“No reason to carry around a dirty gun,” Oishi said.  “Let's try her out.”

He  adjusted  the  hearing  protectors  he  wore,  and  then  took  the 

magazine  Kadenokoji  had  just  loaded  with  ball  ammunition  that  the 

Metropolitan Police armorer assured her was 'ballistically identical' to the 

8.75-gram jacketed hollowpoints she would be using.  He slid the magazine 

carefully  into  the  gun until  it  clicked into  place,  and then hit  the  slide 

release.  A sharp click! heralded that the USP was ready to fire.

Holding her hearing protectors, Kadenokoji watched Oishi carefully as 

he prepared to fire, spreading his feet apart, leaning forward, holding the 

pistol  in  both  hands.   He  kept  his  trigger  finger  on  the  frame  until 

everything else was set,  and only then did he put it  on the trigger.  He 

squeezed the trigger—

The gun fired, and fifteen meters away, a hole appeared in the exact 

center of the paper silhouette's chest.  Oishi's grin broadened.  He fired six 

more times, and the hole widened as every shot he fired impacted in almost 

the exact same spot.  Then Oishi settled into a different stance, holding the 
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pistol with only his right hand.  He fired the last six rounds from the USP's 

magazine, and these also impacted the center of the target, although not 

nearly as closely together as when he had held the gun in both hands.

Oishi laughed.  “I want this gun, Ta-chan.”

“Sorry,” Kadenokoji said.  “Earlier today, when I was shooting at the 

hex, I couldn't keep the gun from jumping around in my hand.”

“Hex?” Oishi asked.

“Special Assault Team slang for the hecatonchires,” Kadenokoji said. 

“Modern Special Assault Team slang.”

Oishi rolled his eyes.  “Okay, show me what you were doing.”

Kadenokoji took the pistol from him, released the slide, and put the 

USP in her purse.  “I had it in here, and I drew it out like this.”  Just as 

before, she had trouble drawing the gun.

“Okay, stop,” Oishi said.  “Give that here.”  He took the purse, and after 

adjusting the strap shorter a little,  put it on around his neck, backwards 

from the way Kadenokoji had worn it.  

“That looks so good on you,” Kadenokoji giggled.

Oishi ignored her.  “First off, you don't want to carry the gun butt-

forwards, and you don't want it so high up.  You want to just reach straight 

down into the purse and grab the gun right about at waist-level.  When you 

draw it out, use your left hand like this to pull the shoulder strap close to 

you, so you don't snag it, and just pull it out, up and over.”  He drew the 

pistol neatly from the purse, and ended with the gun in hand at his side, 

aiming at the floor.  Then he let go of the shoulder strap, and grabbed the 
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gun with both hands in front of him, still aiming at the floor maybe a meter 

ahead of him.  “Now you do it.”

Kadenokoji reclaimed her purse, readjusted the strap, made sure the 

gun was facing the right direction, and then tried drawing the pistol again. 

She still could not do so very smoothly, but at least this time she did not get 

the pistol snagged on the purse's straps.

“Okay, you drew the gun, and then you did what?” Oishi asked.

“I aimed for one of the it's tentacles,” Kadenokoji said.

Oishi shook his head.  “The best way to run a squid off is to aim for the 

eyes.”

“But Aragaki-kun said to shoot its tentacles to keep it from moving,” 

Kadenokoji said.

“Okay, doesn't matter,” Oishi said.  “Go on.”

“I brought the gun up, aimed, and fired,” Kadenokoji said.

Oishi held out another loaded magazine.  “Let's see it.”

Another paper target  was conveyed downrange to the  fifteen-meter 

line, and Kadenokoji aimed and fired, aiming for the center of the target's 

chest.   The  bullet  went  through  the  target  just  above  its  left  shoulder. 

“Okay, stop,” Oishi said.  “Finger off the trigger.”

“Right,” Kadenokoji said, setting her index finger against the trigger 

frame like she had seen Oishi do earlier.

“Grip the pistol as high up as you can,” Oishi said.  “Get as much meat 

around that thing as possible.  Both hands—snug them up as high as you 

can.”   Oishi  put  his  hand  on  Kadenokoji's  back,  pushing  her  forwards. 

“Lean forwards a bit.  Not too much.  Quit sticking your butt out.”
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“I am not sticking my butt out!” Kadenokoji protested.

“Whatever,”  Oishi  said.   “Now,  when you fire again,  don't  jerk the 

trigger.  Squeeze the trigger.”

“I was squeezing the trigger,” Kadenokoji said.

Oishi shook his head.  “No, you jerked it.  That's why the bullet went 

all  the  way over  there  instead of  where  you aimed.   You were  aiming 

center-of-visible-mass, right?”

Kadenokoji nodded.

“Finger on the trigger,” Oishi said, “and gently—gently!—squeeze...”

Kadenokoji did as he said, and fired a second round.  This one hit the 

target's  torso above and to the right of  the center,  closer to  the target's 

armpit than anything.

Taking care to remove her finger from the trigger, Kadenokoji lowered 

the USP.  “This thing kicks a lot harder than the Nanbu.”

“A lot bigger round, more powerful,” Oishi said.  “Did you see what 

kind of sidearms those Special Assault guys carried?”

Oh, what did Sergeant Tachibana call it?  “I think it was a P226.”

Oishi nodded.  “Yeah, that's what we used to carry back in the day. 

Still, there's no reason why you can't handle this USP.  You're just going to 

have  to  practice—seriously practice.”   From  behind  her,  Oishi  grabbed 

Kadenokoji's upper arms and squeezed.  “I'd also recommend a little weight 

training, build up your flabby little arms.”  

Kadenokoji  playfully  elbowed him in  the  stomach.   “Watch  it,  old 

man.”  Then she noticed a couple of the other officers in the range looking 
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at them with most disapproving looks on their faces.  “No, really, stop that,” 

Kadenokoji whispered.  “They're watching us.”

Oishi glanced over at the other officers in the range.  Releasing her as 

if burned, Oishi cleared his throat and stepped away from Kadenokoji, his 

grin  replaced by an all-too-serious  frown.   “Well.   Back to  your target, 

Kojita-kun.”

Kadenokoji tried to keep a smile off her face, with only a little success. 

“Yes, Oishi-senpai.”

Lock, deadbolt, chain.  “I'm back,” Kadenokoji said as secured the door to 

her  apartment.   Leaving  her  shoes  in  the  entryway,  she  found Aragaki 

sitting at the low table in her living room, copying by hand the text from 

one notebook to another.  Sitting down across from him, Kadenokoji was 

not really surprised that Aragaki could write far faster than anyone she had 

ever  seen,  nor did it  surprise her  that his  handwriting was so neat and 

precise it looked as if it had been produced by a computer printer.  

What  surprised her was that he had something to  copy from.   “So 

where'd you get the notes?”

“This notebook belongs to Serizawa Ryoko,” Aragaki said.

His class rep, Kadenokoji remembered.  “When did you see her?”

“I  went  to  her  residence  while  you  were  at  Metropolitan  Police 

headquarters,” Aragaki said.  

“You walk?” Kadenokoji asked.

“It  is  only  one point  three kilometers  from here to her  residence,” 

Aragaki said.
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“So, you crib her notes often?” Kadenokoji asked.

“I am not engaging in any form of academic dishonesty,” Aragaki said.

What?  Well, that is one meaning of the word 'crib', but...  “That's not 

what I meant.  I meant, does she lend you her notes often?”

“The  necessity  has  presented  itself  with  some  frequency,”  Aragaki 

said.  He stopped writing—he had completed copying Serizawa's notes—and 

then  put  the  notebook  into  his  satchel,  and  removed  from  it  a  history 

textbook.  Opening it, he began to read.  Rapidly.  His eyes flicking back 

and forth, not ten seconds passed before he turned the page; another ten 

seconds and he turned the page again.

“So, I take it you're going to school tomorrow,” Kadenokoji said.  “I 

kind of thought you'd skip so you could analyze the data we recovered.”

“I sent the musk samples to SPring-8,” Aragaki said, not looking up 

from the history book.  He turned another page.  “The video provided no 

new insights.  I will require some time to reevaluate my methodology.”

Kadenokoji nodded.  “Well, I can drop you off, save you the trouble of 

fighting the railways.”

“The public transportation system poses no significant challenge to 

my offensive capabilities,” Aragaki said.

Huh?  Every so often,  Aragaki said something that Kadenokoji  just 

could  not  readily  parse.   No  challenge  to  my  offensive  capabilities? 

Kadenokoji's  mind  filled  with  a  vision  of  Aragaki  literally  fighting  the 

railways, melting a subway car to slag with a glance.  Was that his idea of a 

joke? she wondered, and looked closely at the boy esper sitting across from 

her.
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Aragaki  closed  the  history  book,  returned  it  to  his  satchel,  and 

removed  a  printout  full  of  mathematical  problems.   His  expression,  as 

always, was completely neutral.  He began working on the handout, each 

problem taking him only seconds to complete, but after finishing a few, he 

looked up, and his soulless eyes met Kadenokoji's.  “It would be far more 

efficient for you to provide transportation.  This would also minimalize 

collateral damages.”

He's  joking  with  me,  Kadenokoji  realized.   He  never  smiles,  his  

expression never changes, the tone of his voice never raises or lowers the 

slightest  bit,  he's  always  oh-so-serious  about  everything,  but  he's  joking  

with me!  Kadenokoji giggled.  “You're so weird, Aragaki-kun.”

Aragaki returned to his math problems.  “I would generally be inclined 

to make a similar proclamation about you.”
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Chapter XVII

After dropping Aragaki  off  at  Karasuyama Junior High,  Kadenokoji  had 

nothing  to  do  for  seven  and  a  half  hours,  as  Aragaki  had  left  her  no 

instructions other than to pick him up at no later than 3:20 p.m., as he did 

not have cleaning duty.  Sitting around doing nothing all day just did not 

seem right to Kadenokoji, so she decided to try and learn more about the 

Kamitako Tsukiai.   Her  first  stop was  the  'Community  of  the  Embrace' 

forums.

Stifling her revulsion, she booted up Tono's computer, and, ignoring 

the  pornographic  image  he  had selected  as  his  desktop,  loaded his  web 

browser and navigated to the forum.  As she expected, the browser had 

remembered his login information, and she only had to click once to gain 

access to Tono's forum account.

As 'toto5763',  Tono had been rather active on those forums,  having 

made thousands of posts and created hundreds of new threads in the years 
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he had been a member.   She read over  a  couple  of  the threads  he had 

started, and found they were largely just incoherent, rambling diatribes on 

what Tono described as the glorious, divine nature of the hecatonchires.  To 

him, they were the 'face of a transcendent divinity', that did not kill people, 

but  'drew  them  into  a  greater  harmony  with  nature';   those  who  the 

hecatonchires  'embraced'  did  not  die  but  'ascended  to  a  higher  reality'. 

Kadenokoji shook her head.  What an asshole.

What's this?  New messages?  A message in small text in one corner of 

the  screen  caught  her  eye,  and  Kadenokoji  clicked  to  view  toto5763's 

message box.  There were quite a few messages, but they were all from the 

same ten or so other forum members.  The most recent messages were from 

people wondering where toto5763 had gone.

Kadenokoji ran a search for any mention of the Prophet.  There were a 

large number of results, but the one that stood out was a thread promising 

PROPHET PICTURES—NEW!

Clicking on the link, Kadenokoji was disappointed to find that it was 

not real photographs,  but artwork drawn by various of the forum-goers. 

The pictures varied from laughably bad to near-professional quality, and 

there was no consistent appearance, other than that the Prophet was always 

depicted as being female.  Some drew the Prophet as Japanese, others as 

Caucasian,  one  as  looking  more  Indian  than  anything;  some  drew  the 

Prophet as a young girl, others a teenager, others still an adult.

Scrolling through the inanity, Kadenokoji was about to give up on this 

line of investigation, but then she saw an actual photograph.  She gasped—

the photo was of a stunningly beautiful Caucasian girl, blonde haired and 
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bright blue eyed, dressed in a frilly dress and grinning widely as she flashed 

a V sign with her fingers  towards the camera.   Chopsticks in her other 

hand, the girl was eating what appeared to be a bowl of ramen.  From the 

background,  Kadenokoji  recognized the location the photo  was  taken:  it 

was Tono's apartment.  Below the image was the rude caption  YOU IDIOTS 

DON'T KNOW ANYTHING.  THIS IS WHAT THE PROPHET REALLY LOOKS LIKE.

The name of the poster?  Of course it was toto5763. 

“Bingo!” Kadenokoji said.  The officers at Iruma West Police Station 

had standing orders to find this girl, and Kadenokoji had promised to send 

them whatever information she found that might help that effort.  Grabbing 

her  cell  phone,  she  dialed  Iruma  West,  and  after  a  couple  minutes  got 

connected  to  the  Criminal  Investigation  Section's  Captain  Takeuchi. 

“Captain, this is Officer Kadenokoji from Paranormal Operations Section.”

“What can I  do for you, officer?” Takeuchi asked.  His words were 

polite, but it was easy to tell from the tone of his voice that he did not want 

to talk to her.

I don't blame him—us showing up in his jurisdiction caused him and  

his officers a lot of problems.  “I'm sorry for bothering you, Captain, but I've 

found a picture on the Internet of what I think is the girl Tono called the 

Prophet,” Kadenokoji said.

This definitely interested Takeuchi.  “Really?  How certain are you?”

“Well,  the picture was posted on a web forum by Tono, and in the 

picture's caption Tono claims that it is the Prophet,” Kadenokoji said.  “If 

you could send me your email, I could send you a link to the image.”
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“Yes,  please,”  Takeuchi  said.   “We weren't  able to  get  much out of 

Tono about her before he was released.”

“He was released?” Kadenokoji asked.

“Yes,  yesterday,”  Takeuchi  said.   “We  were  holding  him  on  drug 

possession charges, but his lawyer bailed him out.”

This revelation bothered Kadenokoji considerably.  A pervert like that,  

back out on the streets in a day?  But that's just the way the law works, she 

reasoned, although that thought did not help much.  “Okay, well, what's 

your e-mail?”

Takeuchi gave it to her, and she wrote it on the back of a piece of mail 

she had close by.  “Oh, and another thing—Tono's lawyer is demanding we 

release everything we confiscated from Tono's apartment,” Takeuchi said. 

“He specifically mentioned an iMac computer...”

Kadenokoji looked down at the very computer Takeuchi was referring 

to sitting in her living room.  “Um, I don't know where it is.”

“It doesn't matter,” Takeuchi said.  “Just send me that picture.”

“Yes, sir,” Kadenokoji said, and ended the call.

Kadenokoji found a small flash drive Nana had left with her computer, 

and used that to transfer the image from Toto's iMac to Aragaki's VAIO, 

and from there, emailed it to Takeuchi.  Then she called Chief Ishihara's 

office.

“Paranormal Operations,” Ishihara's secretary answered.  

Kadenokoji realized she had never caught the woman's name.  “Um, 

hello, this is Kadenokoji.  I kind of need to talk to Chief Ishihara.”
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“She's not in her office right now,” the secretary replied.  “I don't think 

she's left headquarters, though.”

“Oh,”  Kadenokoji  said.   “Well,  I'll  be  there  shortly.   I've  got  some 

things to drop off anyways.”

Setting the iMac down on Ishihara's secretary's desk, Kadenokoji held her 

hand up apologetically.  “I'm sorry, could you see to it that this is shipped to 

Captain Takeuchi at Iruma West Police Station?”

“Sure thing,” the woman said.  

Kadenokoji managed to read the woman's name off her identification 

badge: Sakaguchi Ayumi.  “So, Sakaguchi-san, is the Chief back yet?”

Sakaguchi shook her head.  “I could page her if it's urgent...”

“No, that's not necessary,” Kadenokoji said.  “So, how long have you 

been with Paranormal Operations?”

“Only about three months,” Sakaguchi said.  

She seems like a normal person.  “Liking it?” Kadenokoji asked.

“It's easy work,” Sakaguchi said, smiling.  “Dealing with the espers is 

the hardest part, and that isn't really that hard—you just got to know how 

to talk to them.  You know, I think you and me are the only two non-espers 

in the whole section.”

“How to talk to them?  What do you mean?” Kadenokoji asked.

“Well,  they  never  ask  questions—if  they  need something  from you, 

they won't ask for it.  They'll just tell you that they need it,” Sakaguchi said.

I've noticed Aragaki-kun does that, Kadenokoji thought.
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“Also,  they  never  have  any  inflection  in  their  voice,  and  no  body 

language, so it makes it hard to understand what they're saying,” Sakaguchi 

said.  “I mean, when you talk to a normal person, their body language and 

tone of voice tells you a lot about what they mean, but with espers, all you 

have are the words they actually say.”

“That's Aragaki-kun right there,” Kadenokoji said.

“Aragaki-'kun'?” Sakaguchi said,  emphasizing Kadenokoji's  choice of 

honorific suffix.

“Oh, that,” Kadenokoji said sheepishly.  “Well, he's just a kid.  I keep 

forgetting he's actually my boss.”

“He  may  not  be  as  young  as  he  looks,”  Sakaguchi  said.   Leaning 

forward  and  lowering  her  voice  conspiratorially,  she  whispered,  “Chief 

Ishihara once said was born in 1849.”

“Eighteen forty-nine?” Kadenokoji said doubtfully.  After everything 

I've seen, I can believe she's in her fifties and just looks young, but for her to  

be in her one hundred and fifties?  “Surely she was joking.”

Sakaguchi looked even more doubtful.  “Chief Ishihara?  Joking?  Not a 

chance.  Espers don't joke.”

Aragaki-kun does, Kadenokoji thought.  I think.  “Well, I'm going to 

spend a little time downstairs at the range.  If she comes back by, could you 

mention I'm looking for her?”

“Sure,” Sakaguchi said.

Kadenokoji  examined the paper  target.   On her  fourth magazine of  the 

morning, all of her shots had hit the target silhouette in the torso, but they 
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were nowhere near closely grouped.  Still, she felt as if she was, at the very 

least, getting somewhat accustomed to the stronger kick of the USP40.    

Hanging a new target up on the carrier, she pressed the button to send 

the  target  downrange,  and  loaded  a  fresh  magazine  into  the  handgun. 

Kadenokoji  had  no  delusions  of  matching  Oishi's  feat  of  putting  every 

round through virtually the same hole, but if she could tighten up her group 

to  about  ten  centimeters  across  at  the  maximum,  she  would  be  happy. 

Methodically, she lined up her shot, adjusted her stance, held her breath for 

a half-second, aimed—

“Sakaguchi-kun said you were looking for me.”

Surprised,  Kadenokoji  flinched  just  as  she  was  pulling  the  trigger, 

sending the bullet into the target's thigh at about crotch-level.  Turning, she 

saw Ishihara standing behind her, smiling.  “You startled me,” Kadenokoji 

said.

“You have now found me,” Ishihara said.

Yeah,  I  can see  that.   Kadenokoji  had not  really  needed to  talk  to 

Ishihara, but she felt it important to interact directly with the people she 

worked with.  Makes it easier to build a rapport with them.   “I found a 

picture of a girl that might be the Prophet.”  Reaching into her pocket, she 

produced the flash drive.  “It's on this, if you want to take a look.”

“I need to know the providence of this image,” Ishihara said.

Kadenokoji explained about the Community of the Embrace forums.

“Captain Takeuchi of Iruma West Police Station is heading the search 

for the Prophet in the Tsurugashima area,” Ishihara said.  “The efforts of his 

section would greatly benefit from having a photograph.”
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“I've already sent it to him,” Kadenokoji said.  “Should I have contacted 

you first?”

“That would not have been necessary,” Ishihara said.   “Information 

should be made available to the agencies that require it for their operations 

with all reasonable haste.  You should include the image with your daily 

report today.”

“Yes, ma'am,” Kadenokoji said.

“You should not seek direct contact with me unless it  is absolutely 

necessary,” Ishihara said, looking at the paper target downrange.  “It is an 

inefficient method of conveying information.”

As Ishihara walked away, Kadenokoji frowned.  Build a rapport with 

the boss.  Yeah, right.  What was I thinking?
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“So, what exactly are you typing?”

As the hour approached ten p.m., Kadenokoji, clad in her brand-new 

pale green pajamas and wearing her glasses, found the crime drama on the 

television  not  particularly  interesting,  and  so  her  attention  shifted  to 

Aragaki's  incessant  typing.   Crawling  over  to  where  she  could  see  the 

screen  of  his  VAIO,  she  saw  the  top  half  of  the  screen  covered  in 

mathematical  equations,  and  the  lower  half  by  seemingly  random 

characters,  all  framed  by  the  word  processor's  interface.   “Is  that  your 

research?”

“I am attempting to revise my hecatonchires theory to accommodate 

the recent real-world observations,” Aragaki said.  He apparently owned 

no  nightclothes:  after  cleaning  up  earlier,  he  had  changed  into  a  clean 

school uniform.
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“Ah,” Kadenokoji said, watching him work.  He types those random—

well, seemingly random—characters into the bottom half of the screen, and 

it makes the neat equations up at the top...must be some sort of markup  

language...  She had taken a  number  of  mathematics  classes  in  college, 

including  calculus,  but  the  equations  Aragaki  was  writing  bore  only  a 

superficial resemblance to what she had learned.  “So, any luck?”

“Luck is not a factor in my work,” Aragaki said.

“I mean, are you making any progress?” she asked.

Aragaki kept typing.  After almost a minute, he answered Kadenokoji's 

question.  “Progress is not forthcoming.”

Kadenokoji  leaned back.   “You ever  think you might  be  trying too 

hard?”

“Maximizing  the  amount  of  time  devoted  to  solving  the  problems 

inherent in my theory is the most efficient way to proceed,” Aragaki said.

“Don't  take  this  the  wrong  way,  but  Chief  Ishihara  said  that  your 

theory  was  different  from  what  most  scientists  researching  the 

hecatonchires think,” Kadenokoji said.  “What makes you so certain that 

you're right and they're wrong?”

Aragaki  stopped  typing,  and  fixed Kadenokoji  with  his  blank  gaze. 

“You are assuming that I think my theory is ultimately correct and theirs 

ultimately incorrect.  This is not a correct assumption.”

Kadenokoji was surprised.  “So, you think you're wrong?”

“I am certain only that I do not know at present,” Aragaki said.  “My 

theory in its current form is incompatible with the observed behavior of 

the hecatonchires.  At the very least, revisions are necessary.  However, it 
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is quite possible that the underlying assumptions that my theory is based 

on are faulty.”

“And those 'underlying assumptions' are...?” Kadenokoji prompted.

“The primary assumption of my theory is that the hecatonchires are 

the intersection of two hyper-dimensional volumes,” Aragaki said.  “This is 

in opposition to the current paradigm, which states that the hecatonchires 

are  creatures  of  some  form  from  within  this  universe,  and  have  no 

connection to any other universe.”

“So, if you're not sure your theory is correct, why keep working on it?” 

Kadenokoji asked.

“The  current  paradigm  does  not  adequately  explain  the 

hecatonchires,”  Aragaki  said.   “One example  of  this  is  that  it  does  not 

explain why the hecatonchires are only selectively affected by gravity.”

Kadenokoji smiled and shook her head.  “Okay, you lost me.”

“The  hecatonchires  floats  above  the  surface  of  the  Earth  as  if 

unaffected by gravity,” Aragaki said.  “It also remains essentially stationary 

with respect to the Earth, even though the Earth is moving at a speed of 

approximately thirty kilometers per second.  If the hecatonchires was not 

affected by the Earth's gravity in any way, one would expect it to appear to 

fly off almost instantly as the Earth moved away from the hecatonchires in 

its orbit.”

“But doesn't  the hecatonchires pull  itself  around with its tentacles?” 

Kadenokoji asked.  “Wouldn't it be holding onto the Earth that way?”

“We  have  both  observed  an  instance  of  the  hecatonchires  not 

physically touching any solid surface,” Aragaki said.
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The hecatonchires in Taito Ward yesterday, Kadenokoji remembered.

“I  have  observed  similar  events  previously,”  Aragaki  continued. 

“Gravity  is  both a  force carried by  particles  and a  consequence of  the 

geometry  of  space-time.   My  theory  asserts  that  the  hecatonchires  is 

affected  by  these  two  different  interpretations  of  gravity  differently, 

allowing it to be carried along as the Earth moves in its orbit around the 

Sun,  but  also  permitting  it  to  float  above  the  surface  of  the  Earth 

unsupported.”

Kadenokoji  laughed.   “So  you're  saying  all  of  modern  science  is 

incorrect?”

Aragaki, of course, neither smiled nor frowned.  “I am saying that the 

current model of physics is incomplete.  It is an approximation that works 

beautifully within the extent of humans' interactions with the universe, but 

is inadequate for dealing with the class of phenomena the hecatonchires 

belongs to.”

“Beautifully,  huh?” Kadenokoji  said.   To her,  the word conjured up 

images  of  attractive  people  and works  of  art  and magnificent  scenes  of 

nature,  things  Kadenokoji  had  a  difficult  time  associating  with  either 

physics or the expressionless boy sitting in front of her.  Leaning forward 

on the low table Aragaki had his laptop on, she said, “You know, it's really 

weird hearing you use a word like 'beautiful'.”

“I am referring to mathematical beauty,” Aragaki said.

“Mathematical beauty?” Kadenokoji asked.

Aragaki resumed typing for a moment, and then turned the laptop so 

Kadenokoji  could  easily  see  the  screen.   He  had  typed  an  equation  far 
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simpler than any she had previously seen on his laptop's screen: eiπ + 1 = 0. 

“Mathematical  beauty  is  the  quality  of  simplicity  combined  with 

effectiveness.  This equation is known as Euler's identity.  It links five of 

the  fundamental  mathematical  constants  using  the  three  most  basic 

arithmetic operations once apiece.  Euler's number, raised to the exponent 

of the product of the imaginary unit and pi, plus one, equals zero.  Euler's 

identity is especially beautiful.”

I don't get it, Kadenokoji thought.  She had done reasonably well in all 

her  math  classes,  and  she  understood  Euler's  number  and  natural 

logarithms,  the  imaginary  unit  and  complex  numbers,  pi  and  its 

relationship  with  circles,  and  all  that,  but  how  one  could  consider  a 

particular  ordering  of  those  quantities  beautiful  was  beyond  her.   “Oh, 

yeah, pi's a real cutie, huh?”

Aragaki turned his laptop back around, and after backspacing to clear 

the short equation from the screen, continued his typing.

Kadenokoji flipped through the channels for a few minutes, but then 

turned her attention back to Aragaki.  “So, you have your Astronomy Club 

meeting tomorrow,  right?  Did Serizawa-san say anything to you about 

missing yesterday's meeting?”

“Serizawa-san mentioned the Astronomy Club meeting when I went 

to  her  residence  yesterday  evening,”  Aragaki  said.   “You  should  delay 

arriving at Karasuyama Junior High to pick me up until approximately four 

thirty tomorrow.”
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I  wonder... Grinning  mischievously,  Kadenokoji  scooted  closer  to 

Aragaki.  In a conspiratorial tone, she said, “You know, I think Serizawa-san 

likes you.”

Aragaki did not even blink at that comment, nor did the pace of his 

typing  slow in  the  slightest.   “I  do  not  understand  what  you  hope  to 

accomplish by saying that.”

“Uh, well...”  Kadenokoji frowned; she had been certain he would have 

been at least a little surprised, or his curiosity would have been piqued, at 

least a little.  So much for trying to mess with him.  “Ah, nothing, really.”

Aragaki  said,  “Regardless,  the  possibility  that  Serizawa-san  has 

developed emotions  towards  me has  occurred  to  me.   That  is  also  the 

consensus opinion of my classmates.”

“What?”  Kadenokoji  was  surprised.   She had just  been joking with 

Aragaki, trying to get a rise out of him with the old 'somebody likes you' 

ploy that always seemed to work on boys of any age.  It had never occurred 

to her that what she said might be true.  “What...how...I...” Kadenokoji tried 

to think of something to say to that, but failed.

“However, the issue is ultimately irrelevant,” Aragaki said.

Kadenokoji  cut  him off  before  he could  even start  saying anything 

more.   “Uh,  no,  it's  not irrelevant.   Don't  you feel  anything about  this? 

Happy?  Scared?  Annoyed?  Anything?”

Aragaki stopped typing and looked at Kadenokoji blankly.

That means 'no, and why should I?' Kadenokoji thought.  “Did she give 

you chocolate on Valentines?”
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“As  it  was  a  Sunday,  there  were  no  classes  on  the  fourteenth  of 

February.   However,  on  the  fifteenth  of  February,  Serizawa-san  gave 

chocolates to each male in our class, each male in the Astronomy Club, 

and each of our class' male teachers on Valentine's Day,” Aragaki said.

How dutiful of her.  A model class representative, Kadenokoji thought. 

“Did you give her anything on White Day?”

“As the fourteenth of March was also a Sunday, there were no classes,” 

Aragaki said.

“Okay, what did you give her on the fifteenth?” Kadenokoji asked.

“I gave her the homework assignments from the previous weekend, 

and  a  completed  questionnaire  about  the  lunch  concessions  sales  on-

campus,” Aragaki said.

Figures.  “And did she seem at all annoyed or upset?”

“There was no reason for her to have a negative reaction,” Aragaki 

said.  “I gave her the homework assignments and questionnaire promptly 

when she requested them.”

“That's not what I meant,” Kadenokoji said.

“None  of  the  males  in  our  class  gave  Serizawa-san  any  form  of 

reciprocal gift on White Day,” Aragaki said.  “She did not appear at all 

disappointed by this.   More specifically, it is likely that she understands 

that I do not routinely engage in unimportant customs like the Valentine's 

Day-White Day cycle, as I have on multiple occasions mentioned this to 

her.”

“That's just sad,” Kadenokoji said.  “You know, I feel sorry for her.  She 

buys chocolates for, what?  How many guys were in your class?”
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“There were seventeen male students in our class during that term,” 

Aragaki said.

“She buys chocolates for seventeen guys, and not one of them has the 

common courtesy to even give her a twenty-five-yen marshmallow candy 

on White day?” Kadenokoji shook her head.  “That's just sad.”

“If you are implying I should somehow remedy this state of affairs, 

then I  am uncertain what sort  of remedy you would propose,”  Aragaki 

said.  “White Day was seventy-three days ago.  The next White Day will 

not be for another two hundred ninety-two days.”

I've been trying to make a point of at least saying hello to him every  

day, Serizawa had said that day Kadenokoji had first met Aragaki.  “When 

she says hello to you, what do you say?”

Aragaki just stared at Kadenokoji.

I can imagine him doing that, too.   “I thought so,” Kadenokoji said. 

“Now, tomorrow, when she says hello, just say hello back to her.”

“I can understand humoring you for the sake of building rapport, but 

this is excessive,” Aragaki said.

Kadenokoji  laughed.  “Only you could think that saying 'hello'  to a 

classmate was excessive!”

“As Serizawa-san has already stated that I could rely on her to keep 

up-to-date on missed schoolwork, I fail to see what I could possibly gain 

from this,” Aragaki said.  

“You would gain a friend.  Don't you want to have friends?  Oh, of 

course not,” she said,  before Aragaki could reply.  Taking on a mocking 

tone,  she said,  “You're  the  super  genius  esper  Aragaki  Soichiro.   You're 
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smarter than anybody.  You can rewrite the physics books.  You don't need 

friends.  Friends are for mere humans.”

“If you are trying to provoke an emotional response from me, then 

you have failed,” Aragaki said.  True enough, he did not seem the least bit 

perturbed.

Or the least bit  anything,  Kadenokoji  thought.   “Okay, whatever.   I 

give up.  It's late anyways.”  Standing, she headed to her bedroom.  “Good 

night, Aragaki-kun.”

Just as she was about to close her bedroom door behind her, she heard 

Aragaki  speak:  “It  would  be  preferable  if  you  were  able  to  attain  a 

maximum quality of rest, Kadenokoji-san.”  

Closing  the  door,  Kadenokoji  smiled.   He  never  lets  his  emotions  

surface, but he's no robot.  Just an awkward teenage boy.
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Chapter XIX

“You know, in my third year of junior high, my class took a day trip to tour 

SPring-8,” Kadenokoji  said,  staring  out  the  bullet  train's  window at  the 

rapidly passing hills of the Hyogo prefecture with indifference.  SPring-8 

was one of the three largest synchrotron radiation facilities in the world, 

and it was Aragaki and Kadenokoji's destination on this Saturday morning. 

“It was just a couple years after it was opened up, I think.  We left out early 

one Saturday morning—just like we did today—and then we returned late. 

It was very, very boring day.  Well, it wasn't completely boring.  Right after 

lunch, when we were waiting for the bus to the SPring-8 facility, a couple 

of boys from my class, Ayanami Takuya and Hagiwara...oh, what was his 

name?  Tall boy, dyed his hair blonde...oh, it's been too long.  It doesn't 

matter.  They got into a fight at the bus station when our teacher, Harusaki-

sensei,  was off in the men's room.  They were both delinquents, always 

acting tough and picking fights with anyone.  Nakamura-kun, our class rep
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—he was really cute; just about every girl in our class had a crush on him—

he usually tried to break them up when they started fighting, but not that 

day.  He just stood and watched like the rest of us until Harusaki-sensei 

returned.  The moment Sensei appeared, Ayanami and Hagiwara—I think 

his name was Daisuke.  Or was it Daichi?  It was Dai-something, I'm pretty 

sure—anyways, they just pretended like nothing was going on, even though 

they  were  all  dirty  and  their  uniforms  messed  up  and  Ayanami  had  a 

bloody nose.  Harusaki-sensei never realized what was going on.  And why 

does it feel like I'm talking to myself?  Probably because I am, because I 

have this sneaking suspicion you aren't listening to a word I say.”

Aragaki sat next to her on the bullet train, reviewing a document full 

of  tables  of  numerical  values  that  meant  nothing  to  Kadenokoji  on  his 

Toughbook laptop.  “I have heard everything you have said.”

Kadenokoji  decided  not  to  press  the  matter.   With  Aragaki  still 

attending school, she had correctly guessed that they would be working on 

the  weekends.   It  did  not  bother  her  too  much—when she  had been at 

Ikebukuro Police Station, she often took unpopular shifts like nights and 

weekends.   But  I  wasn't  expecting  him  to  wake  me  up  at  four  in  the  

morning for a trip to halfway across the country to the middle of Kansai.  

This better be one amazing experiment.

On  the  first  leg  of  their  trip  from  Tokyo  Station  on  the  Tokaido 

Shinkansen, Aragaki had explained the rationale behind the trip.  One of 

the researchers he collaborated with,  a certain Doctor Kitahara Shinichi, 

was  conducting  an  experiment  on  the  small-scale  structure  of  the 

hecatonchires musk.  The musk was not comprised of normal matter: it did 
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not  consist  of  any  chemical  element  found  in  nature,  nor  were  its 

constituent particles recognized by modern physics.   As best Kadenokoji 

understood it, Doctor Kitahara's experiment would use the SPring-8 facility 

to create powerful x-rays, which would bombard the musk samples, and 

hopefully  gleam some insight  to  the  nature  of  whatever  it  consisted  of. 

Similar experiments had been done before, but with lower-powered x-rays. 

This would be the first time synchrotron radiation energies in the hundreds 

of kiloelectronvolts would be used.

The  only  real  shock  was  when  Kadenokoji  learned  that  Doctor 

Kitahara had contacted Aragaki back in early April, inviting him out to the 

experiment.  He knew about this weeks in advance, and he waits until eight  

o'clock the Friday night before to mention it?  Unbelievable.   Kadenokoji 

had  insisted  Aragaki  inform  her  of  all  of  his  major  appointments  and 

operational plans, which she recorded in her phone's organizer.

“So, at Aioi Station, we pick up the rental car from Orix,” Kadenokoji 

said.  “Since we're not taking the bus, and the experiment doesn't start until 

this afternoon, why don't we get an early lunch somewhere there in town 

before heading up to SPring-8?”

“If you require sustenance, then a delay of up to one hour for that 

purpose would be acceptable,” Aragaki said.

It occurred to Kadenokoji that she had never seen him eat anything. 

“You're  going  to  be  requiring  sustenance,  too.   I  know you didn't  have 

anything this morning.”

“I do not require any form of sustenance,” Aragaki said.
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Kadenokoji shook her head.  “Come on, talk like a normal person.  Just 

say, 'I'm not hungry'.”

“That  would  not  accurately  express  the  information  I  intend  to 

convey,” Aragaki said.  

Kadenokoji  was  pretty  sure  she  understood  what  he  said,  but  she 

feigned a lack of comprehension.  “And I'm pretty sure whatever you just 

said  didn't  accurately  express  the  information  you  were  intending  to 

convey,  either.   This  is  a  big  part  of  why  you  have  so  much  trouble 

interacting with people, Aragaki-kun.”

“If what you say is true, then I will benefit greatly in my operations 

from your services as an assistant,” Aragaki said.

Kadenokoji sighed.  I guess it just isn't that easy to get through to him. 

“You're welcome.”

“Aragaki-san,  I  am so  glad you were  able  to  come here  today,”  Doctor 

Kitahara said, with only the slightest hint of a Kansai accent in his voice.

Kadenokoji  and  Aragaki  had  been  waiting  in  the  lounge  at  the 

SPring-8 Visitor Center for nearly a half-hour, waiting for Kitahara to get 

free.  Even though she had toured the facility before, Kadenokoji recognized 

almost nothing of it.  

Doctor Kitahara was in his fifties, his balding hair almost as white as 

his  lab coat.   He bowed deeply to Aragaki,  who just  stood there in the 

lounge like a statue.
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Oh, Aragaki-kun, can't you just bow? Kadenokoji bowed in his place. 

“Please  excuse  his  manners,  Doctor.   I'm  Aragaki-san's  assistant, 

Kadenokoji Takako of the Paranormal Operations Section.  Here's my card.”

She offered one of the business cards Ishihara had ordered for her, and 

Doctor Kitahara took it with both hands.  “Ah, thank you.”  

“You  may  brief  me  on  the  details  of  this  afternoon's  experiment,” 

Aragaki said.

“Why, certainly.  Let's head up to my office,” Doctor Kitahara said, and 

led them out of the lounge.

What  little  Kadenokoji  could  remember  from  her  college  science 

classes was not at all sufficient to allow her to understand the following 

conversation between particle physicist and esper, and so she just followed 

behind them, smiling and nodding periodically, pretending she did.  

The time of the experiment kept on getting pushed back throughout the 

afternoon,  and  it  was  almost  six  p.m.  before  Doctor  Kitahara  finally 

declared that they were almost ready to prepare to begin.  In an observation 

room  adjacent  to  one  of  the  synchrotron's  beamlines—whatever  a 

'beamline'  is,  Kadenokoji  thought—seventeen  researchers  and  one  esper 

hovered  around  one  smallish  monitor  at  the  end  of  the  room,  talking 

excitedly about  'structural  analysis'  and 'polarizations',  while  Kadenokoji 

stood back, trying not to look too bored.

Yeah, this place hasn't changed, she thought, stifling a yawn.  When 

are the boys going to start fighting again?

“I don't understand what they're on about, either.”
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Kadenokoji turned to see a heavyset young man had walked up beside 

her.   He was Asian,  but not Japanese,  a centimeter or two shorter than 

herself, wearing a SPring-8 faculty photo identification clipped to his lapel, 

holding  two  polystyrene  cups  of  tea,  the  oval-and-swirl  logo  of  the 

synchrotron printed on their sides.  With a friendly smile, he offered her 

one of them.  “Tea?” 

“Thanks,” Kadenokoji said, accepting the cup.  She took a sip—kind of  

bland,  she  thought—and  then  introduced  herself:  “Kadenokoji,  Tokyo 

Metropolitan Police.”

“Xu,  IT Department,”  the man said,  bowing slightly.   By his name, 

Kadenokoji guessed he was at least partly Chinese.  “A police officer, huh? 

We don't  get  many police officers  here,  and certainly none as pretty as 

you.”

Kadenokoji could not help but smile at Xu's shameless flattery.   He 

certainly did not look like the typical 'player', but he had the same smooth 

confidence.  “You're not a physicist?”

Xu shook his head.  “Programmer.  Doctor Kitahara pulled me in to 

write some simulation software.  It's a pity they had to wait until Saturday 

to run this experiment.  We could be out at a party right now.”

I'd be willing to bet he's going to ask me out before all is said and done, 

Kadenokoji  thought.   While  Xu struck  her  as  friendly  enough,  she  had 

given up going out with guys she barely knew her second year in college. 

But fortunately... “Well, I would ask you to show me around, but after this 

experiment we've got to take the Shinkansen back to Tokyo.”
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“Aw, that's a shame,” Xu said.  “Maybe they'll delay things some more, 

and you'll be stuck here?”

“Maybe.”  Kadenokoji knew the last bullet train for Tokyo left  Aioi 

Station at four minutes after ten o'clock, but Aragaki had specifically stated 

that he would prefer to return to Tokyo today.  Which means staying in 

Aioi overnight is not an option.  Thank goodness.

There was a stir among Doctor Kitahara and the other researchers, and 

Xu sighed.  “I guess it's not my lucky day,” he said, winking at Kadenokoji. 

“Looks like they're about to start.”

“Okay everyone, we're ready,” Doctor Kitahara said.   “Commencing 

bombardment of sample alpha in ten seconds.”

Xu pointed to a monitor, on which Kadenokoji could see some of the 

high-tech devices that were being used for this experiment.  “The sample is 

back there,” Xu said, pointing.  Kadenokoji leaned over the monitor for a 

better look, but stopped as she felt Xu's arm reaching around her waist.  She 

turned to glare at him, but he was watching the screen, a wide grin on his 

face.  “Any second now we should see a blue beam coming from—”

The room was filled with the cacophonous sound of the emergency 

alarms going off.  “Shut it down!” Doctor Kitahara ordered.

Kadenokoji  pushed  Xu  off  of  herself  and  walked  over  to  Aragaki. 

“What's happening?”

“The moment the beam activated, there appeared to be a spike in the 

radiation levels throughout the bombardment room,” Aragaki said.  He did 

not raise his voice over the sound of the alarms, and Kadenokoji had to lean 
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close  to  him  to  hear.   “Also,  a  number  of  the  particle  detectors  have 

stopped transmitting, likely due to being damaged.”

“Doctor!   Look!” one of the researchers said,  pointing to one of the 

camera feeds from the bombardment room.

Doctor Kitahara gasped when he saw the screen.  Kadenokoji, walking 

up behind him, looked over the researcher's shoulder, only to see on the 

screen the synchrotron components twisting in upon themselves, only to be 

replaced by an all-too-familiar orange and blue form.  “A hecatonchires!” 

Doctor  Kitahara  breathed,  as  tentacles  reached  forth  from the  writhing 

mass.  Picking up a red handset from one of the terminals, Doctor Kitahara 

shouted into it, “This is Kitahara—there's a hecatonchires in Beamline Zero 

Four B One!  Yes, I've seen it myself!  Just signal the evacuation!”

Slamming the handset down, Doctor Kitahara turned to his research 

team.  “Everybody out!  Go, go, go!”

As the scientists all  began scurrying out,  the alarm finally silenced, 

only to be replaced by an even more urgent one, accompanied by a very 

polite woman's voice saying, “All personnel in the north sector beamlines 

should evacuate the facility at once.  A hecatonchires has been sighted in 

Beamline  Zero  Four  B One.   I  repeat,  all  personnel  in the  north  sector 

beamlines should evacuate at once.  The synchrotron will be taken off-line 

immediately.  All  personnel  in  other  sectors  should  terminate  their 

operations immediately and evacuate.  I repeat, a hecatonchires has been 

sighted...”
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Chapter XX

“How  did  a  squid  get  in  here?”  Kadenokoji  asked,  following  Aragaki 

through the beamline facility.  Unlike virtually everyone else, they were not 

evacuating.  Aragaki was leading them towards the bombardment chamber 

where the hecatonchires had appeared.

“It is likely the hecatonchires entered on a hyper-dimensional axis,” 

Aragaki  said.   “There  is  a  strong  possibility  that  Doctor  Kitahara's 

experiment somehow caused the hecatonchires to appear here.”

“Nobody said anything like this might happen!” Kadenokoji said, and 

then  she  turned  to  the  heavyset  programmer  who  was  following  them. 

“And you need to evacuate!”

“I've never seen a hecatonchires before,” Xu said.  “Besides, I can't let a 

cute girl like you get hurt.”

“You're in danger here,” Kadenokoji said.  

“So are you,” Xu said.
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Doesn't he have any sense?  “I'm Metro Police!” Kadenokoji shouted at 

him.

“I don't  think you've got jurisdiction here,”  Xu said with a nervous 

smile.  “Come on, I just want to watch.”

Aragaki  stopped walking so suddenly that Kadenokoji  bumped into 

him, and Xu almost bumped into her.  Turning to Xu, Aragaki said, in his 

characteristic monotone, “There is a strong possibility that you may prove 

to  be  a  fatal  distraction  to  Kadenokoji-san.   It  does  not  concern  me 

whether or not you place your own existence at risk, but if you cause any 

level of harm to come to Kadenokoji-san, then I will kill you.”

Xu laughed.  “You're joking, kid.”

Aragaki just stared at him.

Xu turned to Kadenokoji. “He's joking, right?”

Kadenokoji shook her head.  “Does he look like he's joking?”

Xu looked back to Aragaki, then to Kadenokoji, then back to Aragaki, 

and finally laughed nervously.   “Ah, well,  yeah, I  guess I'll,  ah,  see you 

later...”  And then he turned and ran back the way they had came.

As  he  disappeared  through  some  doors  thirty  or  so  meters  back, 

Aragaki  turned  and  continued  towards  the  bombardment  chamber. 

Walking at his right, Kadenokoji matched his pace.   “You really wouldn't 

have killed him, would you?”

“Retributive punishment would have served no purpose had injury 

occurred  to  you,”  Aragaki  said.  “However,  the  threat  of  violence  was 

necessary to persuade him to leave.   You should prepare yourself.   The 

distance to the hecatonchires is diminishing rapidly.”
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“Don't you think we should wait for backup?” Kadenokoji asked.

“In order to minimize both casualties and damage to this facility, we 

should locate and engage the hecatonchires immediately,”  Aragaki said. 

“This is exactly the reason that the Paranormal Operations Section exists.”

“Right,” Kadenokoji said, and drew the USP from her purse.  Didn't  

snag it this time! she thought with a small degree of pride as she pulled 

back the slide, loading a round into the chamber.

“Even if  collateral  damage was not  a factor,  it  is  not  a reasonable 

option to allow the hecatonchires to remain unopposed, as this could have 

serious repercussions in the space-time continuum.  If the hecatonchires 

approaches  us,  then  we  will  withdraw  through  the  corridor  we  came 

through,” Aragaki said.  “You should stay one meter behind me and focus 

your fire on its tentacles so as to slow or immobilize it.  I can only use my 

ability against it if it is virtually stationary.”

“I'm  not  sure  if  I  can,  by  myself—I've  only  got  three  magazines,” 

Kadenokoji said, slowing her pace to fall in behind Aragaki and to his side, 

leaving a clear path to fire around him.

“I  recommend you carry  more  ammunition in  the  future,”  Aragaki 

said.

That doesn't really help me right now.  Kadenokoji stuck her tongue 

out at him.  

Twenty meters ahead of them, the concrete wall began to crack, and 

tentacles as big as Kadenokoji's  waist began sliding through the hairline 

cracks.  Kadenokoji closed one eye and brought the USP up in both hands, 

aiming for the center of the largest tentacle, but without any forewarning, 
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the tentacles were engulfed in a green blaze as Aragaki used his powers. 

“You should not fire at this time.”

“Right!” Kadenokoji said, but she did not lower her aim. 

Aragaki's pyrokinetic display set off the fire suppression system in the 

hallway, and in seconds they were both drenched by the water sprinklers 

above  their  heads.   But  water  did  little  to  ablate  his  attack  on  the 

hecatonchires, and after a few more seconds, the tentacles withdrew into 

the wall, leaving only a thick film of musk behind.  

Aragaki  began  stepping  away  from  the  the  cracked  wall,  and 

Kadenokoji followed his lead, staying behind him and to one side.

The  wall  completely  collapsed  into  the  hall  as  the  hecatonchires 

pushed itself  through and into  the  hallway,  its  tentacles  reaching  in all 

directions for something to latch on to.  “Aragaki!” Kadenokoji shouted, and 

began firing at the closest tentacles.  At least half of her shots missed, but 

each tentacle she hit released its grip and twisted away, morphing into an 

eye or disappearing altogether.  As the slide of the USP locked back on the 

emptied magazine, the hecatonchires had stopped moving for long enough 

that Aragaki could manifest his fire again.

This time, the entire hecatonchires was immolated, the heat vaporizing 

the water from the sprinklers into steam that mixed with the hecatonchires' 

musk  to  form  a  thick,  foul-smelling  cloud,  which  blocked  Kadenokoji's 

vision.  The flames disappeared, and as the cloud cleared a little, Kadenokoji 

could not see any trace of the hecatonchires.  “Where'd it go?” she asked, 

and then coughed.
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“It could only have withdrawn into the chamber on the other side of 

this wall,” Aragaki said.  “You should use this time to reload your weapon.”

Remembering Oishi's advice, Kadenokoji kept her pistol aimed in the 

direction of the collapsed wall as she removed the spent magazine.  Until  

you get better at this, keep the gun up where you can see it without taking  

your  eyes  off  what's  going  on,  he  had  told  her.   Dumping  the  empty 

magazine in her purse, she grabbed a loaded one, turned it forward and 

right-side-up,  and  slammed  it  into  the  USP's  magazine  well  with  a 

satisfying click.  Not very fast, but it works, Kadenokoji thought as she hit 

the slide release, and a second click as she released the slide announced that 

her USP was ready to fire.  “I'm ready.”

“You should move to the opposite side of the hallway,” Aragaki said, 

pointing.

Kadenokoji  moved  to  where  Aragaki  pointed,  keeping  the  USP 

covering the gaping hole in the wall.  Beyond was a room full of equipment 

of  design and use  unknown to  her,  but  Kadenokoji  did  not  waste  time 

trying to figure it out.  Leaning over to look up at the room's ceiling, she 

pushed her waterlogged hair out of her face with her left  hand, quickly 

returning it to the USP.  She was glad the USP's grip was rough; otherwise, 

it would have been difficult to hold securely with her wet hands.  “I don't 

see it.”

Aragaki moved to the hole, and leaned in, scanning all directions.  “It 

has bored a tunnel through the walls,”  he said,  stepping into the room. 

“You should follow me.”
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“I'm right behind you,” she said.  The sprinklers in the room had not 

been triggered, and Kadenokoji and Aragaki left a trail of water as they 

moved through it.

From beyond the  collapsed  wall  on  the  opposite  side  of  the  room, 

tentacles  sprang forth,  and before either of  them could react,  they were 

wrapped around Aragaki's legs.  In the blink of an eye, Aragaki was pulled 

to the ground, and then yanked through the hole in the wall so hard he was 

slammed against  the ceiling,  shattering a row of florescent  lights  before 

dropping to the ground amidst a rain of glass.

“Aragaki!” Kadenokoji shouted as she started to run towards the boy's 

crumpled form, but the hecatonchires pulled itself  forward, blocking her 

path.  As it laboriously pulled itself towards her, she fired blindly, backing 

away as fast as she could, but she stumbled across the rubble.  Landing on 

her back in the waterlogged hallway, she fired the last round in the second 

magazine,  and  then  began  frantically  pushing  herself  away  from  the 

relentlessly approaching hecatonchires.

From behind her in the hallway, she heard the sharp crack of gunfire. 

Turning, she saw a couple of the SPring-8 facility security officers wielding 

Howa  assault  rifles.   Kadenokoji  flattened  herself  to  the  floor  as  they 

continued firing.

The  hecatonchires,  drawn  by  their  attacks,  pulled  itself  over 

Kadenokoji.   She  cowered  in  a  ball  as  the  hecatonchires  slid  over  her, 

covering her with the vile musk.  As it pulled itself off of her in its pursuit 

of the security officers, Kadenokoji kicked at it, operating only by instinct, 

and then scrambled back towards where Aragaki was.
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The  fumes  of  the  musk  finally  proved  too  much  for  her;  as  she 

crawling on the floor, she vomited.  “Aragaki-kun!” she cried out, not able 

to focus on the floor centimeters in front of her face; somewhere in the 

fracas she had lost her right contact lenses.  I'm panicking,  she realized. 

No, no, no, no!  I'm his partner, he's hurt, he needs me right now, I can't  

panic, I can't panic, I can't panic, I can't panic—

Crawling  along  the  floor  half-blind,  she  bumped  into  something. 

Looking  up,  she  saw it  was  Aragaki's  leg.   He  stood  over  her,  looking 

expressionlessly  towards  the  sound  of  gunfire  behind  Kadenokoji. 

“Aragaki-kun!” she breathed.

“You should take a moment to calm down, Kadenokoji-san,” Aragaki 

said.

“Calm down?”  That thing almost killed me!  I'm covered in squid snot  

and he wants me to calm down!  Kadenokoji slumped over on the floor, 

laughing hysterically.

“Kadenokoji-san, you should pull yourself together with all reasonable 

haste,”  Aragaki  said.   “I  am injured  beyond  my ability  to  immediately 

regenerate.  I need your assistance in order to pursue the hecatonchires.”

Aragaki's impossibly unperturbed voice pulled Kadenokoji back from 

her hysteria.  Looking up at him, she saw that he was holding himself up 

against one of the counters, his left leg broken, and his right arm hanging 

limp at his side.  Shards of glass were embedded in the side of his face.

He's not bleeding, Kadenokoji realized.  

“We need to stop the hecatonchires,” Aragaki said.

“But...you're hurt...” Kadenokoji said.
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“I am not experiencing any pain,” Aragaki said.  “However, I cannot 

move under my own power at this time.  You will need to support my 

weight.”

Kadenokoji hesitated.

Aragaki  waited for  what seemed like an eternity,  and as it  became 

obvious Kadenokoji was not able to reply, he said, “If you would help me 

stop the hecatonchires, then I will engage in conversation with Serizawa-

san at least once per day while school is in session.”

For  a  moment,  Kadenokoji  thought  she  had heard  him wrong,  but 

then, realizing that Aragaki had, indeed, said what she thought he had, she 

could do nothing but laugh at the ridiculousness of it.  What a time to think 

of  something  like  that!  Of  all  the  things  he  might  have  said  to  spur 

Kadenokoji to action, she would never have guessed he might say that.  “Is 

that all you can say?” she said.

Aragaki just stared at her blankly.

Kadenokoji stopped with a sudden realization: He's desperate.  He has  

to pursue the hecatonchires, but he can't walk right now.  He needs my help,  

but he doesn't have a clue how to interact with me, or what to say to inspire  

me.  As stupid as it sounded, that was all he could come up with.  He needs 

my help.  I can't let him down.  We're both Metro Police; we're a team.  And  

I've never given up—no stupid squid is going to keep me down! 

Kadenokoji nodded, clenching her jaw.  She loaded her last magazine 

into the USP, fumbling only slightly, and then turned her back to Aragaki. 

Squatting down, she held her arms back. “Come on, piggyback.  It's  the 

fastest way.”
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Chapter XXI

“You  know,  if  I'd  have  known  you  were  this  heavy,  I  wouldn't  have 

offered,”  Kadenokoji  said,  her  gait  slow  and  somewhat  wobbly  as  she 

carried Aragaki in pursuit of the hecatonchires.  She noticed that Aragaki's 

body was hot, as if he was running a temperature of at least forty degrees, 

but Aragaki had stated that this could be considered normal for him.  

In any case, it was no time to worry about little details like that.  They 

had a hecatonchires to  catch.   At least  it's  easy to track the thing—just  

follow the snot.  Oh, and this crap all over my back is starting to itch, and 

having him putting weight on it isn't helping...  “Ugh.  How much do you 

weigh?”

“My weight, including clothing, is approximately forty-five point eight 

kilograms,”  Aragaki  said.   “From  the  sound  of  gunfire,  I  estimate  the 

hecatonchires is approximately seventy meters ahead of us.”
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Kadenokoji almost lost her footing; looking down, she could see the 

hallway was littered with spent shell casings.  There was, fortunately, no 

sign of the security guards who had fired them.  That means they are smart  

enough  to  keep  away  from  the  squid  and  not  get  caught,  Kadenokoji 

thought.  Unlike us.  Another fusillade of gunfire echoed forth from ahead. 

“So, can you tell how bad you're hurt?”

“The only debilitating injury I have is a fracture of my left tibia, which 

is  preventing  me  from  walking  unassisted.   I  will  have  regenerated  it 

shortly,” Aragaki said.  “There are also fractures in my first, fifth, sixth, and 

seventh  right  ribs,  as  well  as  my  right  clavicle,  and  multiple  fractures 

throughout my right forearm and wrist, but these are of no consequence.  I 

am focusing my regenerative abilities on my left tibia to facilitate further 

operations.”

“So, how long will that take?” Kadenokoji asked as she picked her way 

through  an  ruined  office  that  had  both  walls  demolished  by  the 

hecatonchires.

“I  should  have  regained basic  use  of  my leg  within  two minutes,” 

Aragaki  said.   “You  should  set  me  down  here.”   Kadenokoji  gingerly 

lowered Aragaki into one of the office chairs.  “You should proceed ahead 

to gain the assistance of the security forces in pushing the hecatonchires 

towards me.  As soon as I am able to move, I will rendezvous with you. 

Once  the  hecatonchires  gets  within  my  line-of-sight,  you  should 

immobilize it.  I will handle the rest.”

Kadenokoji smiled.  “You know, you're pretty confident for a kid.”
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Reaching up to pull a piece of glass the length of his finger out of his 

cheek, Aragaki said, “You should proceed immediately.”

She did not bother asking Aragaki if he would be all right by himself; 

she knew the answer.  “Okay.” 

Now unburdened, Kadenokoji hastened towards the sounds of gunfire 

through the meandering tunnel the hecatonchires had created through the 

walls of the facility, her free hand twisted behind her back in a futile effort 

to  alleviate  the  maddening  itching  sensation.   Don't  get  caught  in  the  

crossfire, she told herself.

She  caught  a  glimpse  of  the  hecatonchires,  and ducked into  a  side 

corridor, running as fast as she could to get ahead of it.  Rounding a corner, 

she saw security guards, now augmented with local police officers, firing 

their weapons down a parallel hallway—no doubt where the hecatonchires 

was.  “Paranormal Operations!” Kadenokoji shouted at them, holding up her 

badge.  “Shoot its eyes!  We got to push it back that way!”

“Lady, get out of here!” one of the police officers shouted.

Kadenokoji ran up beside them.  The hecatonchires was just around 

the  corner,  only  about  ten  meters  ahead  of  them.   “Look,  I'm  with 

Paranormal Operations Section!  There's  a state esper back there,  but he 

can't move!  We've got to push the squid to him!”

“The esper's here already?” the officer said.

“Yes!” Kadenokoji said.  “Everybody!  Aim for the eyes!”

Only thirteen shots left, Kadenokoji thought as she closed one eye and 

raised her pistol to aim at the largest of the hecatonchires eyes she could 

see.  Firing twice, she hit one eye.  She could not tell  how accurate the 
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guards and the police officers were, but certainly the hecatonchires pulled 

itself away from them.  “Yes!  Keep it up!”

“I'm out!” one of the guards said, having fired the last round from his 

rifle.

“We need backup!” the police officer shouted.

“Fall back!” the other one said.

“No!  Keep pushing it!” Kadenokoji said, holding her ground.  Three 

more controlled shots exploded a vivid purple eye the size of a soccer ball in 

a brackish mist.  The dangling bits of flesh shifted into smaller eyes and 

shorter tentacles, leaving no evidence of Kadenokoji's marksmanship, but 

the hecatonchires pulled itself another meter or two away from them.

“We can't hold out here any longer!” the police officer said, pulling on 

Kadenokoji's arm.

She  shrugged  him off.   Another  round  she  fired,  and  another  eye 

destroyed, but then her next two shots missed.  She had no idea how many 

rounds were left—with everything going on, it was not possible for her to 

keep  count—but  she  knew  it  was  not  nearly  enough  to  force  the 

hecatonchires to move all the way back to where Aragaki could engage it 

by herself.

But it  looks like I'll  have to manage somehow,  Kadenokoji  thought, 

glancing around.  The police and security guards had ran off; she was alone 

in the hallway with the hecatonchires.  Kadenokoji kept firing at it until the 

slide of the USP locked back.  I'm out.  What can I do now?

One thing's for sure: I'm not giving up.  As the hecatonchires slowly 

started her way again, Kadenokoji backed away, not taking her eyes off it 
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for a second.  She dumped the empty pistol into her purse, and frantically 

searched for something within that might help her.  With some gifts from 

Oishi's  collection  of  old  gear,  the  purse  was  now loaded  with  a  small 

inventory of law enforcement devices, none of which seemed particularly 

useful.  Pepper spray?—useless.  Handcuffs?—yeah, right.  Flashlight—no.  

Multitool?—no.  Leather gloves?—no 

Baton?  Kadenokoji  could  not  see  how Oishi's  old  Asp  telescoping 

tactical baton would help her, but it was the only thing that had any chance 

of doing anything to the hecatonchires.  Maybe if it grabs me I can hit it  

and make it let go, she thought, extending the baton to its full length of 

fifty centimeters, but I'm not getting anywhere near it if I can avoid it.

As  the  hecatonchires  advanced,  Kadenokoji  kept  back,  keeping  a 

healthy distance from it, holding the baton at the ready.  I've got to get it  

moving back towards Aragaki-kun.  How?  

Kadenokoji's  retreat  was  stopped  as  she  backed  into  a  doorway. 

Quickly,  she turned to open it,  but  as  she extended her hand,  the  door 

opened, she stumbled through, running into a gangly young man of maybe 

twenty,  who  carried  a  stubby  but  thoroughly  menacing-looking 

submachine gun of a type Kadenokoji had never seen before, a backpack 

slung over one shoulder. 

“Shit!” he shouted, pushing Kadenokoji to one side as he brought his 

submachine gun to bear on the hecatonchires, which was scarcely arm's 

length away.  He fired a long full-automatic burst into the hecatonchires' 

torso; the hecatonchires slowed, giving them time to fall back to a much 
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safer distance.  The man turned to Kadenokoji.  “Hyogo Prefectural Police, 

Paranormal Operations Section!  You get out of here!”

Kadenokoji could now see his badge, clipped to his belt.  She held up 

her own.  “Tokyo Metro Paranormal Ops!  We got to push that thing back 

that way!” she demanded, pointing off to where she had left Aragaki.

“No way!  We contain it here—my partner will be here soon,” he said. 

He spoke with a thick Kansai accent.  “She can't kill it, but she can contain 

it until the army gets here!”

“My partner is back that way!” Kadenokoji said.  “He can kill it!  But 

he's got a broke leg—we've got to push it to him!”

Blinding  white  lightning  arced  over  Kadenokoji's  head,  hitting  the 

hecatonchires squarely.  Involuntarily, Kadenokoji ducked; the young man 

with the submachine gun ducked as well.  “Shit, Naomi-chan!”

Looking back, Kadenokoji saw a young woman who scarcely looked 

older than Aragaki approaching.  She wore all dark colors: midnight blue 

pant suit, black overcoat, black shoes.  One hand she kept in her pocket; the 

other one, gloved, pointed towards the hecatonchires, and it was from the 

tip of her index finger that the arc of lightning emanated.  Her expression, 

like Aragaki's, was utterly blank.  Another esper.

Glancing at Kadenokoji, the girl said, “You will tell me the name of the 

state esper who is your partner.”

“Aragaki Soichiro,” Kadenokoji said.  “We're from Tokyo Metro—” 

The arc of lightning ended, and the girl lowered her arm.  “Miyaguchi-

kun, you will provide suppressive fire immediately.”
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Slapping a fresh magazine into the top of his submachine gun—what 

an odd configuration, Kadenokoji thought—the young man nodded.  “Yes, 

ma'am!” he said,  and resumed firing, this time two or three rounds at a 

time.

Looking down at the baton in Kadenokoji's hand, the girl said, “Impact 

weapons are a highly suboptimal choice for a human when engaging a 

hecatonchires.”

Same lifeless voice, same blank stare, same stilted speech.  You'd get  

along great with Aragaki-kun!  “I'm out of ammo!”

“Here!”  Miyaguchi  said.   He  slung  his  backpack  off  and  slid  it  to 

Kadenokoji before resuming fire.  “You carry a USP40, right?”

“Yeah!”  Kadenokoji  said.   Opening  the  backpack,  she  was  instantly 

reminded of all the things she carried in her purse—the backpack was the 

same way, except there was a lot more ammunition.  There were a half-

dozen, long, clear magazines for Miyaguchi's submachine gun, as well as a 

number of more familiar magazines for a USP.  

Collapsing  the  baton,  she  traded  it  for  her  USP,  and  took  two  of 

Miyaguchi's pistol magazines.  Loading one, she tucked the other into the 

front  of  her  waistband,  and  then  grabbed  one  of  the  submachine  gun 

magazines.  Shouldering the backpack—oh, this is heavy—she turned to the 

esper.  “We got to push that thing towards Aragaki-kun!”

“I will be able to resume function in approximately forty seconds,” she 

said.  “Miyaguchi-kun will coordinate with you.”

“All right!” Kadenokoji said.  Moving up beside Miyaguchi, she tapped 

him on the arm with the magazine to his submachine gun.  “I'll cover you 
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when you reload!  We got to make it go back that way!  Hit it in the eyes to 

push it!”

“I  know,  I  know!” Miyaguchi  said,  and then grabbed the magazine. 

“Reloading!  Cover me!”

Kadenokoji  brought  the USP up and began firing as  quickly as  she 

could while still aiming.  Half her shots still missed their mark, impacting 

the hecatonchires in its torso to little effect, but while it was not moving 

away as fast as it did under Miyaguchi's barrage, she was still pushing it 

back.  The USP's slide locked back again.  “I'm out!”

Miyaguchi raised the submachine gun to his shoulder.  “I'm up—”

Before he could fire, the girl esper renewed her assault.  Another bolt 

of lightning crackled through the air beside them, and Miyaguchi stumbled 

into Kadenokoji.  “Watch it!” Kadenokoji shouted.

“Sorry!” Miyaguchi said.

Kadenokoji  saw  that  the  esper's  attack  was  doing  nothing  to  the 

hecatonchires other than stopping its movement.  “Focus on the eyes!”

“She can't!” Miyaguchi said.  “No fine control—we've tried it.  We gotta 

pin it down until the army shows up!”

“I'm telling you, we got to get it closer to Aragaki!” Kadenokoji said.

The lightning ended; the girl esper's arm lowered.  “You will resume 

directed fire against the hecatonchires.”

Miyaguchi continued firing.   “Self-Defense Force has the big guns—

rocket  launchers  and stuff!”  he  shouted in  between  short  bursts  of  fire. 

“They even have flamethrowers!  We should wait for them!”
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In  the  hallway  behind  the  hecatonchires,  Kadenokoji  saw  Aragaki 

approach.  She smiled.   “You wanna see a flamethrower?  Stop it  in its 

tracks!”

“There's a kid back there!” Miyaguchi said, unwilling to risk firing.

“Aragaki-kun, take cover!” Kadenokoji shouted.

“That  will  not  be  necessary,”  the  girl  esper  behind them said,  and 

another  bolt  of  lightning  from her  fingertip  nailed  the  hecatonchires  in 

place for a moment.

Of  course,  a  moment  was  all  Aragaki  needed.   Instantly  the 

hecatonchires was engulfed in flames, and Kadenokoji and Miyaguchi were 

both forced to step back at the wave of heat.  The girl esper ended her arc of 

lightning a half-second before the fire sprinklers engaged.  Steam filled the 

hallway, obscuring all vision.

And then, Kadenokoji felt no more heat.  Waving her hand in an effort 

to sweep away the foul-smelling steam, she saw that the hallway was clear. 

Only the four  Paranormal Operations  Section agents  remained,  standing 

there in the hallway getting thoroughly soaked in the downpour from the 

fire sprinklers.
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Miyaguchi snapped his cell phone shut.  “Self-Defense Force will be here in 

another ten.  They need a damn rapid-deployment team, or something.”

The four of them sat in a conference room not far from where they had 

made their stand against  the hecatonchires.   The girl  esper and Aragaki 

both  sat  at  the  conference  table,  ramrod-straight  in  their  chairs,  while 

Miyaguchi sat atop the table, his submachine gun in his lap.  Kadenokoji 

paced  back  and  forth,  alternating  between  trying  to  scratch  where  the 

hecatonchires musk had gotten on her and trying to ignore it, neither with 

much  success.   “I  think  Paranormal  Ops  is  supposed  to  be  the  rapid-

deployment team.”

“Yeah, I never thought of it like that.” Now that things had calmed 

down a  little,  his  Kansai  accent  was  a  lot  less  pronounced.   Miyaguchi 

reached for his backpack, and said, “You want some aloe?  I got some in 

here.  Works great on the musk itch.”
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“Oh,  thank  you,  thank  you,”  Kadenokoji  said.   “I  thought  it  was 

eucalyptus, though.”

Miyaguchi tossed her the bottle of aloe lotion.  “Aloe always works for 

me.  It won't get the musk off your skin—it's going to be on your for a 

couple days before it all wears off—but it'll soothe the itch a little.”

When the hecatonchires had slid over her,  it  had covered her back, 

legs, and one arm with the musk.  Itch or no itch, Kadenokoji was not about 

to strip off, so she contented herself with applying the aloe to her arm and 

lower back, which she could reach without taking her shirt off.  “The musk 

comes off pretty quick if you use a cosmetic cleaner with eucalyptus in it.”

“Really?” Miyaguchi said.  “Never heard that one.  It works?”

Kadenokoji nodded.  “Like a charm.  That's some better, thanks.  Ah, 

well,  we  weren't  really  properly  introduced.   We're  from  the  Tokyo 

Metropolitan  Police  Paranormal  Operations  Section—this  is  Aragaki 

Soichiro, state esper, and I'm Kadenokoji Takako, his assistant.  Pleased to 

meet you.”

“Likewise.   We're  Hyogo Prefectural  Police,  Paranormal  Operations. 

This is Hasegawa Naomi,” Miyaguchi said, gesturing to the esper girl, who 

just sat there motionlessly.

Just like Aragaki-kun.

Miyaguchi finished the introduction: “And I'm Miyaguchi Koji.  What 

were you doing all the way out here?”

“Some  experiment  they  had  going  on  with  a  sample  of  the 

hecatonchires musk and some x-rays and stuff,” Kadenokoji said.  “Particle 

physics isn't my specialty.”
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“Me, neither,” Miyaguchi said with a smile.  “If I'd have been into that 

sort of thing, I'd have gone to Tokyo U instead of joining the Self-Defense 

Force.  That's where I got scouted for this gig—I only transferred into the 

prefectural police back in November.”

Kadenokoji was shocked to hear this.  “You could have gone to Tokyo 

University and didn't?” 

Miyaguchi shrugged.  “I can't stand sitting in a classroom all day.  I'd 

rather be doing something, you know?  Besides, if I'd have gone to college, 

I'd be missing all this!” he said, gesturing widely.

Kadenokoji  laughed.   “I  don't  know.   I'd  almost  rather  be  back  in 

college right now.”

“So, where'd you go?” Miyaguchi asked.  “To college, I mean.”

“Tokyo  Metropolitan  University,”  Kadenokoji  said.   “Majored  in 

business.”

“So why join the Tokyo Police?” Miyaguchi asked.  “You could be in a 

clean and dry in a cushy office somewhere.”

Kadenokoji shrugged.  She was still soaking wet, she had hecatonchires 

musk all over her, she was so exhausted she could barely stand up but so 

worked up from the day's events that she couldn't sit still.  “What, and miss 

all the fun?”

They both laughed at  that.   Kadenokoji  felt  a sense of camaraderie 

with Miyaguchi—they were both in the exact same line of work.

Miyaguchi leaned over and lightly punched Hasegawa on the shoulder. 

“Hey, big sis—you can join in the fun, too!”
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“Kadenokoji-san's  comment  was  very  humorous,”  Hasegawa  said, 

neither her expression nor her tone of voice changing one iota.   “It  has 

increased my level of  happiness significantly.”

Kadenokoji looked up at Miyaguchi doubtfully, and he just shrugged. 

“I taught her to say that.  No sense of humor, these espers.”

“Yeah,  I  know,”  Kadenokoji  said,  glancing  back  at  Aragaki 

momentarily.  “You call her 'big sis'?”

Miyaguchi nodded.  “She don't look it, but she turned twenty-nine last 

November,  right after  I  signed up.  Espers  don't  age.   You didn't  know 

that?”

Kadenokoji shook her head.  Miyaguchi was right—Hasegawa might 

pass for fifteen years old, tops—but she was not surprised to find that the 

girl was, in fact, older than her.  Turning to Aragaki, she asked, “So, why do 

you still go to school?”

“It  is  required  by  law for  all  youths  to  complete  lower-secondary 

education,” Aragaki said.  “While it is true that espers do not age, I am 

only thirteen years two hundred seventy-nine days old.”

So he actually looks his age?  That's weird.  And it's pretty weird that I  

find that weird.   Kadenokoji plunked down in one of the chairs next to 

Aragaki.  “So, how are you feeling?  You regenerated...or whatever...yet?”

“All of the previously broken bones have sufficiently mended so as to 

allow a full range of mobility,” Aragaki said.  “It will take another two and 

a half hours before I have fully returned to my normal state.”

Kadenokoji reached into her purse for her cell phone, only to find that 

it had switched itself off.  “Great.  Battery's dead.”
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“Hand it here,” Miyaguchi said.

Kadenokoji handed him her phone.  “Why?”

Miyaguchi opened up the back of her phone and pulled the battery out. 

He held the battery out to Hasegawa.  “Hook her up, will ya?”

Hasegawa raised one gloved hand—only then did Kadenokoji notice 

that the gloves' fingertips all appeared to have been burned away—and two 

tiny sparks jumped from her index and middle fingers to the battery.  It 

scarcely took a second.  “Thank you, ma'am,” Miyaguchi said, and put the 

battery back in Kadenokoji's phone.  Flipping it open, he turned the phone 

on.  “Signal's lousy out here, but you're good to go.”  He tossed it back to 

Kadenokoji.

She caught the phone, and opened it up.  A full four bars of battery,  

only one of signal.  “That's neat.  Thank you, Hasegawa-san.”

“Ain't  it  though?”  Miyaguchi  said.   “It's  really  convenient  hanging 

around with a walking Tesla coil.  I'm thinking on buying an electric car, 

and have her charge its batteries for me.  Never have to go to the gas station 

again, ever.”

“Maybe I should start using Aragaki-kun instead of the microwave,” 

Kadenokoji said.

“I am not a kitchen appliance,” Aragaki said.

Miyaguchi and Kadenokoji both laughed at that.  “Say, Katen...Kane...” 

Miyaguchi started to say, but he couldn't quite get her name out.

“It's 'Kadenokoji', but you can just call me Kojita,” Kadenokoji said.

“Right, sorry,” Miyaguchi said.  “We're going to be stuck here for a 

while,  even  after  the  Self-Defense  Force  decides  to  grace  us  with  their 
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presence, but after we get done, want to go celebrate?  There's a bar in Aioi 

that stays open until four in the morning.”

I really could use a drink.   Kadenokoji checked the time on her cell 

phone, and then turned to Aragaki.  “It's almost seven thirty.  Are we going 

to try and get back to Tokyo tonight?”

“Given the bullet train's schedule, that does not seem to be a viable 

option,” Aragaki said.  “We will return to Tokyo tomorrow morning on the 

six  twenty-four train  from Aioi  Station.   Once we have concluded our 

responsibilities here, you may do as you wish until that time.”

“Miyaguchi-kun has acquired hotel accommodations for us in Aioi,” 

Hasegawa  said.   “The  facilities  there  can  be  used  to  clean  up  before 

engaging in public social activities.”

“Then it's settled,” Miyaguchi said.  

Kadenokoji sighed.  It's going to be a long night.  

“Ah, don't take this the wrong way, Kojita-san.  I'm not trying to hit on 

you or anything like that,” Miyaguchi said, waving his hands nervously. 

“It's just that me and Naomi-chan work by ourselves all the time—I hardly 

ever see another member of Paranormal Operations, much less get to hang 

out  with  them.   And  to  tell  the  truth—”   Miyaguchi  leaned  towards 

Kadenokoji,  and  lowered  his  voice,  even  though  everyone  in  the  room 

could still easily hear him, “Naomi-chan isn't much of a talker.”

Kadenokoji  laughed.   It  was  like  Miyaguchi  and  Hasegawa were  a 

mirror  image  of  her  and  Aragaki.   “Oh,  trust  me,  I  know how that  is. 

Things are pretty much the same in the Tokyo Metro Paranormal Ops.”
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“I  sure  hope  the  tunnel  isn't  damaged,”  Kadenokoji  said,  shining  her 

flashlight towards the tunnel's ceiling.  They were in the tunnel part of the 

Tokyo Bay Aqua-Line,  a combination tunnel  and suspension bridge that 

connected  Kanagawa  and  Kisarazu  on  the  Chiba  peninsula  under  and 

across the Tokyo Bay.  Almost two weeks had passed since the incident at 

SPring-8, and Kadenokoji had been rather enjoying the relative peace and 

quiet  as  her  duties  with  the  Paranormal  Operations  Section settled  into 

something resembling a routine.  “If this place started to flood, it would 

ruin my whole day.”

“Given a significant breach in the tunnel wall, and the considerable 

distance to either end of the tunnel, it is unlikely you would survive such 

an event,” Aragaki said.  He was methodically photographing a wrecked 

semi that had jackknifed and rolled onto its side, spilling its cargo of fifteen-

meter-long  PVC  pipes  across  all  four  lanes  of  the  Aqua-Line  tollway. 
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Eleven other passenger vehicles had also crashed into it or each other in the 

ensuing pile-up.  Apparently, a hecatonchires had appeared in the tunnel, 

and the semi hit it head-on at about eighty kilometers per hour.  Either 

before  or  after  that—nobody  was  certain  yet—the  hecatonchires  had 

damaged the electrical system in the tunnel, which left them only the poor 

illumination of the emergency vehicles' lights, the Jimmy's headlights, and 

their flashlights to work by.

“Yeah, I know,” Kadenokoji said, carefully picking her way around the 

wreckage of the vehicles that had been involved in the accident.  The pile-

up had happened almost two and a half hours ago; the people who had been 

injured in the wrecks had already been transported to a hospital, and the 

engineers had given the tunnel a precursory inspection.  Although some 

repairs would be necessary, it was almost certainly safe, they had said.

By the time they had arrived on-scene an hour ago, the only things left 

that they could so was record the scene for Aragaki's records and take some 

samples  of  the  hecatonchires  musk  off  of  the  crushed  semi.   As  the 

emergency  crews  waited  at  the  periphery,  Kadenokoji  had  finished 

collecting the samples, leaving her with nothing to do but wait for Aragaki 

to finish methodically taking his photographs.  “You will write an official 

letter  to  the  Trans-Tokyo  Bay  Highway  Corporation  recommending 

increasing video camera coverage of the Aqua-Line tunnel to eliminate all 

gaps in their coverage.”

“Sure,” Kadenokoji said.  There were cameras in the tunnel, but as luck 

would have it, the incident occurred directly between the coverage area of 

two of the cameras.  The resulting video showed nothing of relevance, not 
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even the pileup of cars after the semi had jackknifed.  “It's a shame you had 

to miss school for just this.”

“There were no events requiring my presence scheduled for today,” 

Aragaki said.  “Serizawa-san will alert me to any homework assignments 

as soon as the afternoon class sessions have ended.”

Kadenokoji smiled.  “So, how are you two getting along?”

“I was unable to initiate conversation this morning,” Aragaki said, and 

then paused to take another photo.  The camera he was using was designed 

for night-time photography, but he still  had to use a very long exposure 

time.   “Serizawa-san greeted  me first.   As  per  your  recommendation,  I 

conveyed a condensed version of the publicly available information on the 

meteor sighting reported over Hokkaido yesterday to her.”  He stopped to 

take another picture.  “Serizawa-san stated a desire to hear more details 

about the event.  This will likely be a prominent topic during tomorrow's 

Astronomy Club meeting.”

“Good,” Kadenokoji said.  True to what he had said thirteen days ago 

in the beamline at SPring-8, he had been trying to converse with his class 

representative and fellow Astronomy Club member Serizawa.  Kadenokoji 

almost felt bad, forcing Aragaki to carry on 'extraneous' conversations—or 

so  he  called  them—with  Serizawa,  but  it  just  did  not  seem  right  to 

Kadenokoji  that  the  only  person  he  ever  talked  to  was  her.   He needs 

friends  his  age.   Besides,  if  he's  going  to  be  depending  on  her  for  his  

schoolwork, he needs to be nicer to her.  

Aragaki lowered his camera.  “There is no reason for our continued 

presence here.”  He walked back to the Jimmy.
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Kadenokoji  caught the attention of the Kanagawa Prefectural  Police 

captain who had taken charge of the scene.  “Okay, we're done here!  Thank 

you very much for waiting.”

As  they  drove  northwest  through the  tunnel,  the  emergency  crews 

converged  on  the  wrecked  vehicles  to  clear  them  from  the  tunnel. 

Kadenokoji sighed.  “At least this is going to be a pretty short report.  'We 

got there late, the squid was gone.'  So you want to head back to school?”

“That is unnecessary,” Aragaki said.  

Kadenokoji nodded.  Even if traffic was light, by the time they could 

get back to Karasuyama Junior High, sixth period would be half over.  “So 

where  are  we going  to  send these  samples?   I  heard  on the  news that 

SPring-8 will be down for at least three months.”

“The  samples  will  be  sent  to  a  Doctor  Genevieve  Augier  at  the 

European  Synchrotron  Radiation  Facility  in  Grenoble,  France,”  Aragaki 

said.   “She is  one  of  Doctor  Kitahara's  colleagues  in  the  hecatonchires 

research field.”

Kadenokoji noticed that when Aragaki had said Doctor Augier's name 

and the name of the city, he had done so not with his usual emotionless 

standard Japanese accent, but an emotionless textbook French accent.  “Can 

you speak French?”

“French is one of the languages that I speak,” Aragaki said.

“One of?” Kadenokoji said.  “How many languages can you speak?”

“I am fluent in thirty-seven languages,” Aragaki said.

“You're kidding,” Kadenokoji said.  “No, of course you're not kidding.  I 

took French in college, you know.”
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“That information was noted in your file,” Aragaki said.  “When the 

police reports are faxed to the apartment, you should review them for any 

references to icy road conditions being a factor in the accident.”

It took Kadenokoji a second to realize he had just changed the subject; 

it took her a second longer to pick up on exactly what he had changed it to. 

“Icy road conditions?  There's no way that could be.  It's July.  It was over 

twenty degrees in that tunnel—”

“The pattern of fresh tire skid marks on the road on either side of the 

accident indicate that at least some of the vehicles, including the semi that 

hit the hecatonchires, had began rapid deceleration significantly before the 

point of impact, but then lost all traction immediately before the point of 

impact,” Aragaki said.  “The pattern is similar to that which would have 

been caused by icy road conditions.  It is possible that some other traction-

reducing  substance  was  responsible,  but  I  found  no  traces  of  such  a 

substance remaining at  the scene.   However,  the area was significantly 

more damp than usual.”

Kadenokoji  had noticed the skid marks right away—she had been a 

member of Traffic Section, after all—but she was skeptical.  “Are you sure it 

just wasn't  caused by the people panicking and letting off the brakes or 

something like that?”

“All  skid  marks  ended  abruptly  forty-three  meters  from  where  I 

estimate the hecatonchires was impacted by the semi,” Aragaki said.  “I 

recognize that this is not conclusive, which is why I have directed you to 

review the police  accident  reports  for  references  that  might support  or 

disprove this conjecture.”
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“Okay,” Kadenokoji said.   “But that's  a pretty outrageous claim—ice 

forming on the road inside a climate-controlled tunnel is something that 

might happen in wintertime, but it's summer already.”

No sooner than she had said that, Kadenokoji remembered the man she 

had ran into at the karaoke parlor the day she had been invited to volunteer 

for  the  Paranormal  Operations  Section.   She  had  never  mentioned  that 

incident to anyone other than Oishi.  “Well, I say that, but I'm pretty sure 

there's an esper out there who can create ice the way you create fire.  I 

don't think he works for the police, though.”

“It is highly likely you are referring to a non-affiliated esper who goes 

by the name of Yamaguchi Makoto,” Aragaki said.  “This one is known to 

operate in the Greater Tokyo area.”

“Known to you,” Kadenokoji said.  She had gotten used to the fact that 

Aragaki and Ishihara—the only two in her section she communicated with 

on  anything  resembling  a  frequent  basis—rarely  ever  volunteered  any 

information  about  anything  not  specifically  related  to  their  current 

assignment.   She  had  learned  more  in  a  few  hours  hanging  out  with 

Miyaguchi, the Paranormal Operations officer from Hyogo prefecture, than 

she had from in the weeks working in the Tokyo Metropolitan Paranormal 

Operations Section.  “You do know that you can tell me stuff like this, even 

if I don't actually need to know it at that moment.”

“You have  not  told  me of  how you know of  Yamaguchi  Makoto,” 

Aragaki said.

“Well, yeah, but...” Kadenokoji said.  “Okay, fine.  You remember the 

day we first met?  The Friday before that, Chief Ishihara came to Ikebukuro 
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Police Station to recruit me for Paranormal Ops, and later that night I was 

out at a karaoke parlor with some of the girls from Ikebukuro, and I ran 

into this guy, wearing a duster, who was playing with the ice machine at 

the soda fountain.  He knew who I was, and warned me to stay away from 

Chief Ishihara, and told me that humans don't need to interfere with the 

espers.  He then walked away, and when I tried following him, he froze my 

shoes to the floor, making me fall.  By the time I got back on my feet, he 

was gone.”

“Yamaguchi  was a  highly  regarded member of  the Imperial  Palace 

Guard from 1963 to 1971,” Aragaki said.  “He did not report to his duties on 

August 3, 1971, and since that time he has appeared only sporadically.  If 

Yamaguchi is indeed who you encountered that day, then it will be the 

first  time since December 2007 that he has been directly sighted in the 

Tokyo area.  You will confirm that he was who you encountered once we 

arrive at the apartment.”

Kadenokoji  was not surprised to find out that this Yamaguchi,  who 

had looked to be in his thirties, was actually at least in his seventies.  “So, is 

he dangerous?”

Aragaki looked over at Kadenokoji.  His reply was simple.  “He is an 

esper.”
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“Yeah,  that's  him,”  Kadenokoji  said,  pointing  at  the  screen of  Aragaki's 

VAIO, which was displaying a scan of a decades-old picture of Yamaguchi 

Makoto in a blue-gray Imperial Guard uniform.  “Same scowling face, too. 

Can't espers change their expression?”

“There  is  usually  no  reason  to  do  so,”  Aragaki  said.   “Yamaguchi 

should be considered exceptionally dangerous.  His agenda is unknown. 

This  makes  it  difficult  to  predict  his  behavior.   However,  there  is  no 

evidence to suggest that he has caused any significant injury to humans.”

“I had a bruise on my elbow from that fall,” Kadenokoji said, leaning 

back.  “That's significant to me.”

“If  you encounter  any  unknown individual  who you believe  is  an 

esper, then you should avoid contact with them.  If contact is unavoidable, 

then your responses should take into consideration that most espers are 

capable of killing you with little or no warning,” Aragaki said.
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Kadenokoji  remembered that Aragaki  did not bleed,  even when his 

face was lacerated by glass from a florescent light.  “So, would my USP do 

anything to him?”

“Conventional  firearms could be utilized to immobilize or blind an 

esper,”  Aragaki  said.   “Blinding  most  espers  will  render  their  abilities 

useless, as line-of-sight is required for most effects.  However, there is no 

evidence to suggest an esper can be permanently damaged by any form of 

personal firearm.”

“Great,” Kadenokoji said.  “So do you think I should get a bigger gun, 

like Miyaguchi-san's P90?”

“The decision is  yours.   You should note that  pistol-caliber  armor-

piercing ammunition is marginally less effective against the hecatonchires 

than  pistol-caliber  hollowpoint  ammunition,”  Aragaki  said.   “For  anti-

hecatonchires use, there is considerable evidence to support the claim that 

the 8.75-gram jacketed hollowpoints in .40-caliber Smith & Wesson are the 

most effective type of ammunition widely available for submachine guns. 

It is also highly effective when fired from a pistol.  This is why the USP40 is 

the standard sidearm of the Paranormal Operations Section.”

“Yeah,  but  that  P90  has  a  fifty-round  magazine,”  Kadenokoji  said. 

Miyaguchi  had  told  her  all  about  his  choice  in  submachine  gun,  in 

nauseating detail.  “That's a lot of lead.  Most submachine guns only hold 

thirty rounds.”

“The decision is yours,” Aragaki repeated.

When he repeats himself, that usually means that he's done with the  

topic, Kadenokoji thought.  “Well, I'll talk with Oishi-san about it.  He's my 
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old partner from Traffic Section.  He knows everything about guns.  And 

thinking of Oishi-san, we're having dinner at his house tonight.  He's been 

begging to meet my new partner for a while now.”

“It is unnecessary for me to eat,” Aragaki said.  “I will remain here to 

continue my research.”

You  antisocial  little  freak.   Kadenokoji  stood  up.   Towering  over 

Aragaki,  who  still  sat  in  front  of  his  laptop,  she  crossed  her  arms 

imperiously.  “We will be having dinner with the Oishi family tonight.  We. 

You and me.  Both of us.”

“You seem to have once again intentionally disregarded the fact that I 

am your superior officer,” Aragaki said.

“Yes,” Kadenokoji said.  “And you are going to intentionally disregard 

the fact that I did,  and come have dinner with us,  because you know it 

would be a lot easier in the long run to humor me than it would be to make 

me angry.”

Aragaki  sat  there,  looking  up  at  Kadenokoji  blankly.   After  a  long 

silence, he said, “Your argument is unusually compelling.  I will attend this 

event.”

Kadenokoji smiled.  Aragaki's devotion to efficiency was just so easy 

for her to exploit at times.

“A P90?” Oishi exclaimed, his mouth still mostly full of curry rice.  “You 

don't want one of those.”

Smiling,  Sakura  hit  her  husband  in  the  back  of  his  head.   “Table 

manners, dear.”
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“What's a P90?” Hirosue asked.  Like Oishi, he was still dressed in his 

police uniform, a Nanbu M60 holstered on his hip.  As per regulations, the 

Nanbu was secured to  his  belt  via  an elastic  lanyard,  making it  all  but 

impossible for him to lose the gun.

The  table  was  full  at  the  Oishi  residence:  Oishi  Akihiko,  his  wife 

Sakura, his son Akio, and daughter Misaki were all here, a rare occurrence. 

Kadenokoji  and Aragaki  made  six,  and Oishi's  new full-time partner  in 

Traffic Section, twenty-three-year-old Hirosue Keiichi, made seven.  

“I just can't believe he expects me to do his laundry for him,” Misaki 

said, talking to her mother about her latest boyfriend.

“It's a German submachine gun,” Kadenokoji told Hirosue.

“Belgian,” Oishi said.

“Well, Misaki-chan, you're just going to have to put your foot down,” 

Sakura said.

“A submachine gun?” Hirosue asked.

“But  he  just  blows  everything  I  say off,”  Misaki  said.   “It's  just  so 

infuriating trying to get him to do anything around the apartment.”

“Not a bad gun, per se, but worthless against the squids,” Oishi said. 

“The little five point seven by twenty-eight millimeter round just won't get 

the job done.  If you want a submachine gun, get yourself a MP5 or a Steyr, 

if they'll let you.”

“So,  Ta-chan,  do  you  have  to  do  Aragaki-kun's  laundry  for  him?” 

Misaki asked.
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“The Special Assault Teams still use MP5's,” Kadenokoji said to Oishi 

and Hirosue, and to Misaki she replied, “Nope.  He's pretty mature for a 

kid.”

“He is a state esper,” Sakura said.

“That ain't got anything to do with it,” Oishi said.  “Worked with one 

esper when I was in the Special Armed Police—he claimed that since he 

never sweat, washing his clothes was a waste of time.  Smelled as bad as a 

squid most of the time.  But anyways, don't waste your time with those 

sub-caliber rounds like the five point seven.  Either go nine millimeter, or 

step it up to a five-five-six.”

“Squid?” Hirosue asked.

“So how'd you get him to do that?” Misaki asked Kadenokoji.

Kadenokoji shrugged.  “I didn't do anything.”  She asked Oishi, “So you 

don't think the forty Smith and Wesson is a good choice?”

“'Squid' is old-guy slang for the hecatonchires,” Akio said, taking pity 

on Hirosue, who just was not able to follow the conversation.

“So, are you, like, available?” Misaki asked Aragaki.

“I heard that, Akio.  The forty-caliber is better than nine-millimeter, 

but just a little,” Oishi said.  “I don't think it's worth it compared to the 

weight increase.  And he's just a kid, Misaki-chan.”

“I thought espers were a lot older than they looked,” Sakura said.

“They  can  be  a  lot  older,  but  Aragaki-kun  isn't,”  Kadenokoji  said. 

“He's actually just thirteen.  I thought you loved the USP.”

“I do, but it would be better if it was the USP9 instead of the USP40,” 

Oishi said.
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Misaki sighed dramatically.  “Why are all the good guys either already 

taken or too young?”

“Why do you date guys who are jerks?” Akio asked.

“So, how are you liking it being partnered with my husband?” Sakura 

asked Hirosue.

“Why can't you find a real girlfriend?” Misaki asked Akio.

“They make submachine guns in forty caliber, don't they?” Kadenokoji 

asked.

“It's...different,” Hirosue said, smiling weakly.

“USP40 is standard-issue for Paranormal Ops,” Kadenokoji said.

“Shut up, Misaki,” Akio said.

“What do you mean by that, Hirosue-kun?” Oishi asked.  “And don't 

tell your sister to shut up, Akio.”

“Yeah, Akio,” Misaki said.

“Don't give your partner a hard time, Akihiko,” Sakura said.

“Who, me?” Oishi said.

“Why do  we  always  have  to  listen  to  her  whine  about  her  stupid 

boyfriends?” Akio asked.

“At least I have a boyfriend to whine about,” Misaki said.

“Heckler  and  Koch—the  company  that  makes  your  USP—makes  a 

forty-caliber submachine gun,” Oishi said.  “I've never used one, though. 

You two need to stop arguing at the table.”

Kadenokoji glanced over at Aragaki, who had not said more than a 

dozen words since he entered the Oishi's  home.  He sat,  motionless,  his 
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blank  eyes  fixed  forwards.   Does  he  just  not  let  anything  affect  him, 

Kadenokoji wondered, or is it impossible for things to affect him?

Kadenokoji was not the only one who had noticed Aragaki was not 

joining in the conversation.  “So, Aragaki-san, Takako says you're going to 

Karasuyama Junior High.  How are you liking it there?”

All  other  conversations  suddenly  stopped,  and  everyone  awaited 

Aragaki's answer.  After a long pause, he said, “It is agreeable.”

Kadenokoji chuckled at his terse reply; so did Oishi and Sakura.

“Oh, so you do speak,” Misaki said.  “So you're an esper?  What's your 

super-power?  Let's see it.”

Aragaki did not move.  In the air a half-meter above the table, a sphere 

of flame the size of a baseball appeared.  It just hung there, flickering for a 

few seconds, and then disappeared.

“That's it?” Misaki said.

Aragaki glanced at Kadenokoji.

She suddenly imagined Aragaki  turning the dining room table to a 

cinder.  “No.  Don't even,” Kadenokoji said.  “Trust me, Misaki-chan, he can 

incinerate a hecatonchires just by looking at it.”

“Take a note of that, Hirosue-kun,” Oishi said.  “When you're dealing 

with a normal person, you can tell  when they're about to do something 

because they'll shift their body a little, move their hands or feet or narrow 

their  eyes,  or something.  Body language,  that's  what I'm talking about. 

Not an esper.  Most of the so-called 'magic-type' espers, when they want to 

use their super, it just happens.  You don't get any warning.  Just boom.”
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“Well, I don't think Aragaki-san is going to blow up the house,” Sakura 

said.  “Since everyone appears to be done eating, it's the guys turn to do the 

dishes.”

Akio rolled his eyes, but started collecting plates, as did his father.  

“You take turns doing the dishes?” Hirosue asked Oishi.

“Yeah,” Oishi said.  Then he grabbed Hirosue by the shoulder and held 

a stack of bowls in front of Hirosue's face.  “So do you, partner.”

“I require clarification on whether or not I count as a 'guy' for the 

purposes of determining the level of involvement in the process of after-

meal dish cleaning expected of me,” Aragaki said.

Silence  reigned  as  everyone  else  tried  to  figure  out  exactly  what 

Aragaki had said.  Kadenokoji, who was used to his sometimes indirect way 

of speaking, managed to get it first, and smiled.  “Yes, you are a guy.  Hop 

to it.”

In  the  end,  all  Oishi  and  Akio  ending  up  having  to  do  was  supervise 

Hirosue  and  Aragaki.   Kadenokoji,  Sakura,  and  Misaki  left  them  to  it, 

retreating to the chairs on the back porch of their house.  “I can't believe 

you boss your boss around like that, Ta-chan,” Misaki said.

“Are you sure that's a good thing to do?” Sakura asked.

“Oh, probably not,” Kadenokoji said.  “But it's just so hard to think of 

him as being my boss.  He's only thirteen years old.”

“I can't believe you were trying to hit on him,” Sakura said.
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“Dad  said  that  espers  are  a  lot  older  than  they  look,”  Misaki  said 

defensively.  “And he works for the Metropolitan Police—I thought you had 

to be at least eighteen to be a police officer.”

“Paranormal Operations Section is, well, not normal,” Kadenokoji said. 

“I work out of my apartment, I keep my own schedule, I got a police vehicle 

I get to use for whatever I want, I get to carry guns...it's great.”

“That's it, I'm going to the police academy after college,” Misaki said.

“Whatever happened to becoming a news anchor?” Sakura asked.

“Do news anchors get to carry guns?” Misaki asked.

“I doubt you'll get into Paranormal Ops,” Kadenokoji said.  “Your blood 

type is O, isn't it?”

Misaki nodded.

“I  think  you  got  to  have  AB  negative,”  Kadenokoji  said.   “Sorry, 

Misaki-chan.”

Misaki frowned.  “Well,  I  can still  become a police officer.  College 

graduates promote really fast, don't they?”

“If you're a guy, yeah,” Kadenokoji said.  “I've been waiting to take the 

sergeant's exam for a while now.”

“Ugh, why are guys such sexist pigs?” Misaki asked.  “Kazuya is the 

same way!   He's  always  talking  down to  me,  saying  stuff  like  'that's  a 

woman's job' and crap like that.  A woman can do any job a man can do.”

“Now, now, Misaki-chan,” Sakura said.  “Not all men are like that—

your father certainly isn't.”

Misaki did not find that very reassuring.
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“The police force is  kind of  a  boy's  club,  though,” Kadenokoji  said. 

“Most  of  it,  anyway.   I  really  don't  know how Paranormal  Operations 

Section compares, though—I've only met five other people from Paranormal 

Ops,  and two of  them were in Hyogo prefecture.   Our section chief's  a 

woman, though.”

“Akihiko mentioned her—Ishihara, wasn't it?” Sakura said.  “It takes a 

lot to really scare him, but she did.”

“How scary can she be?” Misaki asked.

“She's always smiling,” Kadenokoji said.  “Always.”

Misaki scoffed at the idea.  “What's so scary about that?”

“Well, the only way a person can literally smile all the time is if they 

have no comprehension of what it means to smile,” Sakura said.

“I've never heard it said like that, but yeah,” Kadenokoji said.  “It's just 

not natural.  It's...well, it's hard to explain, but if you ever saw her, you'd 

know exactly what we're talking about.  I'm actually kind of glad Aragaki-

kun just has that neutral look on his face.  It's a little unnerving at times, 

but nowhere near as bad as Chief Ishihara smiling.”

“We must leave immediately.”

Misaki jumped out of her chair with a scream as Aragaki apparently 

materialized out of nowhere.  Sakura was shocked by his sudden presence, 

and  even  Kadenokoji  had  not  noticed  his  approach.   “Why?   Is  it  a 

hecatonchires?” Kadenokoji asked.

Aragaki confirmed her suspicion: “A hecatonchires has been sighted in 

the vicinity of Kichijo Girls School in Musashino ward.”
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Chapter XXV

Fortunately, traffic was light, and Kadenokoji pushed the Jimmy to nearly a 

hundred thirty kilometers per hour on Prefectural Route 20, its lights and 

siren warning all to clear the path for them.  Over the radio, they could 

hear that the Musashino Police Department was already on the scene and 

had  cordoned  off  an  area  around  the  Kichijo  Girls  School,  where  the 

hecatonchires was spotted last, and the Special Assault Team was to arrive 

shortly.

“Should we really be doing this, Oishi-senpai?” Hirosue asked from the 

back seat.

“No,” Kadenokoji answered.  “When we get there, you two are staying 

with the Jimmy.”

“Hey, Ta-chan, I've been toeing the line with the squids since you were 

in  preschool,”  Oishi  said  as  he  checked  his  Nanbu M60.   Snapping  the 
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cylinder shut with a casual flick of his wrist,  he re-holstered it.  “Check 

your gun, Hirosue-kun.  Things are about to get interesting.”

“No, they're not,” Kadenokoji said.  “Not for you two anyways.”

“If you're facing a squid, you need all the firepower you can muster,” 

Oishi said.

“What's your blood type, Hirosue-kun?” Kadenokoji asked.

“Ah, B, I think,” Hirosue said.

“Think of your partner for a second, Oishi-san,” Kadenokoji said.  “If 

he gets anywhere near the hecatonchires, the musk will overwhelm him.”

“That's why he's going to stick with me,” Oishi said.  “I know how to 

fight a squid.”

“You two aren't even on-duty,” Kadenokoji said.

“It's an emergency situation,” Oishi said.

Kadenokoji knew she was getting nowhere.  If anything happens to 

him, Sakura's going to kill me.  “Aragaki-kun, say something to him.”

“Officer Oishi will be utilized to operate a video camera and provide 

secondary fire support,” Aragaki said.  “Officer Hirosue will remain with 

this vehicle and avoid all contact with the hecatonchires.”

Hirosue sighed in relief.

“I can do more than just secondary fire support, kid,” Oishi said.

“I am aware of your capabilities,” Aragaki said.  “However, you are in 

possession  of  a  firearm  with  a  total  of  only  ten  rounds  of  distinctly 

suboptimal ammunition.  Your offensive capabilities are sharply limited. 

By  operating  a  video  camera,  you  will  free  Kadenokoji-san  to  provide 

more significant support to my operations with her USP40.”
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Both Oishi and Kadenokoji were less than satisfied with this answer, 

Oishi because he wanted to do more, Kadenokoji because she wanted him 

to do less.  No time to debate it now, Kadenokoji thought as she saw the 

piercing lights of other police cars ahead.  “We're here.”

“So what exactly is the hecatonchires musk anyways?” Kadenokoji asked, 

as they followed the putrid-smelling trail through the hallways of Kichijo 

Girls School.  Aragaki was in the lead, his pace unhurried, and Oishi trailed 

behind, wielding a digital camcorder with a night lens attached, the samples 

case  he  insisted  on  carrying  for  Kadenokoji  slung  across  his  shoulder. 

Kadenokoji  was in the middle,  her USP drawn and held in a low-ready 

stance.   “I  mean,  if  the hecatonchires is  just  the intersection of  the two 

universes, then what's the deal with the musk?”

“The hecatonchires acts as a material unlike regular matter, which it 

reacts with, causing a small quantity of each to convert into a different 

form of  matter,  which  is  known as  hecatonchires  musk,”  Aragaki  said. 

“The hecatonchires musk on the floor here is not so much something the 

hecatonchires left behind as it is something that the hecatonchires turned 

the surface layer of atoms of the floor into as it touched it.”

“Are you two always this chatty?” Oishi asked.  As he followed them, 

he was looking in all directions—ahead and behind, to either side, even up 

at the ceiling.

“Quiet  down,  rookie,”  Kadenokoji  said,  smiling.   “Your  seniors  are 

trying to talk here.”

“Bad idea to lose your focus in a situation like this,” Oishi said.  
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Kadenokoji knew Oishi was right.  “Yeah, yeah.”

The hecatonchires' path meandered through the school building, until 

reading a point in the middle of the third-floor hallway, at which point it 

abruptly ended.  “Or is this the origin point?” Kadenokoji asked.

Aragaki looked around the hallway.  “It is impossible to state with any 

certainty without a detailed analysis.”

Kadenokoji turned to Oishi.  “Sample time, rookie.”

Oishi tossed her the samples case.  “I'm the cameraman, remember?”

After holstering her pistol and donning a pair of thin plastic gloves, 

Kadenokoji set about collecting samples of the musk, taking care to label 

each vial with a short note about exactly where the sample was taken and 

when.  

At the sound of approaching footsteps, Kadenokoji looked up from her 

sample-taking  to  see  a  large  group  of  Special  Assault  Team  officers 

approaching.  They were all decked out in gray and black combat gear, and 

carried an arsenal of firearms.  Their weapons were in hand, and they were 

watching all directions, but they seemed fairly relaxed.  “You people from 

Paranormal Ops?” their leader, a man in his mid-twenties, said.

“Yes,  we  are,”  Kadenokoji  said,  standing.   She  had  almost  been 

expecting to run into Sergeant Tachibana and his team, but so far she had 

not seen any indication he was here.

“Most of us, anyways,” Oishi said.  “What did you guys find?”

“The other end of  the hex trail  is  a  dead end,”  the  Special  Assault 

leader  said.   Kadenokoji  had  not  caught  his  name—it  was  not  on  his 
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uniform anywhere, and when they had first arrived there had been little 

time for pleasantries.  “This end, too?”

“It  looks  that  way,”  Kadenokoji  said.   “So,  were  there  any  sign  of 

unusual ice or water at the other end?”

“Can't  really say—best  we can tell  the origin spot  was a  park near 

Honjuku Elementary School,  a  couple blocks down,” the Special  Assault 

leader said.  “So why do you think we might have found ice?”

“You know the hex that got  hit  by the semi in the Aqua-Line this 

morning?” Kadenokoji said.  “It appeared that most of the cars involved in 

the pile-up there had lost  all  traction as they tried to stop or avoid the 

wrecked semi.  In fact, the only reason the semi jack-knifed the way it did 

was  because  immediately  before  and  after  hitting  the  hex,  it  had  no 

traction.  So far, the testimony of the drivers of the passenger cars confirms 

that it was just like hitting an ice slick.  We think there might be a rogue 

esper involved in this.”

The Special Assault Team leader blanched at this revelation.  “A rogue 

esper.  Perfect.”

“Espers are no worse than a squid,” Oishi said.  “Just go for the eyes.”

“You talk pretty tough for a Traffic guy,” the Special  Assault  Team 

leader said.

“Oh,  don't  mind him,”  Kadenokoji  said.   “He used to be in Special 

Assault, out of the Shizuoka Prefectural Police Department.”

“For real?” the Special Assault Team leader said.  “What's your name?”

“Oishi,” Oishi said.
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The Special Assault Team leader seemed surprised.  “You're Oishi the 

Shark?”

“'Oishi  the  Shark'?”  Kadenokoji  echoed.   She  had never  heard  that 

particular nickname before.

Oishi just rubbed the back of his head with feigned modesty.  “It's been 

a long time since I was called that.”

“I'm Hiramatsu Keita,”  the  Special  Assault  Team leader  said.   “You 

served with my father, Hiramatsu Kentaro.”

“Oh, yeah?” Oishi said.  “Like father, like son, eh?  Your old man was a 

pretty tough guy back in the day.  How's he doing these days?”

“'Oishi the Shark'?” Kadenokoji echoed.

“He was the most ferocious guy in the Teams, back then,” Hiramatsu 

told Kadenokoji.  “Utterly fearless, a real hard-charger.”

“Oishi the Shark,” Kadenokoji said, smirking.

“If there is no evidence that the hecatonchires has been successfully 

eliminated,  then  we  must  proceed  from  the  assumption  that  it  is  still 

somewhere in the vicinity,” Aragaki said.  “All units will divide into small 

teams  and  search  the  neighborhood  for  any  evidence  of  continued 

hecatonchires presence.”

“We know the drill,” Hiramatsu said.  Turning to his team, he ordered 

them: “Four-man cells.  Start sweeping the area.”

As the Special Assault Team members departed to begin their search, 

Kadenokoji turned to Oishi, a mischievous smile on her face.  “Oishi the 

Shark, huh?”

“Cool it, Kick-tan,” Oishi said.
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Kadenokoji regretted mentioning that particular incident to Oishi.  She 

held her hands up in surrender.  “Okay, you win.”

“We will search throughout the school campus for any signs of the 

hecatonchires,” Aragaki said, and began walking back the way they had 

came in.

“So,  this  Yamaguchi  guy,  he's  not  a  state  esper—he  doesn't  have  any 

responsibility  for  stopping  the  squids,”  Oishi  asked,  as  they  meandered 

through the hallways of Kichijo Girls' School.  “So why do we think he is in 

any way involved in this?  Even if there was some out-of-place ice slicks, 

that doesn't automatically scream 'rogue esper'.”

“Your statement is valid,” Aragaki said.  “However, there is no reason 

to  discount  the  possibility  of  an  unaffiliated  esper  engaging  in 

unsanctioned  activities.   If  this  proves  to  be  true,  there  are  serious 

implications to this.”

“Do you mean there might be a conflict between espers?” Kadenokoji 

asked.

“There  is  evidence  suggesting  that  such  an  outcome  may  be 

inevitable,” Aragaki said.

“That would be bad,” Oishi said.  “Really bad.”

“The  negative  consequences  are  sufficiently  dire  that  ascertaining 

whether  or  not  such  a  conflict  will  occur  is  one  of  the  Paranormal 

Operations Section's priorities,” Aragaki said.  “Such a conflict would also 

severely restrict my ability to continue my research.”

“Nice priorities, Aragaki-kun,” Kadenokoji said.
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“You should understand the seriousness of my research,” Aragaki said.

“I  know.   So  how many  state  espers  and  non-affiliated  espers  are 

there?” Kadenokoji asked.

“Within  the  borders  of  Japan  there  are  forty-one  state-employed 

espers and at least three hundred fifty-four non-affiliated espers,” Aragaki 

said.

“Only forty-one?” Oishi said.  “I figured there was more than that.”

“How many are in our section?” Kadenokoji asked.

“You don't even know how many people are in your section?” Oishi 

asked.

“Nobody tells me anything until I ask, and I haven't remembered to ask 

until now,” Kadenokoji said.

“Within  the  Tokyo  Metropolitan  Police  Department  Public  Safety 

Bureau Paranormal Operations Section there are a total of three espers and 

eleven non-esper personnel,” Aragaki said.

Kadenokoji asked, “Chief Ishihara and you and who else?”

“The  third  esper  in  the  Paranormal  Operations  Section  is  Fukui 

Maruo,” Aragaki said.

“Never heard of him,” Oishi said.

“Me, neither,” Kadenokoji said.  “Well, in any case, we should head 

back to the Jimmy.  There's nothing here, and I'm pretty sure Hirosue-kun 

is getting pretty antsy.”

“He'll be fine,” Oishi said.

“I still can't believe you left your partner alone,” Kadenokoji said.
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“I'd have brought him, if I  could have,” Oishi said.   “But somebody 

didn't want him around.”

Aragaki turned and began walking towards the school's lobby where 

they had entered.  “We will return to the vehicle and await the results of 

the wider search.”

At  a  little  after  ten  p.m.,  Chief  Ishihara  directed  the  Musashino  Police 

Department to end the hecatonchires warning.  Kadenokoji knew of this 

because Ishihara met them at a convenience store not far from Kichijo Girls 

School  which  had  been  pressed  into  service  as  an  impromptu  field 

headquarters for the search efforts.  Ishihara arrived in her black Toyota 

Crown,  and  after  conferencing  with  the  captain  of  the  Special  Assault 

Team,  the  superintendent  of  Musashino  Police  Department,  and 

Kadenokoji,  decided that there was nothing to gain from continuing the 

search for a hecatonchires that clearly was no longer here.

Kadenokoji thought it odd that Ishihara did not speak to Aragaki, even 

though he had been right there while Kadenokoji had told her of the results

—or actually the lack of results—of their investigation.

The  four  of  them  stood  around  the  Jimmy,  all  drinking  coffee 

purchased from the convenience store save for Aragaki.  “So espers don't 

age,  huh?”  Oishi  said,  shaking  his  head.   “She  hasn't  changed  a  bit. 

Literally.”

“That woman scares me,” Hirosue said.
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“Don't let her get to you, Hirosue-kun,” Kadenokoji said.  “So, what 

now, Aragaki-kun?  Chief Ishihara says we're done here.  Drop them off 

and head back to the apartment?”

“While  hecatonchires  appear  without  apparent  cause,  they  do  not 

disappear without a clear cause,”  Aragaki said.   “Something caused the 

hecatonchires to disappear.  This is a serious concern.”

“But there's nothing to go on right now, is there?” Kadenokoji asked.

There was a long pause before Aragaki replied.  “There appears to be 

nothing to be gained by remaining here,” he said, and got in the Jimmy.
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Chapter XXVI

The  next  day,  after  dropping  Aragaki  off  at  Karasuyama  Junior  High, 

Kadenokoji  returned to Musashino.   Classes  at  Kichijo Girls  School  had 

been canceled for the day to allow cleaning crews to remove any traces of 

the hecatonchires musk, and, Kadenokoji suspected, to allow a little time for 

anxieties about the hecatonchires appearance to subside.  Still, most of the 

school's administration were there, overseeing the cleaning.

“I  demand  to  know  what  your  so-called  'Paranormal  Operations 

Section' is going to do to protect the reputation of this school,” Kichijo's 

vice-principal,  a  humorless  man in  his  sixties  named Watanabe,  said  to 

Kadenokoji as they stood at the end of the hallway the hecatonchires had 

passed through the night before.  “I've already been flooded by calls from 

parents, talking about pulling their daughters out of Kichijo.  We are not a 

public school—if we lose our students, we are out of our jobs.”
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Kadenokoji  had grown quite annoyed by Watanabe within the first 

few seconds of meeting him.  “Well, Watanabe-san, you've already stated 

that posting officers here at the school temporarily is not an option.  I don't 

think that this incident is going to cause the school to close—”

“You don't  think?” Watanabe said.  “I'm sorry, but your  opinions on 

this are less than reassuring.”

What  a  jerk,  Kadenokoji  thought.   “Sir,  with  all  due  respect,  this 

incident  is  not  the  fault  of  the  Paranormal  Operations  Section,  or  the 

Metropolitan Police, for that matter.  We don't get to pick and choose where 

the hecatonchires appear.”

Even this mild rebuke was enough to set Watanabe off.  “I don't need a 

girl barely older  than my students  lecturing  me!  Your  duty as  a  police 

officer is to  protect and serve us, not to make excuses.  If that's all you've 

came here to do, then I think it's time you left.”

“If you have a problem with the way I'm performing my job, you can 

bring it to the attention of my section chief.  Her contact information is 

listed on the card I gave you,” Kadenokoji said with a forced smile.  Yeah,  

have fun dealing with Chief Ishihara, you bombastic old coot.  “However, 

I'm not finished here.  I heard there's going to be a meeting of the student 

council in a little while.”

“I will not allow you to waste our time any longer,” Watanabe said.

“Sir,  this is official police business,” Kadenokoji said.  “I don't think 

interfering will be of any benefit to you at all.”

“Enjoy  playing  police  officer  while  it  lasts,  young lady,”  Watanabe 

said.  “I will be contacting your section chief.  I'm an important man in this 
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community.  I have  connections.   I'll  see you kicked off the police force 

before the week's out.”

As angry as he was making her, Kadenokoji could not help but smile at 

that.  Go right ahead and try.  “Have a nice day, sir.”

Kadenokoji was surprised by how mature the girls on the Kichijo student 

council were.  Almost all of the members had shown up for the meeting—

which had been called  by the student  council  president,  not  one of  the 

teachers or faculty—and the dominant topic was how the student council 

could alleviate the fears of their schoolmates and their parents.   Quite a 

number of questions were directed at Kadenokoji, but most took the form of 

'What can we do to help the police?', a complete and refreshing reversal of 

their vice-principal's attitude.

“The best thing you can do, and have your classmates do, is just keep 

an eye on anything out of the ordinary, and bring it to the attention of your 

teachers  or  the  police,”  Kadenokoji  told  them.   “Even  though  the 

hecatonchires can appear out of nowhere, they're easy to get away from. 

Just run.”

A  number  of  hands  went  up  among  the  members  of  the  student 

council, and the president, a third-year high school student named Koizumi 

Yuna, gestured to one of them.  “Maeda-san, your question.”

The girl named Maeda stood, and asked Kadenokoji, “Ma'am, are the 

number of hecatonchires incidents increasing?”

“Unfortunately,  yes,”  Kadenokoji  said.   “But  nationwide,  it  isn't  by 

much, only a couple percent more incidents than last year, I think.  It just 
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seems like a lot more because they're starting to happen in the Tokyo area 

more.”

As  Maeda  sat  back  down,  more  hands  went  up.   “Aoyama-san,” 

Koizumi said.

“Ma'am, one of my friends said that she heard that the hecatonchires 

are  actually  helping  people  attain  enlightenment,”  Aoyama  said  after 

standing.   “She  says  that's  why  victims  of  hecatonchires  attacks  look 

happy.”

“The reason victims of hecatonchires attacks look happy is because the 

musk that covers the hecatonchires skin is like a drug,” Kadenokoji said. 

“Most people are paralyzed and knocked unconscious by it, but it causes 

some to experience a sense of elation, sometimes very strongly.  Very few 

people are immune to its effects.  I'm no Buddhist priest, but I don't think 

getting  drugged  and then  crushed is  how enlightenment  is  supposed  to 

work.”

The girl sat back down.  Koizumi pointed to another girl.  “Saito-san.”

Saito stood.  “Ma'am, you said we need to report anything unusual, but 

what if something is unusual but not really dangerous?”

“Um, like what?” Kadenokoji asked.

“Well, yesterday after we got out of Archery Club, some of my friends 

and I were at the subway station, and we ran into this really weird foreign 

girl,” Saito said.  “She was talking in English, and asking weird questions I 

couldn't really understand.  At the time we just laughed at her...”

Kadenokoji's ears perked up at the phrase 'weird foreign girl'.  “What 

did this foreign girl look like?”
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“Well, she was really pretty, like a doll,” Saito said.  “She looked to be 

maybe seven or eight years old, with blonde hair and blue eyes, wearing a 

pink dress.”

Kadenokoji  reached  into  her  purse,  and  pulled  out  a  copy  of  the 

photograph she had found on the Community of the Embrace forums.  “She 

look anything like this?” she asked, handing Saito the picture.

Saito nodded.  “Yes, ma'am.  That's definitely her.”

Bingo,  Kadenokoji  thought.   She  had  hoped  to  find  something  of 

interest here, maybe even something relating to the esper Yamaguchi, but 

she  never  would  have  imagined  to  turn  up  something  like  this.   The 

Prophet was here!

“Hanatori-sensei has expressed concerns about my excessive absenteeism,” 

Aragaki said.  After wrapping things up with the Kichijo student council, 

Kadenokoji  had  arranged  to  meet  Saito  and  her  friends  at  a  family 

restaurant in the neighborhood in an hour, and hastened to pick Aragaki up 

from  Karasuyama  and  return.   “Despite  my  explanations,”  Aragaki 

continued, “he has called for a parent-teacher conference.”

Kadenokoji sighed.  “Why do I get the feeling I'm going to be filling 

the role as your parent for that?”

“You get that feeling because you are intelligent enough to understand 

the situations we are in,” Aragaki said.  “The conference will take place 

tomorrow at nine forty-five a.m. in the teacher's room.”
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“Fine,”  Kadenokoji  said.   “So,  when he starts  asking me about  you 

missing classes and your future education and all that, what should I tell 

him?”

“What you tell  Hanatori-sensei  is  of  no importance,”  Aragaki  said. 

“You should contact the management of Kichijoji Station and direct them 

to make their security camera footage available to us.”

“Already did,” Kadenokoji said.  “I figured you'd want to head straight 

over there after talking to the girls.”

“You have adapted well to your new assignment,” Aragaki said.

I'll take that as a compliment.  “Thank you,” Kadenokoji said, smiling. 

“Now, when we get to the restaurant, don't be telling the girls 'You will tell 

me this' or 'you will tell me that'.  Ask them.  It's kind of hard to always be 

going behind you, apologizing for your rudeness.”

“I am not rude.  I am efficient,” Aragaki said.

“Yeah,  that's  totally not  very convincing,”  Kadenokoji  said.   “Okay, 

fine—you're not rude.  But people think you're being rude.  Don't you think 

it would be more efficient to be polite?”

“I will consider your recommendations,” Aragaki said.

“I thank you for agreeing to submit yourselves for this interview,” Aragaki 

told the quartet of young women from Kichijo Girls School.  “I request that 

you excuse  my apparently  rude  manner  of  speaking.   Saito-san  should 

begin by telling me the precise sequence of events that occurred yesterday 

from the time she departed Kichijo Girls School to the time she returned to 

her residence.”
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The Kichijo girls looked back and forth among themselves, clearly still 

a  little  confused  from learning  that  the  special  police  investigator  who 

wished to talk to them was at least a year younger than the youngest of 

them.  Three of the girls—Saito, Sakamoto, and Nakano—were members of 

the Kichijo Swim Team who all lived close to stops on the Chuo or Keio 

Inokashira subway lines.  They had gone to Kichijoji Station together the 

day  before,  and  all  had  encountered  the  'mysterious  foreign  girl'.   The 

fourth was student council president Koizumi, who, although she had not 

been with them, had nonetheless tagged along with them.  They sat around 

the table at the family restaurant opposite Kadenokoji and Aragaki.

Kadenokoji resisted the urge to bang her head against the table.  That's  

what  you  came  up  with  after  'considering  my  recommendations'?  “I'm 

sorry, what Aragaki-kun meant to say was that he'd like for Saito-san to tell 

him what she saw at Kichijoji Station yesterday after school.”

“Oh, right,” Saito said.  “Um, well, nothing happened until we got to 

Kichijoji Station.  Right after we went through the turnstiles, this little girl 

came up to us and started talking in English.  I...ah, well,  Nakano-san is 

better at English than I am...”

Aragaki turned his blank gaze towards Nakano.  “The girl  was just 

asking us questions, like 'Have you ever been to Tokyo Tower?' and 'Do you 

like colors?' but then she started asking really weird questions, like 'What 

does it feel like to breathe?'”

The  waitress  delivered  the  drinks  that  the  girls  had  ordered. 

Kadenokoji told the waitress that she would be picking up the check.  Well,  
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I'll pay if I can't convince Aragaki-kun to, she thought as the girls thanked 

her.  It's the least we can do.

Saito finished a long sip of her soda.  “Yeah, 'What does it feel like to 

breathe?'.   But  she  said  it  in  English.   She  also  asked something  about 

metabolism.”

Sakamoto  shook  her  head.   “No,  she  didn't  say  'metabolism',  she 

said...err...”  Sakamoto stopped, glancing at Aragaki.

Aragaki said, “You should continue.”

Sakamoto cast an embarrassed glance at her friends before continuing. 

“The girl asked if we had started menstruation.”

“Did she really say that?” Koizumi asked.

Nakano nodded in confirmation.  “I told the girl she shouldn't say stuff 

like that, but that's when her father—well, I guess it was her father.  They 

really didn't look anything alike, though—came up, and told us to disregard 

what the girl had said.”

“He was really angry,” Saito said.

“So, what did this man look like?” Kadenokoji asked.

Saito answered, “He was about, oh, I'd say he was about a hundred 

eighty centimeters tall, and Japanese, definitely Japanese.  He was wearing 

a long coat.”

“He looked like a stalker, or something,” Nakano said.  “He was really 

mad at the girl.  After he told us to ignore the girl, he grabbed her by her 

arm and dragged her away.”

Kadenokoji held up another photograph.  “Is this him?”
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Saito, Sakamoto, and Nakano all nodded.  “Definitely,” Saito said.  “He 

had that same scowl, too.”

The picture was of Yamaguchi Makoto.

“I've  seen  him  before,  too,”  Koizumi  said,  pointing  to  the  picture. 

“Today, actually—he was just outside of school right when I got there for 

the student council meeting earlier.  Who is he?”

“The Metropolitan Police Department has been trying to locate this 

person  for  some  time  now.   If  you  encounter  either  of  these  two 

individuals again, then you should report it immediately to the Paranormal 

Operations Section,” Aragaki said.  Turning to Kadenokoji, he said, “You 

will give them our contact information.”  Standing, he got out his wallet, 

and dropped a ten-thousand yen bill on the table.  “This will cover the cost 

of your meals.  I thank you for your cooperation.”
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Chapter XXVII

Since the spot where the girls from Kichijo had run into Yamaguchi and the 

Prophet  was  right  beyond  the  turnstiles  in  Kichijoji  Station,  it  also 

happened to be well within the field of view of no less than three different 

security  cameras.   The  footage  was  all  black-and-white,  but  it  was  of 

sufficient resolution for Kadenokoji to easily recognize the blonde-haired 

little girl and the scowling man in the duster.  “So they were both here,” 

Kadenokoji said.  “What does this mean?”

Standing over the video screen in the cramped little security booth at 

Kichijoji Station, Aragaki did not answer for a long time.  According to the 

video  cameras,  the  incident  with  the  girls  from  Kichijo  Girls  School 

happened pretty much the way they had described it.   Aragaki rewound 

and replayed the video again before answering: “It is suspected that the 

Prophet is capable of predicting the appearances of the hecatonchires with 

at least some degree of accuracy.  Yamaguchi Makoto left his post at the 
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Imperial  Guard  thirty-eight  years  ago  without  explanation,  and  more 

recently has expressed antagonism towards a human being involved with 

the efforts of the state espers.  A hecatonchires appeared in Musashino and 

disappeared  without  any  official  interdiction.   Both  the  Prophet  and 

Yamaguchi have been sighted in the Musashino ward only a couple hours 

before the hecatonchires appeared.  It is quite evident that the Prophet and 

Yamaguchi have some connection.  A pattern is beginning to emerge from 

this data-set.”

Kadenokoji nodded.  It's like the pieces of a puzzle are falling together,  

but it's all just the edges.  “So, what does this all mean?”

Again, Aragaki paused before answering.  “I do not know the answer 

to that question.”

Kadenokoji  laughed.   “You know, it's  pretty weird hearing you say 

that.  So, what do we do now?  We know something is going on, but we 

don't know what.  Think we ought to check the Kamitako Tsukiai forums 

for  references  to  Tokyo  Tower?   Those  girls  said  that  the  Prophet 

mentioned it.”

“That appears to be our highest-probability lead at the present time,” 

Aragaki said.  “You will return me to Karasuyama Junior High and then 

return here to secure copies of all relevant security camera footage.”

“Why not just get the film now?” Kadenokoji asked.

“The  Astronomy  Club  meeting  will  start  in  twenty-four  minutes,” 

Aragaki said.  “Serizawa-san has asked me to give a presentation on the 

Hokkaido meteor.  I believe this is in accord with the reasoning behind 
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your  repeated  and  persistent  demands  that  I  converse  regularly  with 

Serizawa-san.”

Kadenokoji  smiled.   “It  is  very much in accord with my reasoning. 

Esper or not, you've got to have friends your own age, and she's a nice girl. 

She would have to be, if she puts up with you.”  As they exited the security 

booth, Kadenokoji turned to the guard and the station manager who were 

waiting in the hall.   “I'll  be back within the hour,” Kadenokoji informed 

them, smiling.  “Could you please start making copies of all security footage 

for yesterday?”

While there was a lot of talk on the forums frequented by members of the 

Kamitako  Tsukiai  about  the  Prophet,  none  of  it  seemed  particularly 

noteworthy.   There  were  some  references  to  the  Tokyo  Tower  on  the 

forums as a place to go while on a date, but not in conjunction with either 

the Prophet or the hecatonchires.  When Kadenokoji suggested they check 

out the tower anyways, it was more of an excuse to do a little sightseeing 

than anything.

“You know, I'm surprised you didn't say you had to do your research 

or something like that to get out of coming here,” Kadenokoji said as she 

and Aragaki exited the elevator onto the second floor of the Tower's main 

observation deck.

“My research is at an impasse.  I cannot progress without better data,” 

Aragaki said.

Kadenokoji led Aragaki around the to the Great Shinto Shrine.  “Here 

it is.  The first week I partnered with Oishi-senpai, he brought me here.  I 
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thought he was trying to hit on me, bringing me here, but actually it was to 

visit  this shrine.   When he first transferred to Traffic Safety Section, his 

senpai  brought  him here,  and  Oishi-senpai  just  wanted to  carry  on the 

tradition,” she said, and then, standing before the shrine, clapped her hands 

twice  and  then  bowed  deeply.   “It's  supposed  to  grant  divine  favor  in 

passing school exams, traffic safety, and romantic endeavors.  You should 

pray for help on your mid-terms.”

“I am fully capable of passing the mid-term exams without the favor 

of your gods,” Aragaki said.

Kadenokoji sighed.  “I should have known you would say something 

like that.  So, what about traffic safety?”

“I will defer to your experience in that field,” Aragaki said.

Kadenokoji grinned mischievously.  “And romance?”

Aragaki just stared blankly at her.

“Ah,  you're  no  fun.   Can't  you  at  least  come  up  with  a  witty 

comeback?” Kadenokoji said.

“While  our  presence  here  is  unlikely  to  progress  our  ongoing 

investigations,  we  should  still  make  a  thorough  sweep  of  the  Tower,” 

Aragaki said.  “You should ask the employees here if they have seen the 

Prophet.”

“That wasn't very witty, you know,” Kadenokoji said.

“I am aware of that fact,” Aragaki said.

“So, stop me if this is an uncomfortable subject,” Kadenokoji began, looking 

out  over  the  night-time  skyline  of  Tokyo  through  the  windows  of  the 
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Special Observatory Deck, two hundred fifty meters high.  Their search of 

the  Tower  had  turned  up  nothing;  none  of  the  employees  remembered 

seeing  anyone  that  even  vaguely  resembled  the  Prophet  or  Yamaguchi. 

Their  search  ended  on  the  Special  Observatory  Deck,  and  Kadenokoji 

decided to take advantage of the moment to ask her question.  “But, what 

happened to your parents?”

“I do not have parents,” Aragaki said.

Kadenokoji frowned.  “I know, Aragaki-kun.  What happened to them? 

Did they die, or—”

“While I  possess a superficial  resemblance to a human, I  am not a 

human,” Aragaki said.  “When I state that I do not have parents, I literally 

mean that I have no biological precursors.”

Kadenokoji looked over at Aragaki, who was staring out the windows, 

his face neutral, like it always was.  “No parents?  No siblings, no cousins, 

no family at all?”

Aragaki did not reply.

Before joining the Paranormal Operations Section, Kadenokoji might 

have just laughed such a statement off as a joke.  But he's not joking.  No 

family... He's alone in the world.  “That's really sad.  I don't know what its 

like being all alone, but it must be awful.”

Aragaki did not reply.  

He really doesn't seem the least bit affected by it, Kadenokoji thought. 

“Well, don't worry.  Takako-nee is here for you, Aragaki-kun!”  She said 

this with exaggerated cheer, but as Aragaki turned to look at her with his 
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blank eyes, her cheer evaporated.  It really is like he's a robot or something 

like that.  “So, if you aren't human, then what are you?”

Aragaki  was  silent  for  nearly  a  minute  before  responding.   “I  am 

Aragaki Soichiro.”

In other  words,  'I  am me',  Kadenokoji  thought.   That  just  explains 

everything.  “Are you saying that because you don't want to give me a real 

answer?”

“I am saying that because that is the only factual answer I can give 

you,” Aragaki said.  He turned and headed towards the elevator.  “We will 

return to your apartment now.”

Aragaki's words bothered Kadenokoji for the rest of the evening.  'The only 

factual  answer  I  can  give  you'.   What's  that  supposed  to  mean? she 

wondered as she soaked off the day's stress in her not-quite-large-enough 

bathtub.  Is there some sort of code of silence among the espers, like the 

organized crime syndicates?  Or is this a Paranormal Ops thing?  Maybe it's  

a  'need-to-know-basis'  kind of  thing,  like  everything else  in  Paranormal  

Ops.

Maybe he doesn't even know.  Kadenokoji shook her head.  No, that  

can't be it.  And I'm getting pruney.  Getting out of the bath, she grabbed a 

towel to dry off with.  Aragaki-kun has to know.  But what if he doesn't?  

He might have some sort of amnesia.  That would explain why he said he  

doesn't have any parents.  Sort of, anyways.  Or instead of amnesia, maybe 

his esper powers cause his long-term memory to fade away.  That would 

just be terrible.
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Putting on her bath robe and glasses, Kadenokoji exited the bathroom. 

As  always,  Aragaki  was  sitting  in  the  living  room floor,  typing  cryptic 

sequences to form unfathomable mathematical equations on his laptop, all 

at breakneck speed.  Leaning against the kitchen's half-wall behind him, 

Kadenokoji  just  watched him for  a  couple minutes.   “You know,  if  this 

Paranormal Operations Section thing doesn't work out for you, you could 

always make money working as a translator.  You said you were good with 

languages, right?  I hear they pay up to thirty yen a word.  You could make, 

what?  How much you think you could make in an hour?”

“At a rate of  thirty yen per word,  I  would earn between sixty-five 

thousand and sixty-seven thousand yen per hour,” Aragaki said, his typing 

not slowing in the least.

“Or you could write a novel,” Kadenokoji said.  “That would keep you 

busy  for,  what?   A  whole  afternoon?  You  could  call  it  The  Exciting 

Adventures of  a  Beautiful  Policewoman.”   Kadenokoji  struck a dramatic 

pose.

“I do not possess sufficient knowledge of such a subject necessary to 

compose a lengthy work of fiction on it,” Aragaki said.

“Yeah, yeah,” Kadenokoji said, and yawned.  Wait a second!  It clicked 

in her mind what he had just said.  Was that a dig at me?  “What did you 

just say?”

“I do not possess sufficient knowledge of such a subject necessary to 

compose a lengthy work of fiction on it,” Aragaki repeated.

“And  exactly  what  subject  would  you  be  referring  to  here?” 

Kadenokoji said, towering over Aragaki, her arms crossed defensively.
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Of  course,  Aragaki  did  not  even  even  flinch.   “I  am  specifically 

referring to the concept of excitement.”

Kadenokoji narrowed her eyes.  Yeah, sure you were.  “Well, that's one 

conversation that'll  have to wait for another day.  I'm too tired to think 

right now.  Good night, Aragaki-kun.”  She headed towards her bedroom.

Aragaki  stopped  typing.   “I  would  prefer  to  know  if,  when  you 

referred  to  yourself  as  'Takako-nee'  earlier,  you  meant  for  me  to  start 

addressing you as such.”

“Ah, not really,” Kadenokoji said.  “I mean, you can if you want to. 

You don't have to call me 'Kadenokoji' all the time, though.  Just 'Kojita' is 

fine most of the time.”

“You should attain a peaceful mind to maximize the benefits of sleep, 

Kojita-kun,” Aragaki said.

Kadenokoji just shook her head in mock disgust as Aragaki returned to 

his  typing.   “You're  hopeless,  Aragaki-kun.”   Closing her  bedroom door 

behind her,  Kadenokoji  smiled.   It's  going to be another interesting day 

tomorrow... 
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